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REPOR"J.'! 

uf the Committee appointed to investigate the 
dangers arising from coal-dust 

in Indian Mines 

By the Government of Indtia, Department of Industries and Labour, in. 
Resolution NfI. M.-498, dated 24th July 1923. 

CONSTITUTION OF THE COMMITTEE 

Chairman: 

Mt'. R. R. Simpson, Chief Inspector of Mines in In<!ia. 

Members: 
Mr. J. B. Wardlaw, uolninated by the Indian Mining Association; 
Mr. J. G. Foster, nominated by the. Indian MinIng Association; 
Mr. H. C. Read, nominated by the Indian Mining Federation; 
Mr. H. K. Nag, nominated by the Indian Mining Federation; 
Mr. q. Naysmith, nominated by the Colliery Managers 'Associa-

t~on in India ; 
Mr. J. Thomas, nominated by the Mining and Geological Institute 

of India; . 

Mr. J. 11. Lang, Inspector of Mines in India; and 
Mr. D. Penman, Inspector of ·Mines in India (also Secretary). 

In April 1924, Mr. J. G. Foster, before proceeding on leave, resigned, 
and Mr. P. Bates was nominated as his successor by the Indian Mining 
.Association. 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

. 'fo enquire into the danger. of explosions of coal-dust in Indian eoa! 
mInes; to make experiments on different kinds of coal-dust with a view to 
determine their liability to explode or otherwise; and to report what 
means, if any, are necesary 'or desirable to provide against the risk of 
coal-dust explosions in Indian coal mines. . 

INTRODUCTORY 

In our investigation into the problems arising out of the terms ot 
rcference we have been confronted with the difficulty that neither the 
funds no~ ~he litaff at our disposal would permit of an inquiry in any 
re~p~ct sImIlar to ~he !'labOl'ute inv~stigations which have been carried 
out In other countrIes. We do not however think it necessary to eiIect 
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the purpose for which we have bee:t;l constituted, that an inquiry on such 
a scale should be attempted. The fundamental facts related to the theory 
of the explosibility of coal-dust have already been adequately determined 
elsewhere and are of universal application. It appears tQ us, therefore, 
to be 8ufficient to carry out similal' tests. but on a smaller scale, to ascer
tain in lVhat reE'.pects conditions i:t;l Indian mines compare with those in 
t.he mines of other countries and in what manner Etnd to what extent 
the concluRions arrived at by other experimenters are applic?ble in thi':l 
country. In this, our first report, we discuss briefly some aspects of 
the problem and indicate in what directions we propose further to pro
secute our i?vestigations. .' 

EXPERBIENTAL EVIDENCE OF THE EXPLOSIBILITY OF 
COAL-DUST 

2. Tlie explosibility of fine coal-dust under certain conditions has n(}w~ 
been estublished beyond all doubt. Experimentally, in tubes, and in 
sperially prepared underground galleries, violent explosions have been 
produced from coal-dust without the presence of any inflltmmable ga:>., 
Much exrerimental research has been done on the subject in Great Britain, 
United ~tates of America, France and other European countries. The 
theory that fine coal-dust is capable of forming an explosive mixture with 
air was advocated by r~'o:fcssor W. Galloway as long ago as 1875., Previous 
to that in reports on explosions at Wallsend Colliery in 1803, and at 
Haswell Colliery in 1844 (both in England) it had been pointed out that 
fine coal-dust had apparently played a part in the propagation of tpe 
c~:plosions. In 1876 Sir Henry Hall carried out a series of experiment" 
in an adit level, 135 feet long, and obtained ignitions .• Later in 1891, 
and again in 1893, he obtained ignitions in a disused shaft, 150 deep 
.ana 7 feet in diameter. Coal-dust was thrown down the shaft 
and a gunpowder shot from a cannon pl!iced at the bottom of the 
shaft was diseharged into the dust elond. Over 100 experiments wel'e 
(~Hrried out on dusts from a lar~e numLer of seams and in 55 per cellt. 
of the tests i~mitions occurred. During J 89:3-5 a Committee of the N01'1 h 

• of England Institute of l\1ining and l\Ieclwnical Engineers carried out 
tests in an iron tube, 3 feet in diameter and 101 feet long'. All exhaustive 
series of experiments on a IU1'goe scale were commenced in 1908 under 
the direction of a Committee appointed by the ~Iining' Associa~ion of Great 
Britain*. 'l'he tests were carried out in a gallery about 600 feet long 
constructed of boiler· shells, 7 fe'pt 6 inches in (liameter. Th" S-nllery "'as 
erected on the surface near Altofts Colliery, Normanton. Yorkshire, 
U:11~13nd. These experiments were conducted unc1er the superintendencr 
of. the late Sir 'Yilliam E. GDrfcl'th on dust f1'01'l tbe ::::ill,~tol1e seam, and 
ref'ulted in many violent explosions. 

3. In 1911 a Committee was al1pointec1 by the Government of Great 
Britain to continue the experiments initiated by the Mining Association. 
The experimental'gallery was remoYec1 to a Ill'''' site at Eskmeals, Cumb(,1'
land, where, during the year 1911-16, an exhaustive series of, tests was 
'curried out, The results of these tests and the conclusions drawn from 
them are contained_ in the Reports submitted by the Committee. t The 
tests at Altofts and Eskmeals conclusively demonstrated that fine coal-dust 
lUlder certain conditions and in the entire absence of .any inflammable 

f 
• Record of first series of the British coal-dllst experiments 1910. 
t Reports of tTI6 E:cplosions in :!JIines Committee (Reports 1 to 7, 1912-16.) 
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gas is capable of prod"ucing an explosive mixture which when ignited will 
produce a violent explosion. In some of the tests the violence was so great 
that some of the boiler shells were shattered into fragments and the pieces 
~~~b~ . 

4. In 1311 the United States Bureau of l\Iines constructed an experi
mental mine for the purpose of carrying out tests on the explosibility of 
coal-dust. The mine consisted of two parallel day drifts in a seam known 
88 the Pittsburgh Bed which, at the site chosen, outcrops on the side of 
a hill. The drifts were connected in the seam at intervals. Originally 
they were about 750 feet long, but later the length was increased to about 
1,200 feet and in addition a number of galleries were added. In some of 
the preliminary experiments ignition was obtained from a blowrr-out shGt 
in the coal, but in the later tests the standard method of initiating an 
e~plosion was by means of a shot fired from a steel cannon placed at 
the inner end of one of the main drifts. Many violent explosions wer,~ 
obtained-. . 

5. In addition to demonstrating beyond any doubt that c<ral-dust in 
explosive, it was shown in the tests carried--eut in Great Britain and 
Amf'rica that fine coal-dust could bi) rendered innocuous· by the admixture 
of a sufficient proportion of water or of incombustible dust. Experiments 
lint! demonstrations at the British coal-dust testing station at Eskineals 
and at the experitnental mine in the United State'> are still being carried 
out, largely for propaganda purposes to conyince mining elJ.gineers of the 
destructive effects of a coal-du»t explosion and the necessity for takin,e 
every possible precaution to avoid its occurrence in a mine.- Mention might 
also be made of the experimental work which has been done in Austriil 
Gcrmall~' and France, and in the latter country particularly by 1\-1. Taffanel . . , 
EVIDENCE OF THE EXPLOSIBILITY OF COAL-DUST FROM 

COLLIERY EXPLOSIO~S 

6. The following is a brief record of some of the explosions ill coa1 
mintS which haye been attributed to coal-dust: • , . , 

(1) Explosion- at Seaham Colliery, En-gland, in 1880. (164 lives lost., 

- This explosion was caused by a blown-out shut which ignited coal
dust. The explo~ion was confined to the main haulage roads. 

(2) Exp{osion at Altolts Colliery, En-gland, in J.885. (22 liues lost.) 

This explosion was caused by a blown-out shot and originllted on it 
huulage road which wa~ also a main intake airway. The explosivn 
t1'8\'ersed three main intake airways which contained abundant coal-dust 
for a distance of nearly 2,000 yards. The flame did not traverse other 
rU;lds which were less dusty or in which the coal-dust was contaminated 
by stone-dust . 

. " -First series of coal-dust explosion tests in Hie experimental mine by Messrs. 
Rl~~, Jones, Egy and Greenwald, Bulletin 56, United States Bureau of Mined. lma . " 

Coal-dust expwsion tests in. the Experimental Mifte 1913-18 inclusive by 
!!essl's. Rice, Jones, Egy and Greenw~ld, Bulletin 167, United St~teB Burea~ 01 
JUInes. 
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(3) Explosion at Elemore Colliery, England in 1886 .. (28 lives lost.) 

'fhis was a pure coal-dust explosion originated by a shot in a main 
laulage road. 

(4) Explqsion at Cammerton Colliery, Englan~ in 1893. (2 lives lost-) 

This mine had been working for over a hundred years without gas 
~aving been reported. Naked lights were used. The explosion was 
~al1sed by an overcharged 'and badly placed shot, and originated in a 
rllllilL haulage road which was very dusty. It extended for a distance of 
L,260 yards. 

'-. 
(5) Explosion at Darran Colliery (South Wales, England). 

A charge of 6 ounces of explosive was exploded on a stone without 
Il hoJe being drilled. An explosion of coa1-dust resulted. 

(6) Explosion at Orwell Colliery, Wig an, in 1901. (4 lives lost.) 
A charge was exploded on a wheel in order to break up the wheel. 

An explosion of coal-dust followed. 
/' 

(7) Explosion at the Courrieres Collieries (France) in 1906. (1,100. 
lives lost.) 

Thi.s explosion originated in a heading and was supposed to have been 
caused by the explosion of a missfired charge which was being cut out • 
.A workman, it is thought, struck the detonator with his pick,- so firing 
the charge. The dust in the heading was ignited and the explosion spread 
through several interconnected sea~s and collieries. 

(8) Explosion at Wingate Grange Colliery, Durham, Engla'nd, in 1906. 
(.21 lit'es lost.) 

,. This was pure c,pal-dust explosion caused by the firing of a "per
mitted " explosive. 

(9) Explosion at Dinas Colliery, South Wales, in 1907. (7 lives lost.) \ 

A shot of gunpowder fired on a main haulage road caused an explc
sion of coal-dust. 

7. Other instances of explosions initiated and propagated by coal-dust 
might be given, such" for example, as the explosions at Norton Hill 
CoiJiery, Somersetshire, in 1908, West Stanley Colliery, Durham, in 190!J, 
and Pennant Hill Colliery, SO'\lth Staffordshire, in 1913. In a single yeur 
(HI07) in the months of 'January and February and again in December 
no less than eight coal-dust explosions occurred in- coal mines in the 
United States of America causing the death of 830 persons. In addition 
tl1f:lre exists a vast array of evidence to show that in most extensive explo
sions coal-dust has been, if not the primary cause, certainly the propa
ga~i~g agent of the explosion. In many instances the explosion has 
orlgmated through an accumulation of firedamp and, but for the presence 
of fine coal-dust throughout the workings of the mine, would pr!lbably 
~ave been confined to a comparatively small area and have done relatively 
lIttle damage. Unfortunately the i!titial explosion of firedamp raised thl~ 
fine coal-dust into the air a,nd the flame was thus fed and propagated far 
beyond the liJpits of the accumulation of firedamp. Amongst explosioll"! 

• 
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of this nature might be mentioned that at Senghenydd Colliery, South 
Wales in 1913, when ..over 400 lives were lost, and more recently the 
explosion at the IIaig pit,· Cumberland, England. 

8. In a modern coal mine under normal working conditions it ii 
]lar,l!y possible for an explosion of firedamp unaided by coal-dust to 
extend over a large area. The requirements of legislation and the 
toxigcncies of working conditions render i~ extremely improbable that any 
Jarge body of inflammable gas would be allowed to accumulate in the 
norking places. When, therefore, as has happened on many ~ccasions, 
an explosion occurs in a working place and extends not only beyond the 
1.01lndaries of that. place but perhaps throughout the whole mine, including 
the intake airways where an explosive percentage of firedamp is a practical 
impossibility, it is clear from that fact alone that the chief propagating 
agent has been coal-dust. . " 

EVIDENCE OF THE EXPLOSIBILITY OF COAL-DUST IN INDIA 

9. The available evidence as to the explosibilityof coal-dust in Indian 
mines is meagre. Although there have been several explosions, so far as 
we lire in 8 position to judge, it is clear in only one instance, namely, the 
t>Xplosion which occurred at Parbelia Colliery on January 4, 1923, that 
fine coal-dust was the predominant agent in tbe explosion. In the expln. 
I;ion which occurred at Khost Colliery (Baluchistan) in 1908 the evidence 
pointed to the explosion having been initiated through an ignition of 
firedamp. It, is probable, however, that coal-dust was an active agent in 
the propagation of the flamef. The explosions which occurred at 
Kendwadih Colliery (Jharia coal-field) in 1911 and at Chowrassie Colliery 
(Raniganj coalfield) in 1913 were clearly explosions of inflammable 
gases which had either accumulated in the ordinary way or had been 
distilled from burning coaP. What was probably an ignition of cQal
dust occurred at the Sijua Colliery (Jharia coal~field) on 1st February 
19212. The ignition was brought about by the concussion and flame fr(lm 
a round of ten shots fired simnltaneQusly or in rapia succession. The 
extent of the working was small and only a feeble flame ensued. Three 
persons were burnt, but none of them died. 

10. The explosion at Parbelia Colliery on January 4, 1923, which 
l'(!sulted in the loss of 74 Ijye~ and was the subject of an inquiry unnel' 
t]le Indian Mines Act, 1901, was undoubtedly- due to coal-dust. This was 
made clear in the report of the Committee of Inquiry3. The seam in which 
the explosion occurred is the well-known Dishergarh seam, one of the 
richest seams found in India. The seam gives off firedamp, and inflam· 
mable gas had been found in the eolliery from time to time. From the 
evidence obtained at the inquiry, however, and the condition of the mine 
t.he Committee came to the/' conclusion that "if gas was present at all 
it. can have been present only in a very small quantity. In any case gll~ 
dId not play an important, part in the explosion". It was proved that 
thc explosion was caused by a faultily placed shot which was dischargec 

• Report Oil Haig pit explosioll, Mines Department, Great Britain, 1922": 
fReport of Chief Inspector of Mines in India for 1908. 
lReports of Chief Inspector of Minilsin India for 1911 and 1913. 
2Report of Chief Inspector of Mine, in India fof' 1921 •. 
sPublished in Bihar "nd Orissa Gazette of 4th April 1923. 
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llnd blew through the rear of the shot-hole into a narrow gallery which had 
been previously driven in the top part of the seam and which contained 
fine coal-dust in abundance. Mr. D. Penman· has made some comments on 
this explosion which merit attention. 

'fhere are certain points worth noting in connection with the explo&ion 
at Parbelia Colliery, viz. :- . 

Ca) A coal-cutting machine was in use. 
(b) Narrow galleries had 'been driven first and these were being 

ClUc out by 'wider workings. The explosion originated in the 
narrow gallery. 

(c) At the time of the explosion the ventilating current in the 
narrow gallery ill which the explosion olI'iginated was prob
ably strong-two days after the explosion it was measured 
and found to be flowing at a velocity of 315 feet per minute. 
In the widened galleries, however, the movement of the air 
was slow. 

(d) " A thin layer of small coal- and dust from three-quarter3 10 
. one and a half inches thick"t covered the floor of the 

. galleries. 
(e) .A " permitted" explosive was said to have been used and the 

maximum charge ever detonated in the mine was stated to 
be 10 ounces as compared with the maximum permissible 
charge of 26 ounces. . 

(n .Apparently only one shot was fired at the time of the explosion. 
(g) 'I'he shot was not the usual kind of blown-out shot, but was 

rather a blown-through shot, i.e., it had blown out the end. 
of the shot-hole into the narrow gallery above. ~ 

(h) The explosion was not violent, but, judging from the extent 
of the coking and the fact that all .the victims died of burns, 
the flame must have been fierce. 

Many (.f the above points, we think, are important and we may fuid 
it necetlsary to refer to them more fully elsewhere. The explosion at 
Parbelia was not only the most serious that has occurred in the history of 

"Jndianmining but the most illuminating with respect to the conditions 
which may give rise to an ignition of coal-dust, and for that reason no 
,spect of the occurrence which has a bearing on the problem of the coal-
dust danger should be overlooked. .. 

11. Mr. G. N. A. Pitt, described an ignition of coal-dust, which occurred 
at a colliery at Giridih.t. ' 

" The ignition occurred on the surface. A wagon of coal was being 
emptied by opening side doors in the wagon and allowing the coal to fall 
out. A cloud of dust was formed which was carried by a moderately 
strong breeze in a direction across the line. The -Oust cloud was ignited 
llnd ,burst into flame. The cause of the ignition was said to be red-hot 
ashes which had fallen from the ash box of the locomotive ". 

-.~ ~n Coal-Dust Explosions in Indian mines. Paper read before tho 
Mining and Geological Institute of India at the Annual meeting on FebTU81'Y 
t:th, 1924. - ' 

tRepOf'f of the Inquiry Committee, 'page 5. 
tTrQtlSactions 01 the Mining and GeQ

'
ogicalIfll1titute of I,,,Ua, Vol. 111, p. 121. 
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12. So far as we are aware there is on record only one series of tests 
on the inflammability of Indian coals. The~e were on a small scale and 
the experimenter showed that coal-dust ignited by an open light in a small. 
tin case could produce sufficient violence to blow off the lid.-

. COMPARATIVE INFLAM~IABILITY OF INDIAN COALS 
13. The majority of Indian coals are bituminous in character. The 

quality of the coal obtained varies greatly in different districts. Table I 
gives the proximate analyses of four good quality coals mined in different 
districts. 

TAB~E I. I 

Proximate analysis of coals from four different districts, 
; 

Assam. Bengal. Bihar and Centra.! 
Orissa. p'rovin~. 

(Raniganj (Jharia Coal- Pench -- Coalfield): field). Valley 
Ledo seam. Dishergarh No. 15 seam. coal. 

seam. I 

Ash .. .. 1'9 '10'68 14'0 19'42 

Moisture .. .. 1'3 2'10 1'0 2-61 
t 

Volatile matter .. 43'7 34'80 24'8 26'78 

Fixed carbon .. 53'1 52'37 

I 
59'7 51'19 

I 100'0 100'0 100'0 100'0 

rrom the table it will be seen that the ash and volatile contents vary 
~onsiderably, The lower seams of the Barakar series in the Jharia coal
lield are of a poorer quality than those near the top of the series. Table II 
lOl:lpareS No. 17 and No, 10 ~eams, No, 10 seam being the lower with six 
1I"0rkable seams intervening" 

TABLE n, 
Proximate analysis of No, 17 and No. 10 seams, Jharia. 

• 

! No. 17 seam., No, 10 ,Seam. 

lah 12'1 18'36 

f:oisture 1'2 1'02 

r olatiIe matter .. 27'3 15'61 

~l[ed carbon 59'4 65'01 

100'0 100'0 

. ·0. H. McOale, Transactions 01 the Mining and Geological Institl~te 01 India 
r ol. 111, page 131. . '. . . . , 



No. 17 seam is considered coal of first class quality and No. 10 seam 
Mill of second class qualit~. The differences in ash and volatile content 
are noteworthy. Sometimes there are marked variations in the quality 
of the several layers of the same seam, particularly in the ash content. 
Table III shows the variation in a seam in the Jharia coalfield. 

TABLE Ill. 

Variation of the quality of the coal in the same seam. 

I 
Ash. 

Volatile' Fixed Moisture. -- - Percent. matter. carbQn. Percent. Percent. Percent. -
Top Beetion. I 

1" 

Coal .. .. .. i 
! 

2' 2" 20'S 22'3 ·55'9 1'0 

Coal i 7' 2· 14'5 24'5 59'9 1'1 .. " .. 
I 

Parting about 4-ft. thick, I 
Bottom 8eetion. 

i 
I 

! 
Coal .. .. 1 1· 

t 
42'S .17'0 39'2 1'0 

Carbonaceolls shale 5i· 
.. 

Coal .. " .. 2' ll· 13'S 23'4 61'9 0'9 

Carbonacoolls shale ! 6· 34'5 16'7 .28'1 0'7 " . 
Coal .. .. .. 3' 6· 18'6 23'3 57'3 O'S .. 
Carbonaceous sha.le .. 6· 64'4 33'0 2'3 . 0'3 

Coal • 2' .. .. .. 4· 13'9 24'6 60'7 O'S 
, -

It will be seen, therefore, that there is not only' considerable· varia
tion in the quality of the coals found in different parts of India, but that 
many of the seams are made up of bands differing in composition. As 
il result of this the dust, being made from the richer and softer parts of 
the seams is often of better quality than the average of the seam: 

14.· The two factors which are of importance in estimating the com
parltive inft.ammability of a-coal are the volatile content and the ash 
COIL tent, The carbon content is of secondary importance for although it 
is probable that the violence of a' coal-dust explosion depends upon the 
calorific value of the dust, it is equa~ly probable that its ignitability or 
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inflammability is clo!oely related not to the heat value but to the volatility 
of the constituents of the coal. The volatile matter and its composition 
are of primary importance. It has been shown that the relative inflam
mability of coal-dw;ts depends rather upon the relative case with which 
inflammable gases are evolved fr.om the dusts than upon their total volatile 
content.- It was found that the order of inflammability corresponded 
fairly closely with the percentage of the inflammable matter in the coal 
extractable by pyridine. The method of determination followed by the 
BritilSh Coal DUlSt Committee was to ascertain the percentage of the coal 
substance extracted by thc solvent and then to obtain the r(llative ignition 
temperature of a sample of fine dust from the same coal. It appeared that 
tests of a similar nature on Incliancoals might prove of value and accord
ingly at our request the Superintendent of the Government Test House, 
Alipore, agreed to carry out a serics of experiments on selected coals. The 
reslllts of these tests together with the proxima,.te analyses 00: the same $loals 
are tabulated in Table IV. t ? 

TABLE IV. 

Proximate analysis of Indian coals and percentages of coal substance 
extracted by pyridine. 

No. 01 sample. . I]' 2 I 8 J 4 I 6 I 6 ! 7 8 I' 9, '10 11 

Hol.ture(pc .. "ntagel ., :2'10 -:::; 2'00 -;;;;-::-1,8'231::-::1::-11'94 1'14 

proximate analysl. on dried I. . I I 
samples. I I 1 

• I , 
Volatll88 •. .. .. 34'60 36'42 34'92 36'52 38'76 42'97127'60 31'12 23'72 24'80 15'72 

Flzedcarbon •• ., '55'20 60'06 61'48 51'01 '53'20 166'01 61'48 63'60 1
68 '48 68'80 65'OZ 

Ash " •• ., ;10'20 13'62 13'60 12'47110'0611'02 19'92 9'28! 7'80 6'40 18'30 

Percentageofcoal.lIbBtance 122'2 20'9·20'1 18'4 115'4 1,15'2 IS'8 14'2 113.s 0'1 '0'68 
e,nraeted by pyrldlne (on 
":h.rree coal) • 

. ~/J"'''''''''''I_ 
No. 1 Sanctorla Seam. (Bengal and Blhar and Orl .. a). 

No. 2 Nlg. Seam. (Bengal and Blhar and Orl •• a). 

No. 8 Dl.hergark Seam. (Bengal and Blhar and Orlssa). 

No. 'Gbuslck Seam. (Bengal). 

No. 6 Poniatl Seam. (Bengal). 

No. 8 Tlkak Top Coal Thick Seam 4A •• am). 

,No. 7 Pench Valley Seam. (Central Provlnces). 

1'1'0. 8 Jharla.N o. 17 lsam. (Blhar and Orl .. a). 

No. 11 Glrldlb Xarharbarl Ssam (BJh.ra~d Orl .. a). 

No. 10 .Jharla No. 15 I.am. (Dlhar and Orlssa). ' 

No.n J1Iarla No. 10 Seam (Blhar and Orlss.). 

·-British Explosions in Mines Oommittee, Second Report. - . t Each sample was (Il'Ushed from lump coal and passed through a ~O mesh sieve. 
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For the purpose of comparison with the results obtained by the British 
Committee a selection of eleven has been given in Table Y.· 

TABLE V. 

Analysis oj British coals and their relative ignition temp~rature. 

Proximate.. analysis. 

Percentage 
(on the" ash Relative 

Number of samples. Moisture. Volatiles. Fixed Ash. free dry coal) ignition 
carbon. extracted temperature. 

by pyridine. ·C. 

~ 

238N 1.91 32.75 60.80 4.54 38.8 995 

224N 2.11 35.70 59.99 2.20 36.2 1,015 

225N 1.53 31.41 64.29 2.77 34.7 1,025 

241N 1.96 32.85 56.88 8.31 32.3 , 1,035 

200N 1.80 32.58 62.79 2.83 29.2 1,045 
I 

212N 2.40 33.25 61.76 2.59 28.7 1,065 

219N 7.31 33.18 56.43 3.08 23.1 1,080 

213N 3.49 33.84 59.38 3.29 22.1 1,090 

223N 1.30 18.62 78.83 2.25 7.0 Over 1,400 

204N 0.42 15.11 78.17 6.30 4.0 Over 1,400 

221N 1.14 17.34 77.30 4.22 3.7 Over 1,400 

It will be noticed that in none of the tests on Indian coals is the 
percentage of pyridine extraction equal to that obtained from the first 
six British samples. The Indian coals 1, 2 and 3 appear to approximat~ 
to the British samples 219N and 213N. On the assumption, therefore. 
that the percentage extraction by pyridine is a measure of the inflam-" 
mability of the dust, it would appear that the first three Indian coals 
in Table IV are of the same order as regards inflammability as the British 
e~ 219 N. and 213 N. The ignition temperature of 219 N. was 10800 C. 
and of 213 N. 10900 C. and it is probable that the dusts of the Indian coals 
01 Sanctoria, Niga and Dishergarh seaJn.<~ have an ignition temperature of 
somewhere in the neighbourhood of 1090° C. In Table IV the Indian 
coals have been arranged in the order of the percentage extractable by 
pyridine, and therefore on the assumption postulated they are arranged 
in the order of their inflammability. 

-Taken from Appendix III of the Second Report of tM British Explosions 
4n Mines CommiUee. The analyses were made on. dust sieved through a 240. 
mesh sieve. . f 
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15. In thl! r;:eries of explosi~n tests carried out in an experimental 
Itline under the auspices of the United States of America, Bureau of 
:Mines,· one 1f the most important results obtaiJ1.ed was that the explosi
bility of a coal-dust varies with the ratio of volatile combustible to the 
total combustible matter in the coal. On this basis Table VI compares 
the explosibility of the Indian coals tested with the British coals in 'rable V 
and some American coals. (The last are taken from the Report on the 
above-mcntionc i tests.) 

TABLE VI. 

Comparison of the explosibility of the Indian . coals tested with certain 
British and American coals. 

I INDIAN ~·OAT.S. I BRITISH COALS. AMERICAN COALS; 

\V()latile 

r'~~ 
Volatile 

"'JmbUB combus· combus· 
No. I ti bleB. tiblea. tible~ 

Ratio I Total. No. Ratio Total Name of Seam Ratio Tota.! 
oomLUB- 1l0mbU8- combus-

J tibl· tible tible 
lmatter. lmatter. l matter. 

. - --.---
I 0.38 .. 238 N. 0.35 .. .. No. 5" Bed Indiana 0.49 .. 
2 0.42 .. 224 N. 0.37 .. .. No. 4 " Bed Mon· .0.45 . . 

tana • 

3 0.40 .. 225 N. 0.32 .. . .. Xo. 10 " Bed 0.42 .. 
! . llIinois. 

4 0.41 .. 241 N, 0.36 .. Pittsburgh Bed .. 0.40 .. 
5 0.41 .. 200 N. 0.34 .. . ., E •• Bed Indiana.. 0.32 .. 
6 0.42 .. 212 N. 0.35 .. Coking Coal Bed 0.27 .. 

British Columbia. 

7 0.34. .. 219 N. 0.37 .. Five Creek Bed. W. 0.22 .. 
Va. 

B O.SO .. 213 N. 0.36 .. Bockley Bed W. Va. 0.20 .. 
9 0.25 .. 223 N. 0.19 .. Bernice Bed Pa. .. 0.10 - .. 

10 I 0.25 .. 204 N. 0.16 .. Lykas Va.Iley Pa.. .. 0.10 .. 
11 10.19 .. 221 N. Q.18 .. WyomingVa.IleyW 0.06 .. 

2 Pa.. 

Of the American coals in Table VI the first four were found to be 
the most explusible and the last one, which is an anthracite coal, was found 
to be non-expl(\sive by the means used in the experiments. The British 

·Coal-Dust Explosion Tests in the ExperimentaZ Mines 1913 to 1918, incluBi". 
by George S. Rice, L. M. ,Jone~, W. L. Etgy and H. P. Greenwald •. 
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and Indian coals shown in the table are all bituminous or semi-bituminous. 
From a comparison it would appear that on this basis the first six oi 
the series of the Indian coals are about oJ the same degree of inflammability 
:IS numbers :::l24 N. and 219 N. Of the British series and the Pittsburgh 
bed of the American coals. It should be noticed that this does not place 
the Indian coals in the same category as they are classified on the pyridine 
extraction basis. It is likely, wc think, that neither criterion is reliable 
in itself since there are undoubtedly many other factors which influence 
the inflammability of a coa~-dust, such as, for example, the natural ash 
content which iq notably high in Indian coals-

"-
TESTS OF THE INFLAMMABILITY OF INDIAN COAL~DUSTS 

16. Wc have given a brief description of the methods of testing the 
inflammability of coal-dust adopted in England and the United States 
of America. Alii we have stated at the outset we oould not hope to ,attempt 
experimellts on 11. scale even approximating.to. that used in those countries. 
We considered ('arefully whether it would not be better to send samples 
of Indian coals to Eskmeals in England and have tests made there, but 
for various reasons, the chief of which, perhaps, was that by carrying 
out test::; hf'rt!, ewn th-ough on a small scale, mining men in India, if the 
tests werR ]H'odll<'tive of results, would have an opportunity of witnessing 
the experiments, we decided that we should first of all, at any rate, see 
what couid bc df'nc in India. After careful consideration it was decided 
that a gallery ('onsisting bf steel tubes after the manner of the experi
mental gallery at Eskmeals would be more suitable for the purpose than 
an undergrnunil, gallery in coal such as that adopted by the United States 
Bureau oJ 1\nne~. .A steel gallery, we thought, would be cheaper, more 
easily du::;tcd and cleaned and it would be possible to keep the tests under 
closer o~,:-,crYati()n than if they werc conducted underground. We. do 
not, howewr. rule Qut altogether the possibility of our being able to carry 
out test<i il~ an actual mine. ,There are ·many abandoned inclines in the 
coalfields of Jharia and Raniganj one of which it may yet be possible to 
utilise for explosion tests. We ptopose, however, to pursue the problem 
as far as possible in a suitable steel tube on the surface before considering 
whether it would be worth while carrying out experiments underground. 
The sib) chosen for the test gallery is on the Rifle Range. about one mile 
to the south of Dhanbad, East Indian Railway. A brief description of 
the finilihcd gallf'ry is given in Appendix I. 

17. A brief account will now be given of the preliminary experiments 
on the inflammability of Indian coal-dusts which have been carried out 
at the test station. 

The first dust to be tested was that from Dishergarh seam, Parbelia' 
Colliery. The coal was ground in a ball mill which had been installed at 
Parbelia Colliery after the explosion there in January 1923 in order to 
provide shale-dust for the mine. The coal-dust was sampled at Dhanbad 
and it was found that 54.2 per cent. passed through a sieve having 150 
meshes· t·,) th'!! lineal inch. 

-No smaller mesh was available i6. India at the time. 
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Tests on Dishergarh seam 

A proximate analy:sis of Dishergarh seam at Parbelia Colliery is as 
follows :-

~\l;h 

~Io!st\lrl' 

y"latiIp.,! 
:Fixed rarboD' 

10.98 per cent. 
1.48 per cent. 

34.87 per cent. 
52.~7 per cent. 

100.00 per cent. 

Test No. 1.-Date 22nd November, 1923. 
-

Length of tubes, 113 feet, consisting of 30 feet of tubes, 4 feet 
diameter, and 83 feet of boiler flues, 3 feet diameter, with cross flues at 
intervals. The dust was 'Uniformly spread on the floor over the whole 
length of the tube to the amount of about 60 Ibs. At the 4 feet diameter 
end of the tube 1\ few wooden shelves were fixed, and these were also 10alThd 
with dust. A charge consisting of two cartridges of gelignite (about 4 
ounces) was placed on a shelf about S-feet from the end. Both ends of 
the tube were opl'n. The charge was fired electrically. 

Re.wlt.--An ignition.-The flame emerged at the wide end of t.he 
tube and extllnded about 10 feet horizontally: and vertically beyond the 

,tube. Ther~ was no evidence that the flame travelled through the tube 
to the narrow end although smoke and dust were emitted there. The 
total length of the flame was about 16 feet. 

Test No. 2.-Same date as Test No. 1. 
, . 

Santf:collditions as in test No. 1. Charge increased to 4 cartridges 
of gelignite. Plo sit ion of charb~n a shelf about 6 feet from the large 
end of the tube. 

Remlt.--.1n ignition.-The flame extended outside the tube about 15 
feet horizontally and 15 feet vertically. Length of flame, 21 feet. 
Apparelltly the flame did not travel in the other dircction. 

Test No. 3.-Date 12th December 1923. 

Two additional lengths of tubing, each 26 feet long and 3i feet dia"" 
meter, had !IC"1l obtained, and these were placed in line with and butted 
aglllnst the 4 f(.ct tube, but were not joined to the others. The total 
length of .the tubes was now 165 feet. A hand-hole was cut in one of 
the boiler flues at a point 100 feet from the end of the 3i feet diameter 
tubes. Du!'t WSF distributed at the ~ate of about 1 lb. per foot run from 
the end of the ;lJ feet tube t~ a point about 3 feet beyond the hand-hole. 
The rest of the tube was not dusted. Four cartridges of gelignite were 
inserted through the hand-hole and placed on a shelf. 

Rcslllt.-l'robalile ignition.-There was no visible flame but s~oke 
emerge<t from both ends of the tube and continued to be emitted for 
about ten minutes. There had obviously been burning. The tube was 
so hot 'it a iiistance of about 25 feet ,from the position of the c~arge that 
the hand could not be held on it. There was considerable coking in the 
tube about' 25 feet from the position of the charge. '. 

L55DIL 
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Test No. 4.-Same dcite as Test No. 3. 

Same conditions as in test No. 3. Strips of paper soaked in kerosene 
oil werp. hung at intuvals to give an indication of the passage of the flame. 
(This method is admittedly crude and was only tried once.) 

Re.~1!lt.-Probable ignition.-No flame ,_was observed at either end 
of the tube but the paper strips were burnt up to a point about 40 feet 
from the position of the charge. 

Test No. 5.-Date 22nd January 1924. 
After the above tests it was decided to try gelignite on the floor of 

the tube instead of on a shelf. Nine feet of the 3t feet tube was coal 
dusted und a charge of two cartridges placed amongst the dust on the 
floor of the tulle, and fire.d. No shelves were used. 

Result -An ignition.-The flame extended 15 feet outside the tube. 
Length of flame 24 feet." ' 

Test No. 6.-Same date as Test No. 5. 

Repetition of test No. 5. 
RC$ult.--A1! ignitiol!.-The flame extended to from 15 feet to 20 feet 

outside the tulle. Total length of flame between 24 and 29. feet in one 
directioll. 

Test Ko. 7.-Same date as Test No. 6 .. • 
Sam~ condilions as in test Ko. 6 but charge placed 13 feet from the 

end of the tube. -

ReslIlt.,--.:ln iYllitioll.-The flame extended outside the tube about 
15 feet. Length of fla,llle. 28 feet. 

Te,t So. 8.-Dale 2jih January 1924. , 
Same" conditions a" in Test Ko. 7. Distance of charge from thef'nd 

oif the tube, 20 feet. 
RrslIlt.--.Yo -;"gnitioll.-XO flame and little smoke. The reason for 

this failUl'l' is not clear, At first the charge did not explode and it was 
only at the third attempt th~t it ,,('nt off I'nd then, judg'ing from the report, 
feebly. It ",ai; thought that the detonator may haye been c1:>fecti',e cau~ng 

, imperfect explOl'oion of the charge. 

Test Ko. 9.-Same date as Test Ko. 8. 
Sar.:Ju (,onllitions as in test No. S. Distance of charge from end of 

tube, 17 feet. 

Re.~ult.-A n ignii-ion.-The flame emerged from the_ end of the tube 
and extended Olltside the tube for about 15 feet. Length of flame, about 
32 feet. ., 

.Test No. 10.-Same date as Test No. 9. 
Same conditions as in preyious tests. Charge placeu at a point 28 

feet from the end of the tube. 

-To ascertain the amount of firme -frolll an untamped charge of gelignita 
two cartridges of gelignite were fired on a clean steel plate in the open. Tha 
flame was hardly noticeable. 
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Resulf •. ·-A .Ieebl,; txplosion.-The flame travelleir-fapidly, shot out 
of the end of the tube about 15 feet and the force was such as ~o shoot 
coal-dust out of the tube in a straight line for a distance of about 100 feet. 
Length of flame, about 43 feet. 

Test 1'0. l1.-Daf,: same as Test No. 1.0. 

Same conditions as before. IJength of tube dusted, 60 feet. Charge 
of two cartridges of gelignite placed on the flool' of the tube 58 feet from 
the end of the 31 feet tube. . 

Result •. -A. feeble explosion.-The flame travelled rapidly and shot 
out of the end of the tube about 6 feet, scattering dust in a straight line 
about 100 feet ahead. Length of flame, 64 feet. 

It will hI.' noticed that the results of the last two tests have been 
recorded as fceble explosions. It was clear to the observe.rs tha~ tests 
Nos. 10 and 11 were different from any of the other tests. In the vi"ible 
ignitions. e.g., tests Nos-.. 1, 2, 5, 6, 7 and 9 the flame emerged from the 
tube quietly aud, outside the tube, spread upwards as well as horizontally, 
but in' tests 1\u'1. 10 and 11 the flame literally " shot" out of the tube. 
That iN. in the ease of the" ignitions" the inflammability was quiet-and' 
slow, but in tests Nos. 10 and 11 it was obviously so rapid as to partake 
of the nature of a mild explosion.. There was no obstruction in the tube, 
not eYen wooden shelves, or greater violence might have been attained. 
Moreovel' ill test No. 10 the flame had to cross a: gap -of about one inch 
between the ends of two, 3t feet diameter, tubes, where they were butted 
together, and in test N'o. 11 the flame had to cross two such openings. In 
each case the flame " overflowed" at the openings, but apart from that 
propagati('II was app:>rently not hindered in the slightest. 

• 

Fhmm'II'Y of /.ll'climinat·y t'eSlllts on the Dishel'gal'h seam. 

No.o/Test •. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

I 
Re81l!f. I Length 0/ flame. J_ ______ --..:..1 ____ _ 

Ignition 
Ignition 
Probable igintion 
Probable ignition 
Ignition 
Ignition . .. 
Ignition 
Xo ignition 
Ignition 
Feeble explosion 
Feeble explosion 

' .. 

... 

16 feet. 
21 feet.
flame not seen. 
flame not seen. 
21 feet. . 
24 to 29 feet. 
28 feet. 

32 feet. 
43 feet 
64 feet. 

It shO'llld be noted that in each ignition or explosion the flame would 
probably cxtend a few feet on the o~er side of the charge, although that 
could not be seen. The actual lengths of .flames would, therefore, be a 
few feet gr,;atel' than those recorded.. ' 
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Tests oD:. No. 15 seam, Jharia. 

18. Preliminary tests on dust from No . .15 seam Jharia were carried 
out in a similar way to those on Dishergarh seam. A proximate analysis 
of No. 15 seam is as follows :- . 

Ash- 14.24 
Moisture 1.15 
Volaties 
Fixed carbon 

Test No. 12.-Date 2nd February 1924. 

23.05 
. 61.56 

100.00 

A charge 'of two cartridges of gelignite was laid on the floor of the 
tube, 18 feet from the end. 

Result.-An ignit-ion.-The flame extended 6 feet beyond the end of 
the tube. Length of flame, 24 feet. 

Test No. 13.-Same date as Test No • .12. 
Same conditions as above. . 
Result.-N 0 ignition.-Only local flame produced. 

Test No. H~Same date as Test No. 13. 
Same conditions as above. 
Result.-N 0 ignition.-Only local flame produced. 

Test No. 15.-Same date- as Test No. H. 

Same conditions as above. 
Result.-An ignition.-Length of flame, 25 feet. 
Tests 12 to 15 were carried out on dust ground artificially in a hand

grinding machine ; 81.4 per. cent. of the dust passed through a 150 mesh 
sieve. 

Test No. 16.-Date 6th February 1924 .. 

Same conditions as in Tests Nos. 12 to 15. 
Result.-An ignition.-Length of flame, 25 feet. 

I 

Tests Nos. 17, 18 and 19.-Same date-as' Test No. 16. ~ . 

Results.-N 0 ignUions.-Only local flame produced. 
Tests 16 to 19 were carried out on dust collected at the screening 

plant of a colliery in the Jharia coalfield. On screening a sample of 
the dust it was found that only 16.7 per cent. passed through a 150 mesh 
sieve. . It is probable that the finest of the dust was used in the first test. 

Test No. 2Q.-Date 5th Match 1924. 

Same cOllditions as in previous tests, but a charge of three cartridges 
of gelignite was used. 'J 

Result.-An ignition.-Length of fl.ame, 30 feet. 



Tests Nos. 21 and 22.-Same date as Test No. 20 . 
. Charge of two cartridges of gelignite used. 
Results.-N 0 ignitions.-Only local flame. 
The dust used in tests 20 to 22 was ground in a motor-driven Har"-y 

multiple grinder: 66.7 per cent. of the dust passed through a 150 mesh 
sieve. 

Summary of results on No. 15 seam, Jharia: 

No. 01 test. Result. Lengfh 01 flame. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

Ignition 

No ignition 

No ignition 

Ignition 

Ignition 

No ignition 

No ignition 

No ignition 

Ignition 

No ignition 

No ignition 

, ~4 feet. 

25 feet. 

25 feet. 

30 feet. 

It would ap;ear from these tests that No. 15 seam Jharia is more 
difficult to ignite than Dishergarh seam. The tests are not, however, 
~~nclusive and a more thorough investigation will be made. 

Tests with the dust of Sanctoria seam 
18. Proximate analysis of Sanetoria seam.-

Ash 
Moisture 
Volatiles 
Fixed carbon 

• 

10.18 
2.06 

33.34 
54.42 
~ 

100.00 

The dust used in the tests of this seam was ground in a motor-driven 
Hadfield multiple grinder. . 

The screen analysis showed that ;2 per. cent. passed through the 120 
mesh sieve. The 150 mesh sieve had become damaged and· could not be 
used. . 
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Test No. 23.-Date 22nd Marcl!' 1924. 
This test was made near thc end of a 4 feet 6 inches diameter tl,lbe. 

The dust was strewn on the floor at the rate of about t lb. per lineal foot 
foz: a distance of 14 feet from the end. Two cartridges were laid in the 
dust on the floor of the gallery, 11 feet from the end. The charge was 
fired electrically. 

Result.-An ignition.-The flame extended about 10 feet out of the 
tube. Length of flame from point of ignition, 21 feet. 

Test No. 24.-Same date as Test No. 23. 
Same conditions as in test No. 23. Charge placed on the floor 20 

feet from the end of the tube. 
Result.-An ignition.-The flame extended about 8 feet out of the 

tube. Length of flame, about 28 feet. 

Test No. 25.-Same date as Test No. 24. 
In this test 80 feet of gallery (65 feet of the 41 feet diameter tub

ing and 15 ~eet of the 31 feet tubing) was strewn with dust. There 
were four joints in this length. These were held. by bolts but were not 
tight. 'I'he charge of two cartridges of gelignite was placed on the floor 
at 78 feet from the end. . 

Result.~An ignition with some propagation.-The flame was not 
observed at the end of the tube, hut was seen to' overflow' at the open 
joints up to a point 40 fect from the charge. There was coking up to 
the end of the tube, and for about ten minutes after the ignition, smoke 
and distilled gases emerged from i he end of the tube in dense yolumes. 
The length of 4i feet tube nearest th~ eharge-distance from charge about 
15 feet and length of the 4t feet tube 22 feet-was so hot that during 
contraction on cooling loud cracking noises were emitted. Length of flame 
at least 40 feet. 

Summary of nsults 'of prelimi1lary tests on Sanctona Seam, 
".--_.-

No. of test. Result. • Length of jlame.-

23 An ignition .. .. .. .. 21 feet . 

24 An ignition .. .. .. .. 28 feet . 

25 An ignition .. .. .. .. At least 40 feet . 

~ .. ~. 20. It will be observed that the dust7. used in the foregoing tests were 
not nearly so fine as those used at Eskmeals in England by the British 
Explosionsjn Mines Committee or in the United States at the Experimental 
Mine, most of which tests were carried out on dust of which from 80 to 
90 per cent. passed through a 200 mesh sieve. So far we have- not been 
able to grind the dust to that degree of fineness .. Unquestionably if the 
dust had been pulverised more finely, better ignitions would have been 
obtained. We hope to improve the grinding. As has been indicated 
these tests are of the nature of preUminary experiments. Our intention 
was eventually to adopt what has now become the standard method in 
such tests, namely,· firing from a cannon_ 
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, Experiments with gunpowder 
21. Although it was found convenient to use g~lignite in the prelimin

ary tests, it appeared to be difficult to get propagatIOn of flame throughout 
the full lenf7th of the experimental gallery by means of that explosive. 
In tests Nos~ 3 and 4, for example, the flame failed to. propagate through
out the tube. Moreover, gunpowder is generally used for blasting coal 
and for that reason alone we considered it essential that tests should 
be made with it. 'l'he tests now to be described were made with locally 
manufactured gunpowder. The gunpowder was poured loosely -into the 
bore of the cannon, about It lb. of the explosive being used in each 
experiment. The cannon was placed on the floor of the tube at the point 
indicated in the sketch in Appendix I in which the gallery, cannon, method 
of firing, etc., are described.. The cannon tests were done in the {lompleted 
gallery. 

Test No. 2(j.-Date 1st April 1924. 
The cannon' was charged with about Ii Ibs. of country gunpowder 

and stemmed with 8 inches of clay: About 65 Ibs. of dust of Sanctoria. 
rseam was strewn fairly uniformly along the .. floor of the gallery from the 
l'nd of the 4i feet diameter tube to the firing point, i.e., about i lb. pel" 
foot run. No shelves were used. The fineness of the dust was the sam2 
as in the tests Nos. 23, 24 and 25. The tube w:as open at the large end 
and closed by a wooden door bolted to the tube at the other end. The .. 
cannon was laid on the floor. The charge was fired electrically. 

Result.-Ignilion and propagation (i.e., explosion) .-The flame was 
seen to emerge at a joint of the tube 80 feet froJI!."I the position of the 
cannon, but did not appear at the end of the tube. The wooden door 
was blown off, broken and the parts thrown a distance of about 40 feet. 
After the ignition dense fumes continued to emerge from the tube for 
a period of about a quarter of an hour. One of the tubes, at a point 
about 90 feet from the firing point, appeared to have been SUbjected to 
great stress, as it had been bulged and distorted. 

Test No. 27.-Date 9th April 1.924. 
Same conditions in every respect as in test No. 26, except that the 

stemming consisted of 4 inches of coal-dust next the charge and 4 iuche'l 
~~ . . 

Result.-Ignition and propagation of flame throughout the tube. 
The flame passed right through the tube, emerged at the large end 

and extended about 35 feet beyond the tube. Total length of flame, 175 
feet, in one direction. The wooden door at the other end was again blown 
off. The propagation was comparatively slow. One of tlie tubes, 40 feet 
from the large end, had been subjected to great stress and was distorted 
into a triangular shape over a length of about 20 feet and was broken at 
one point. 

The lack of great violence 'is explained by the' facts that there were 
no obstructions in the tube, that the joints were not perfectlY,tight and 
tllat the wooden door at the near enq. acted as a safety valve for the pres
"n~re. The length ~f the tube, too, is probably insufficient to enable great 
VIOlence to be attamed. In this test safety matches fixed at intervals in 
the tube were used as flame indicators. 

• I . Demonstr\tion tests 
22. The following tests were made in the presence of a large gatherin", 

of members of the Mining and C)eological Institute of India and th~ 
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Colliery Managers Association. The date of the tests was 11th April 1924. 
']'he demonstration was given in darkness. 

Test No. 28.-Cannon test. 
Same conditions in every respect as in test No. 27, Sanctoria seam. I 

. rfhe flame was seen to emerge at a joint about 100 feet from the firing 
point. A few of the observers thought the flame reached the end of the 
tube, but this was unccrtain. 

Test No. 29.-Ignition test. 
This test was done in a similar way to some of the earlier experiments 

already recorded. About 25 feet of gallery at the large end ~f the tube 
was dusted and a charge of two cartridges of gelignite fired on the floor 
of the gallery at a point about 20 feet from the end. The dust used was 
that from No. 17 seam Jharia. 

A sriking ignition was obtained, the flame emerging from the end 
of the tube and rising and spreading to a height and width variously 
estimated at 25 feet to 30 fect. 

Test No. 30.--1gnition test. 
Same conditions in every respect as in test No. 29, but dust from 

Dishergarh seam. The flame in tl1is test rose about 20 feet in height out· 
side the tube, but was not quite so large in volume nor did the combustion 
appear to be so complete as with No. 17 seam Jharia in test No. 29. It 
is probable that in test No. 29 the igI.ition was affected to some extent by 
the dust remaining from test No. 28. The tube had been fairly well 
cleared of dust by the flame and for(£ of the explosion in test N:o. 28 but 
was not swept clear before being dusted with No. 17 seam dust: After 
test No. 29 the tubes were swept clean before Dishergarh dust was laid. 

23. The experiments recorded a hove, although insufficient to enable 
us to form definite conclusions as 1:\l the relative inflammability of the 
'leams tested, serve to show that ig~jtions and explosions can r~adily be 
>btained. So far no attempt has been made to measure pressures or 
lestructive effects. We hope, howev<:;(', to improve on the present arrange· 
nents. In particular we wish to paint out that many additional experi. 

ments will have to be carried out before the investigation can be considered 
complete. -

CONDITIONS AS REGARDS COAL·DUST IN INDIAN MINES 

24. We have deemed it advisable to ascerta.in, by actual sampling 
and sieving and by observation, to what extent Indian mines harbour coal· 
dust. The conditions in Indian mines are not the same as those in British 
mines. The seams are thicker, there is little or no fire-clay· holing or 
undercuttin~ and the method of wtlrking almost universally practisE!d 
is bord and pillar with galleries from 10 feet to 18 feet wide and often as 
high as 25 feet to 30 feet. As a rule a considerable extent of whole work· 
ing is done before ' broken' work is attempted. The galleries as a rule 
are fairly straight but often irregultlr. The great size of the galleries is 
a feature to which we shall again hav<l occasion to refer. The bulk of the 
coal is got by hand-picking and blasting from the solid, although machine 
mining is now developing very rapidly. The character and fineness of the 
dusts found in working galleries denends to some extent on the hardness 
or softness of the seams. Some seams' are of a softer nature and more 
uniform in quality than others and it .is to be expected that in such seams 
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the du~t found will be of a finer consistency and ,greater in quantity than 
in the harder seams. For. example. s~mples were taken from the floors of 
two hand-cut ganeries, one in a seam .of a hard nature and the ?ther in a 
seam of a friable nature and the percentge of the sample whIch passed 
throu"h a 150 mesh sieve in the case of the soft seam was nearly three 
times "as much as that in the case of the hard seam. 

The following analysis illustrates the conditions in a typical hand-cut 
gallery in an Indian mine. 

TABLE VII.-

Percentage Quantity per 100 
Size. Weight. of total cubic feet of 

sample. roadway. 

10 • Oz. 10. Oz. 

• 
Passed through 150 mesh sieve 3 .. 11'76 1 7 Y. 

Between 120 and 160 mesh sieve 0 21 0'60 0 1 

Between 80 and 120 mesh sieve 2 IYl; 8'03 0 121 

Between 60 and 80 mesh sieve 1 5" T"6 5·26 0 81· 

Between 30 and 60 mesh sieve 5. 12j 22'32 2 3.1 s 

Above 30 mesh sieve 13 -7a 52'03 

The sample was collected from a length of gallery of 10 feet, the width 
and height of the gallery being 5 feet 6 inches and 4 feet 9 inches, res

.pectively. The gallery had first been driven narrow and was being 
widened out and heightened. The amount of dust on the surfaces of tile 
gallery was not exces!';iYe and similar conditions may be seen in any 
Indian mine where the conditions are dry. It will be seen that nearly 50 
per cent. of the sample passed through a sieve having 900 meshes to·the 
square inch, i.e., 30 meshes to the lineal inch, and 11.76 per cent. passed 
through a sieve having 22,500 meshes to the square inch, i.e., 150 meshes to .. 
the lineal inch. Dust which will pass through 150 mesh siev~ must be 
considered very fine dust and in this case there. was one pound of such. 
dust to every 90 cubic feet of air space considerably more than that re
quired for an explosion. 

25. In their report on the disaster at Parbelia Colliery on the 4th 
January 1923, the Committee of Inquiry drew attention to the fact that 
., owing to the introduction of coal-cutting machinery which produced 
dust in greater quantity and of finer· consistency than the old system of 
hand cutting, the danger of explosions from coal-dust had greatly in. 
creased in Indian mines H. This opinion presumably was suggested by 
the fact that at the time of the explosion and, for a short time before it, 
a- coal-cutting machine had been in use in Parbelia Colliery. We have 
carried out some investigations on the point and. they go to show that for 
a given quantity of coal produced the amount of fine dust is slightly 
greater in the case of hand-cut gallery than in a machine-cut gallery. If, 
however, the compar!son is made on a time basis, the quantity of fine dust 

-Taken from Notes on the Coal Dust Danger in Indian mines by - D. 
Penman. • 
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• produced in a machine-cut gallery is considerably greater than the quantity 
produced in a hand-picked place. This is due to the fact that the rate of 
production of coal in a machine-cut gallery is from three to five times that 
in hand-picking. Anothe.r point wol'thy of consideratiOll is that there is, 
as a rule, more stir in a machine-cut place than in a hand-picked place, 
both during cutting and loading and consequently there is generally more 
dust in suspension in the air. We have also made tests on the fineness 
o~ the cuttings produced by different types of coal-cutting machines and 
have found that certain types appear to produce finer dust than others. 
Every type of machine, however, produces in a single under-cut sufficient 
dust capable of passing through a sieve with 32,400 meshes to the square 
inch to render explosive considerably more than a volume of air equal to 
the volume of the coal got from the under-cut. For example, in one test 
the quantity of the cuttings from a single under-cut, 5 feet deep and 14 
feet wide, wj:J.ich passed through 180 mesh sieve· (32,400 meshes to the 
square inch) was 42.7 lb. The height of the gallery blasted dow:ra was 
about 6 feet. This quantity of dust was sufficient to render the air in a 
length of gallery of 76 feet explosive. In addition there was· a large 
quantity of dust in the cuttings which passed through sieves between 30 
and 180 meshes to the lineal inch which cannot be .said to be incapable 
of taking part in an explosion. There is al:so the dust from the drilling 
of shot-holes, the shattering effeet of hlasting, the breaking up of loosened 
coal, loading, etc. It will be clear, therefore, that the quantity of fine 
coal-dust produced in a machine-cut gallery is more than sufficient to pro
vide the necessary fuel for an explosion. 

26. Many of the haulage roads in Indian mines are dry and dusty. 
The dust found there is much finer than that found in the working places. 
Table VIII shows. the results of three.differ~nt samples from 'the sides of 
haulage roads. 

TABLE VIII. 

I -
Sample(.A.)conect-1 Sample (B) collect- Sample (C) collect 

ed 1l'Om the side ed from the side ed from the side 
-- of a haulage road of a haulage road of a haulage road 

; ab'lut 2 ft. from about Ht. from about 3 ft. from 
the floor. the floor. the floor. 

--
Per cent.. Per cent. Per cent. 

--. 

Passed through 150 mesh .. 15'7 35'90 17'85 

Between 120 and 150 mesh •• 4'2 0·22 1'18 

Between 80 and 120 mesh .. 4'2 15'38 • 1l'9~ 

Between 60 and 80 mesh .. 10·2 11'34 6'57 

Between 30 and 60 mesh .. 14'2 19'23 32'86 

Larger than 30 mesh .. 51'5 17 [03 29'57 

-- I 100'0 I 
100'00 100'00 

• .A 180 mesh sieve had been obtained when ihis test was earned out. 
e-
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It will be seen that in each case the dust is much finer than that found 
in the working gallery in the anal:p:is in Table VII. The above figures 
indicate that in many Indian mines, there is sufficient fine coal-dust to 
initiate and feed the flame of an expll)sioD.. We shall return to this aspe(olt 
of the problem in a subsequent report. 

o 

RElIOV AL OF COAJJ DUST FRO~l TIT E ::.\IINES 

27. From our knowledge of the conditions in Indian mines we consider 
that there is considerable room for improvement in the removal of slack 
and dust from the workings. In some cases the state of the market affects 
the amount of slack left in the mine but in many instances much small 
coal and dust is allowed to accumulate in travelling and haulage roads 
simply through neglect. For example, in one mine the dusty state of the 
haulage roads led the management to give orders for the slack to be 
cleaned' up. Over 60 tons of' slack and dust were said to have been re
moved. The slack was dry and was proved by screen analysis to contain 
more than suffic.ient fine dust to initiate or propagate im explosion. Tests 
at the experimental test station at Dhanbad have proved that fine <'lust 
from this seam is highly explosive. The systematic removal of the COal: 
dust from the mine is a fundamental precaution that should be taken in 
every mine and we strongly recommend the adoption of this simple precau
tion a.'J far as practicable. In the ca\:e of the cuttings from a coal-cutting 
machine we would suggest that they should be thoroughly soaked with 
water before being disturbed and then loaded into tubs before the under
cut coal is blown down. By doing so a great deal would be done to reduce 

,!he amount of fine dust raised into the air and deposited on the floor and j 
sides of the galleries during the removal of the dust in a dry condition I 
or during blasting. 

SHOT-FIRING 

28. Shot-firing is a frequent cause hfignition of inflammable gas and 
coal-dust. :Many of the most disastrous explosions, which have occurred 
in England and elsewhere, have been initiated by the fhme from exploi:!ives .• 
The explosion at Parbelia Colliery was c:l.Used by the flame discharged 
from a badly placed shot. Thi'l being' the ca<e we consider it essential 
that the explosives to be used in a dry and dusty mine and the precau
tions to be taken in their use should l'P!'eive fnll and careful consideration • . 

The following table shows the quantity of explosives used in coal mines 
ill British Tndia during the period 1918-22. 

1918; 1919. 1920. 1921. 1922. 

-------------- ---:---- -'--------------

lb. 

Gunpowder 404,289 

H igb explosive 154,192 

lb. 

4~4,022 

/ 
228,365 

• 

lb. lb. 

517,505 786,689 

207,604 246,701 

lb. 

1,267,377 

216.0(») 
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It will be seen that there has been a large increase- in the quantity 
of gunpowder usetl in recent years. The increase is most notable in the 
mines in the provinces of Bihar and Orissa, Bengal and the Central Pro
vinces, in· each of which the quantity of gunpowder used in 1922 was 
approximately three times the quantity used in 1918. In coal mines in 
Bihar and Orissa 788,716 lb. of gunpowder were used in 1922, as com
pared with 234,633 lb. in 1918. This large increase in the use of explo
sives has not been accompanied by a larger output, for the output in 1922 
was less than the output in 1919. It points simply to a change of method 
from hand-picking to blasting either from, the solid coal o~ after the coal 
has been machine cut. Since shot-firing is the most prolific cause of 
explosions, the increasing use of explosives must necessarily accentuate the 
hazard .of firedamp and coal~dust explosions. . 

29. Where serious danger is apprehended the safest course is undoubt
edly to avoid the use of explosives altogether. Shot-firing is, however, an 
economic necessity in coal mining in India and with the rapid development 
of machine coal cutting, the quantity of explosives used is likely to con
tinue t9 increase. For these reasons, while advocating that in mines where 
there is likely to be a danger from fire-damp or coal-dust shot-firing should 
be' reduced to a minimum, we do not think that the circumstances at 
present warrant any further recommendation in the direction of the elimi
nation of the use of explosives. The new draft regulations under the Indian 
Mines Act, 1923, governing the use of explosives underground, provide suffi
cien.t safeguards we think for general application. It may, however, 
afterwards be necessary to ~ecommend additional precautions in the use 
of eJ,plosives in certain mines or groups of mines, but that we are not yet 
in t1 position to say. 

30. Regulations regardmg procedure are apt' to fail in their. purpose, 
however, unless they are intelligently and scrupulously carried out in
practice, and we have some remarks to make in this connection. From the 
point of view of the danger of an explosion of coal-dust the. regulation 
requiring the use ()f clay or other non-inflammable substance for tamping 
or stemming is of great importance. Many instances occur, however, of 
small coal and coal-dust being used for stemming. Such a practice cannot 
be t,oo strongly condemned. A shot stemmed with coal-dust is much more 
likely to initiate an explosion of coal-dllst than one stemmep. with clay or 
other non-combustible material. The shot, as it is discharged, is in inti
mate contact with a highly inflammable material and the flame from the 
shot is likely to be greatly extended by the coal-dust tamping, especially if 
the shot is blown-out. A recent explosiol!.- of coal-dust at the Plean 
Colliery, Stirlingshire, Scotland, was initiated by a blown-out shot which 
is supposed to have been stemmed with coal-dust. As a rule the shot-firer 
himself is to blame for this infringement of rules. The practice in many 
mines is for the shot-firer or his cQolie assistant to take sufficient clay into 
the mine with him for the day's work. The sllpply is sometimes forgotten 
or has 11011 been brought throug-h careles~n('ss or laziness. But the shots 
have to be fired and so the material ready ·to hand, namely, 8ma]1 coal, is 
used. In some mines, however, a supply of clay is placed at convenient 
places in the mine, and the shot-firer is, therefore, put to little trouble to 
obtain it and has no excuse for not obtaining it. The re_"ponsibility for 
seeing that a suffil'ient supply of clay is eonstantly available for the use 

• Report 01'1 e.rplosion at Plean Colliery, Mines Department, Great Britain, 1922. 
~ , 
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of the shot-firers is put on the overmen or sirdars in charge of the several 
districts. We are. r.trongly of the opinion that this practice should be 
adopted wherever underground shot-firing is carried on and we recommend ij 
that a rel:ulation sllould be made requiring the provision of a supply of 
clay tamping in convenient places. 

31. In dry and dusty surroundings a danger may arise from the. 
simultaneous lighting or firing of shots. If the shots are fired electlrically 
they will discharge simultaneously ; if they are fired by the ordinary 
safety fuse there may be intervals between the discharges. A number of 
shots discharging simultaneously may and probably will produce greater 
concussion and more flame than a single shot. It is conceivable, therefore, 
that the discharge of a number of shots simultaneously might initiate an 
explosion which might have been prevented if the shots had been fired 
one at a time with 11 sufficiently long interval between each shot. A numbel' 
of shots light,d simultaneously but discharging successively may produce 
conditions still more dangerous than'several shots fired together. A num
ber of coal-dust explosions-notably that at Altofts Colliery in Yorkshire 
(England) in 1885-have resulted from the firing of several shots in this 
way. The first shot or shots raised the fine coal-dust in the' vicinity in a. 
cloud and the final shot ignited the dUst cloud causing an explosion which 
afterwards extended throughout the mine. The correct placing of shot
holes is of the utmost importance and in places where there is a risk af 
an ignition of coal-dust great care should be taken by. the management of 
the mine to impress upon all shot-firers the necessity of so placing and 
proportioning the charge that it will do the work which is intended. 

32. In many mines blasting from the solid is the common practice. As 
a result blown-out shots occur quite frequently. The' view has been put 
forward that the fact that many thousands of shots, including undoubtedly 
occasional blown-out shots, have been fired in a particular mine without. 
an ignition having occurred is proof that the danger of coal-dust explosion 
in that mine is nOll-existent. This fact cannot be ignored aud it may be 
possible when we have'~uller information on the subject to adduce reasons 
for the apparent immunity from the risk or coal-dust explosions. 

33. We agree to the proposal in the new draft regulations that only 
, permitted' explosives should be used in any ventilating district of a 
mine in which inflammable gas has been reported. While it is true that 
no explosive has yet been invented which would be absolutely safe to use in 
:I. ~ry and dusty miJ;te, it is equally trlre ~hat a ' permitted' explosive 
whIch has been subJected to severe tests ID the presence of explosible 
atm.osp.h~res of fire:Jamp and coal-dust is much less likely to bring about 
an IgmtlOn of fireuamp or coal-dust than one which has not passed such 
tests. We wo.uld go further and suggest that the regulation should also 
be made applIcablc to any mine or seam in which in the opinion of the 
managem~nt-Or the Chief Inspector of l\Iines a danger of an explosion of 
coal~dust IS appr~hended. We a.lso suggest that where ' permitted' ex
plOSIves are used ID accordance WIth the regulations : 

(a) all shots shall be fired simultaneously by electrical means i. 
, 

(b) ,the aggregate charge in any number of shots fired simultaneous
. ly shall not exceed that specified for the kind of 'permitted' 

explosive used ; • 
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before a shot is fired the shot-firer· shall examine witli a 
locked safety lamp or other apparatus approved for the pur
pose by the Chief Inspector of Mines the place where the 
shot is to be fired and all contiguous accessible plaJ!es within 
a radius of twenty yards and if inflammable gas is found 
shall remove it, or if the plaee is dry and dusty shall rendr,l' 
the dust harmless within a radius of ten yards of the place 
where the shot is to be fired ; 

(d) no shot shall be fired in coal which has not been undercut, 
overcut or side cut, and that the lengtib. of the shot hole shall 
be at least 6 inches less than the length of the cut. 

CONDITIONS IN SEAMS WHICH GIVE OFF FIRE-DAJl.fP 
34. In some Indian mines fire-damp is given . off in greater or lesser 

quantities. The number of mines in which safety lamps are used, and the 
number o~ mines ill which meQhanical ventilators are usel are given in 
Table IX. 

TABLE IX . 
• 

Number of mines Number of safety 
in which safety lamp mines which 

Province. lamps are used by are mechanically 
the miners. ventilated. 

Bengal 21 . 9 

Bihar !\~d Orissa 14 8 

Assam 5 5 

Central Provinces 1 1 

Punjab \ 0 0 •• 
Baluchistan 6 1 

In a.ddition there is a number of -mines in which safety lamps are 
used for examination purposes. It will be seen tlIat the largest number of 
gassy mines is situated in Beng'al. As a rule there are several accidents 
each year due to ignitions of fire-damp. Many of these accidents would 
have been prevented by more careful examinations for the presence .of 
inflammable gas, and by better ventilation. Seams in which fire-damp is 
given off are just as frequently dry and dusty as mines in which no fire
damp is found. Moreover the coal is generally richer in volatile matter 
than seams ,vhich are free from fire-damp. e .. q .. compare the Dishergarh, 
Sanctoria, Niga and Ghusick seams, all of which rive ofi' fire-damp, with 
Nos. 17 and 15 the best seams of the Jharin coal-field "hich are practically 
free from fire-damp. (Table IV). Add to this the ever-present hazard 
of accumulations of inflmnmable ~as, and it will he readily acknowledged 
that the risk of a' coal-dust explosion is greater in seams which give off 
fire-damp than in seams which are non-fiery. An excursion through the 
records of coal-dust explosions in any of the great coal-producing countries 
will show that a large·proportiollfof them have occurred in seams which 
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gave ofi' fire-damp, and that in many of these the explosion of coal-dust.wa.!: 
prereded or initiated by an ignition of fire-damp.. In such case~ the IgnI
tion of fire-damp has been likened to the detonator ID a charge of lugh explo
sive the charge ib;elf being coal-dust. The simile is hardly over-drawn for 
it is' highly probable that but for the pioneering ignition of fire-damp many 
of these explosionFl would never have occurred. Further, even a very 
small percentage of inflammable gas in the general body of the air in dry 
and 'dusty places increases the likelihood of an ignition of coal-dust. It 
is clear, therefore, that, in India as elsewhere, a dry, dusty mine in which 
fire-damp ilS found is a more dangerous proposition than a similar mine 
in which fire-damp is unknown. 

35. :Out of 35 collieries in the Raniganj and Jharia coalfields work
ing seams evolving inflammable gas only 17 are provided with mechanical 
ventilation. This, we think, is a matter which requires attention. Natural 
ventilation is always irregular and uncertain. The strength of the venti
lating current produced depends upon a variety of circumstances· over 
which the management of the mine hav~little or no control. The season 
of the year, the number of openings into the mine, the direction and strength 
of the wind, the natural heat of the mine workings, night and day, 
traffic movements, etc., all have an influence not only on the amount 
of ventilation in the mine but on the direction in which the air flows. 
As a result the ventilatIon in a mine unprovided with a ventilating device 
which is independent of atmospheric conditions is unreliable allll, as 
a rule, inconstant. At one period the air-current may be strong und 
adequate, at another it may be nearly stagnant, and at yet another 
it may be flowing strongly in the opposite direction. In a seam which 
gives ofi' fire-damp such a condition of things is, to put it tersely, unsafe. 
The provision of a ventilating current constant in direction and adequate 
in amount is essential in a gassy mine, and such a current cannot he 
obtained by natural means alone. We would suggest, therefore, that 
every mine in which safety lamps are requirea to be used or in which 
regular inspections have to be made for inflammable gas, should be pro
vided with an artificial means of ventilaticm, preferably a mechanical 
ventilator .. 

36. The provision of an adequate and reliable air supply is in 
itself, however, insufficient unless the air is properly coursed in the 
working places. All' dead ends' 'should be bratticed or partitioned 
off in some way so as to divid~ the gallery longitudinally into t;yO 
portions. It is only by such means that a gallery in a seam which gives 
off inflammable gas or where danger from gas is apprehended can be 
adequately ventilated. 

37. For the purpose of developmcnt, main galleries are sometimcs 
driven eonsiderably ahead of the general position of the workings. 
Where this is necessary, the advance ga~leries should be driven in pairs 
and connected together as soon as possIble after they have progressed 
a distance equal to the length of the side of a pillar. It is common 
practice to rlriye narrow development galleries ahead of the main 
galleries. The size of such narrow galleries is about 4 feet to 6 feet 
high and 2 feet to 3 feet wide. They are sometimes driven in the 
nuddle of the main drivage, and sometimes at one· side. Miners of a 
certain class like the work of driving these narrow galleries, as they 
are paid. for the distance cut and are talH, while so engaged, not so 
subject to the delays consequent ~ imperfect haulage arrangements 
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as the men who are dependent on output alone. The. provision of 
narrow galleries in advance of the main drivings facilitates the cuttinO' 
of the coal in the widening operations as the miner has then. an ' ope~ 
end.' It also permit a large number of miners to be employed in 
each gallery. The sys~em just described is in our opinion an undesir
able one, and in a seam which gives off fire-damp gives rise to a serious 
danger. Advance galleries naturally , bleed' the coal, that is to say, . 
gas is more freely given off from the freshly cut coal than elsewhere.· in 
a gassy seam, therefore, fire-damp is more likely to be met with in these 
narrow galleries than in the wider drivages following. Narrow galleries 
are, however, difficult and indeed impossible to ventllate. As a rule air 
in them is practically stagnant and if gas is being given off, accumulations 
are bound to occur. Again, in a gassy sea]ll in which fire-damp is given 
off more or less generally from the freshly cut coal an explosive percentage 
is more quickly attained in a small gallery than in a large one, for the 
surface exposed varies directly as the length of one side of the perimetcr, . 
whereas the volume of air in the airway varies as the square of the length 
of the side. We are of the opinion that in seams in which inflammable 
gas has been found during the previous twelve months no narrow advance 
gallery should be driven more than six feet ahead of the widened gallery, 
and that in every gallery the ventilating current should be conducted as 
near to the working face as is practicable. 

38. We view with satisfaction the regulations regarding the exami
nation and certification of underground sirdars. The official who 
examines the working of the mine is one of the most important officials 
on' a colliery. We are convinced that increased confidence and security 
will ensue from a knowledge that the officials who are entrusted with 
the sirdar's duties have shown their competency in examination. 

SUMl\IARY. 

39. (a) A brief review of the evidence of the explosibility of coal
,dust in air is given, and a comparison is made between Indian and 
British and American coals as regards their inflammability. (ParagrapJls 
2 to 15). 

(b) A series of preliminary test~ of the inflammability of Indian 
coal-dusts is described. (Paragraphs 16 to 23). 

(c) The conditions with respect to coal-dust in Indian mines Rl'C 

discussed and suggestion~ made r~~ its removal. (Paragraphs 
24 to 27). 

(d) An outline is given of some of the aspects of shot-firing in 
Indian mines from the point of view of the danger from coal-dust, and 
recQ);nmendations are made regarding the provision of clay for tal'lI'
ing purposes at convenient points in thE! mine, and thellse of " peL'
mitted" explosives. (Paragraphs 28 to 33). 

(e) Attention is directed to· the necessity for improvement in the 
ventilation of mines in which fire-damp is found and suggestions mad,,} 
to that end. (Paragraphs 34 to 38) 
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40. We are greatly indebted to the following gentlemen for valu: 
able assistance in the provision and erection of the test gallery _and 
the plant attached to it ;-

Messrs. D. A. Anderson, :r. B. Wardlaw and S. McMurtrie of 
Messrs. Andrew. Yule and Company, Limited; Mr. R. G. M. Bathgate 
of the East Indian Coal Company, Limited; Messrs. F. L. Cork and W. D. 
Robb of the Equitable Coal Company, Limited;· Mr. J .. Murray of 
the Raniganj Coal Association, Limited ; Mr. R. Barrowman of the 
Standard Coal Company, Limited; Mr. D. D. Thacker of the Pure 
Jharia Colliery; Mr. T. W. Tutwiler of the Tata Iron and Steel Company, 
Limited, Jamshedpur; Mr. P. Hackforth, District Engineer, East Indian 
Railway, Dhanbad, and lIr. E. S. lIoernle, Additional Deputy Commis· 
sioner, Dhanbad (for permission t().. use the site at the Rifle Range). We 
wish also to thank all those who have kindly provided' samples of coal 
fOl' test purposes or who have assisted the work- of the Committee· in 
other ways. The experimental work described in this report has been 
carried out by and under the personal direction of Mr. D. Penman wh() 
has been assisted by Babus P. C. Bhattacharjee and B. B. Das. 

Owing to absence'in England-Mr. J. H. Lang has not signed the 
report. 

DRANB.!D: 

5th. May, 1924, 

R. R, SIMPSON. 
J. B. W A,RDLA W. 
J. THOMAS. 
H. C. READ. 
P. BATES. 
H. K. NAG . 
. G. NAYSl\UTH. 
D. PENMAN. 
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APPENDIX I. 

Description of Ooal.dustTest Gallery. 

The coal-dust test gallery is situated on the Rifle Range, Dhanbf.d. 
It consists of a series of steel tubes· of different diameters rivetted and 
bolted together. (See Sketch). The tubes are laid on the ground and 
are not anchored in any way. The length of the gallery is approxi
mately 160 feet. One end of the gallery is closed. A door is cut in ~he 
gallery at a point about 18 feet from. the closed end in order to facilitate 
the charging of the cannon which is laid on the floor of the gallery at 
that point. '. 

The cannon consists of part of a steel drum shaft 4t inches diameter 
having a hole 2 inches diameter and 24 inches deep. The coal to be tested 
is ground in a power-driven Hardy multiple grinder. of the percussive type . 
. The disintegration is effected by the percussive' action of three sets of 
;heaters working in three chambers of increasing diameter:· The. coal is 
first broken . by' hand ipto pieces about one inch to two inches' cube 'anu 
then fed into' the smallest beating chamber of the grinder. The' intensity 

. of the percussive action increas'~s in the second and· third· chambers and 
the coal is discharged in the form of fine dust. The machine has .iJeen 
installed at North Kustore Colliery belonging to the Raneegunge Coal 
Association.'l'he colliery is about 4 miles _distant from tha test station. 
A magazine for the storage of exprosives and a hut for the aecommoda· 
tion of coal'samples, tools, etc., haye been erected near the test gallery 

·We are indebted to the following firms for the loan of the tubes :

l\Iessrs. Andrew Yule and Co., Calcutta. 

Messrs. the Tata Iron and Steel Co.,' J amshedpur .. 

lIIessrs. the E9uuahle Coal Co., Calcutta. 
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The Experimental Gallery at Dhanbad viewed from the closed end. 



The Experimental Gallery at Dhanbad viewed from the . open end. 
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APPENDIX 11. 

Notes on a visit to the Mines Department Testing Station at Eskrneals, 
Cumberland, on August 19th-21st, 1923, 1Jy R. R. Sirnpson. 

The Testing Station is situated on the sea coast amidst sand dunes from 
20 to 40 feet in height. There are no buildings within i mile o'fl the spot. 

The m~in explosion gallery consists of boilers, 7 feet 6 inches in dia
me~er, joined together to form. a continuous tube, 750 feet in length. It 
i!; not embedded or covered in any way. It is by no means explosion 
proof, for in a recent experiment with Ax:ley coal-dust a section, 30 feet 
in length, at the open ·end was demolished and fragments_were thrown 
to considerable distances. The pressures developed have cn occasion 
exceeded "lOO Ib: per square inch. Plans have been drawn up for the 
construction of a tube, 4 fect 6 inches diameter, which will be bettel'" able 
to withstand the hi~h preSt;ures developed. It is unCler consideration 
whether this tube will be nmk in tte ground, covered up or placed in 
the open. 

The tube is open at one end and closed at the other. l"ormerly the 
closed end communicated through two right angle bends with- a fan, but 
since the explosion which damaged the gallery some few weeks ago this 
section ha~ bcen shut n4f by a blind flange. The. fan was used only 'fur 
cleaning the tube rapidly after an explosion. It was not kept running 
during an experiment. 

Shelves are provided to contain the dust. These eonsist of· planks, 
6 inches X ! an inch, carried on angle !ron brackets. They are not 
sec tired to the brackels. They are displaced by the explosion~ and many 
of them are blown nnt of the tuhe. 

Dust is strewn on the shelves and the floor of the gallery at the. rate 
of 1 lb. per lilleat foot up toa distance -of 350 feet from the open end. 
Ignition is obtained by means of a charge of 24 ounces o'B b1asting powder 
fired from a cannon placed 350 feet from the open end. The mouth of 
the cannon points into a tube, 3 feet diameter X 12 feet long, open at " 
both ends and lying on the floor. This tube, known as the eonstriction 
or Impetus tube, contains dust at the rate of 2 Ib~ per linear foot. 

Props and bars are sct in the gallery at distances of 30 feet, 70 feet 
and 120 feet from the cal\]1()il1. Continuous recording pressure gauges 
and cameras are placed outside the tube, but in communication with jt 
through £mall openings. These are in electrical connection with the firing 
station which consists df a separate boiler containing all the necessary re-· 
cording and firing apparatus.. This is about 200 fe~t from the tube. 

Machinery, etc. .. 

Three 33 kilowatt 200 volts Direct Current generating sets driven by 
Vickers-Petter oil engines. • 

Pulverizer by the Powdered Fuel Plant Company, Limited, consists 
of a cylinder, 2 feet 6 inches X 3 feet, containing hammer vanes with 
decreasing clearance up to a fan which blows the dust up through a tube 
into a hopper. Capacity 100 lb. of du~t per hour at a fineness of 85 per_ 
cent. through 200 mesh (by sample).· Fan for clearing tube. is a Sirocco, 
6 feet diameter, driven at 250 revolution by a 30 H. P. motor; . 
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Accumulator set, 60 cells, giving 600 ampere-hours. 

Pressure gauges consist of B. C. D. manomsters niade by the Cambri
dge and Paul Instrument Company, Cambridge. Each requires 1-10 H. P. 
_but could be worked by a falling weight. 

Cannon of Low l\Ioor Iron, 3 feet X 6 inches with 2 inches bore. 
Charge of 24 to 28 oz. blasting powder stemmed lightly with 8 oz. fireclay. 
Ignition by magneto exploder with 5 grains powder fuse. 4 inches of 
JBiUzzle of cannon projects into constriction tube. 
3 feet 6 inches tube. 

There is also a second tube, 400 feet long, constructed of boiler flues. 
It has been chiefly used for gas and dust experiments but some dust ex
periments ~ve been made. 
Experiments in large Gallery. 

I.-Dust from Black band seam, Scotland. No explosion. 
Il.-Same dust from· Blackband seam, Scotland. Violent explosion 

with large flame outside tube. 

IlL-Same dust and 50 per cent. stone dust. Explosion, less violent, 
but considerable flame outside. 

Conclusion.-That under certain conditions 50 per cent. of stone du.'lt 
is not sufficient to prevent explosion of this ~oal-dust. 

Experiments in 3 feet 6 inches tube. 

I.-Length of tube 320 feet. Cannon 270 feet from open end. No 
constriction tube, -lIb. dust per linear foot. Charge 24 oz. 
blasting powder. Ne flame at mouth of tube, but skilled 
observer jUdging from warmth of tube thought that flame had 
extended about 75 feet from the cannon. The normal flame 
from the charge extends 20 to 30 feet from" the cannon. 

Il.-Same conditions except that for 15 feet from _canno-n dust was 
spread on a plank at the rate of 2 lb. per linear foot. " Charge 
28 oz. blasting powder. No explosion. 

IlL-Records of three experiments made in 1913 with Silkstone dust. 
Gallery 3 feet 6 inches by 400 feet. Dust I lb. per linear foot. 

(a) Cannon 20 feet from blank end. Flame 20 feet out of end.. 

(b) Cannon 25 feet fr0111 blank end. Flame 20 feet out of end. 

(c) Cannon 50 feet from blank end. Flame 50 feet out of end. 

Labomtory experiments. 

These are fully described in the Report of the" Explosions in Mines" 
Committee. I 'witnessed a number of experiments with dust from the 
Blackband (Scotland) and Arley seams (Lancashire). A glass tube, 10 . 
feet -long and 4 inches diameter, open at both ends is used. Centrally in 
this tubt: and nearer the end from which the dust is introduced a platinum 
spiral is placed. This· is heated tg a known temperature by thermo-eloo· 
tric means. Temperatures from 980 0 ·C. to 1150° C. ,,;ere employed. About 



2 grammes ofcoal-dlll>t is placed in a scoop at the end of and just outside 
the tube. This is blown into the tube by air compressed. by a fiilliiig 
weight In a vertical cylinder. The coal dust is ignited ,by the. glo:wing 
spiral and explodes in the tube. As a rule flame is emitted from the tube. 
In some cases two and three explosions can be Seen' whilst occasionally 
Balm) also passes backwards and emerges from the end of the tube where 
the dust is introduced. 

This apparatus costs about £50 and. b~ its means very instructive 
demonstrations can be given. As in the large scale experiments the results 
are not always consistent, but the comparative danger of different dusts can 
be measured as accurately as in the large scale experiments. 

A capital expenditure of £50,000 has been incurred at the Eskmeals 
Testing Station, and £25,000 more is to be spent on improvements. The 
annual running cost is £13,000. 

Notes on a visit to the Chanters pit, Atherton Colliery, Lancashire, on 18th 
September 1923 by R. R. Simpson. 

The object of the "isit was to see how stone dusting is carried on at 
the colliery. 

The colliery is some 20 or 30 years old and fairly extensive: the faces 
being from one to 1 i miles distant from the shafts. The output is about 
2,000 tons per day, chiefly ~,rom the Arley seam. . 

Stone dusting has been in practice for about 10 years, and the quantity 
used is from 7 to 10 tons per week .. Colliery shale ill employed ; it is ground 
in mills to & fineness of about 150 to 200 mesh. 

For spreading the dust in the mine machines were formerly employed, 
but have been discarded, as spreading by hand was found to be more 
effective and also cheaper. The stone dust is taken underground in tubs 
which are overturned by the side of the road at intervals of about 150 to 
300 feet. From each heap a few shovelfuls' is thrown into the air pe
riodically and this is carried by the air cnrrent and deposited on the roof, 
sides, floor and timbering so as to maintain a mixture of dust containing 
'less than 50 per cent f1f combustible matter. 

The combustible content of the dust is ascertained .by systematic 
sampling, but no rules have yet been issued as to the closeness of the sampl
ing. At this colliery about eight samples per week were being taken. An 
Inspector of Mines who was present thought that to obtain any-proper 
idea of the condition of the mine in respect of stope dusting several thous- . 
ands of samples annually would be necessary. The manager protested 
against this as being impracticable and said that he thought he was taking 
more samples than are taJt:en at other collieries. ' 

Foor samples were taken by. the Inspector of Mines ; three of these 
were taken at a point. on 'an airway from the roof, sides and floor separately ; 
the fourth was a mixed sample taken tm a haulage road 'from roof, side! 
~d floor together. . 
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As is the custom the samples were sent in sealed tins tOI the Eskmeals 
station, and the results were :- . 

At this point the J Roof of retu;n airway 
methane con· Sides of same airway 
tent of the air Floor of same airway 
was 0.82 per • 
cent. . 

17.1 per cent. combustible matter. 
20.7 per cent. combustible matter. 

21.0 per cent. combustible maj,ter. 

Roof, floor and side..,f haulage road.. 27.3 per cent. combustible matter. 

The sample::;-each of about two lb.-were ~aken with a flat camel's 
hair brush, !Ihout 4 inches wide, and were collected in a small tray resembl
ing a (tll;t-P~ll. Ti,e taking vf e.1-:.h sample occupied about an hour of 
arduous labour. 

L55DI~18·8·24-iOO-GIPS 
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REPORT OF THE INDIAN BAR ·COMMITTEE: 

• 
I.-Introductory. 

1. The Indian Bar Committee was cDnstituted by the Gowern
ment of India. Home Department resolution No. F .-591 -23-
Judicial, dated the 7th November 1923. By this resolution the 
Committee was required tb ex.amine and report on-

(1) the proposals made from time to time for constituting 
an Indian Bar, whether on an All-India or· Provin
cial basis, with particular reference to the con.:;titu
tion, statutory recognition, functions and -authl'l:ity 
of a Bar Council, or Bar Councils, and their p06~tion 
vis-a-vis High Courts; 

(2) the extent to which it may be desirable to remove existing 
distinctions enforced by statute or practice between 
Barristers and Vakils; and to make recommendations. 

The constitution of the Committee was as follows :

President. 
Sir E. M. des C. Chamier, Kt., Barrister-at-Law, Legal 

Adviser and Solicitor to the Secretary of State, and 
late Chief Justice of the High Court of Judi.-:ature 
at Patna. 

AIembers. 
(1) The Hon'bIe Mr. Justice V. M. Coutts Trotter, 

Barrister-at-Law, Judge· of the High Court, Madras. 
(2) The Hon'ble Mr. Justice Dinshah Fardunji Mulla, 

LL.B., Additional Judge of the High Court, 
Bombay. 

(3) Mr. S. R. Das, Barrister-at-Law, Advocate General, 
Bengal. 

(4) Mr. H. P. Duval, I.C.S., Secretary to the Government 
of Bengal, and .superintendent and Remembrancer 
of Legal Affairs, Bengal. 

(5) Colonel Sir Henry Stanyon, Kt., C.I.E., V.D., 
Barrister-at-Law.· . 

(6) RaCo BahaMdurdTiruvenkata Rangachariar, Vakil, Hig~ 
ourt, a ras. . _. .., . 

(7) Mr. Sitaram Sunderrao Patkar, LL.B., Government 
Pleader, Bombay~ .. 

(8) Mr. M.M. Chatterji, President of the Incorporated IJaw 
Society, Calcutta. 

Mr. J. H. Wise, I.C.S., Secretary. 
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,Shortly after, the issue of the a~ove resolution Mr. .1 ustice 
Mulla communicated his inability to serve on the Committee and 
the Government of India, in their Home Department resoLUtion 
No. F.-591-23-Judicial, dated the J7th November 1923 appo.nted 
Rai Bahadur Babu Lalit Mohan Banarji, M.A., LL.B., Govern
ment Advocate, Allahabad, to be a member of the Committee in 
his place. 

2. The President arrived in Delhi on the 18th November 192e. 
In order to save time and to enable the, Committee, which was to 
assemble in Bombay on the 23rd November, to embark :In it.~ 
enquiry with the least possible delay, he decided to draw up and 
issue a questionnaire which would define, however widely, the 
lines which the enquiry would follow. The questionnaire wa3 
purposely designed to cover as wide a field ·as possible. Pluvious 
proposals for'the creation of an Indian Bar had been embodied in 
a resolution moved by Munshi Iswar Saran in the Legi3Jative 
Assembly on the 24th February 1921. These proposals were sub
mitted to the' criticisms of associations and individuals throughout 
India" and the opinions expressed on them proved the wide mverg
-ance of the views held and of their implications. The object of 
the questionnaire was, by eliciting opinions on particular aspects 
of the question, to provide a basis for oral enquiry and enable the 
Committee to focus its attention on particular points which seemed 
to require further elucidation. The questionnaire was necesgarily 
issued without the concurrence of the Committee, but at its first 
meeting in Bombay on the 24th November 1923 the Comt..l1ttee 
formally approved the action taken. 

3. We assembled in Bombay on the 23rd .November 192::J, and 
.at preliminary meetings discussed the itinerary which 8hou)(I be 
followed, the evidence which should be invited and generally the 
manner in which the enquiry should be conducted. It wab pro· 
visionally decided that, after concluding our sittings in Bombay, 
we should visit Madras, Calcutta and Allahabad, and then conclude 
our tonr in Delhi. ' Witnesses from the headquarters of other 
-Chartered High Courts were' to be invited to meet the Committee 
at 'f;hichever centre was the most convenient for them, those from 
Rangoon being invited to come to Calcutta, thos~ from Patna to 
Calcutta or AlIahabad, and those from Lahore to Delhi. Sub
sequent events necessitated a modification of ,this; programme. It 
was found impossible to .obtain the presence 9f witnesses from 
Rangoon in Calcutta, and improbable that ,we should have the 
"iews of the. I .. ahore High :Court. and Bar adequately ~represented 
in Delhi. In both places the Bar seemed to us to present pe,;uliar 
featnreswhich required investigation. On the other hand. if the 
Comnlittee were to visit Rangoon our programme would have been 
.disturbed a,nd ('ur enquiry protracted to, ~n extent .which;w~ thought 
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-undesirable. 'Vp therefore decided that Mr . .JustICe COlltts .Tl'Otter 
.and Dewan Bahadur T. Rangachariar should, on the conclusion of 
-our meetings in Calcutta, hear evidence in Rangoon, while. the rest 
-of the Committee went to Allahabad and Lahore. This programme 
was adhered to, and the Committee reassembled in Delhi 911. the 
14th January. 

4. We also gave consideration to the question of visiting the 
headquarters of the Judicia.l Commissioners' Courts at 'Karachi, 
Nagpur and Lucknow, since it was desirable for the cbmple~t'ness 

.of our enquiry to have information regarding the organisatIOn of 
the Bar in these places also. We decided, how_ever, that, '}:lro· 
vided we could obtain this information by other' means, it was 
undesirable. to incur the expense and delay involved in suer. an 
c'xtension of our tour. We therefore requested fnll replies tll- the 
,,<!uestionnaire from these places, and in the case of Nagpur and 
IJucknow invited representatives of th~ legal professiOll to meet 
us in Calcutta and Allahabad .. In the case of Rarachi, we werf:' 
:able to hear in Bombay the evidence of witnesses who !Iad experi
ence of the working of the judicial system in Sind. 

5. At the same time.. we discussed the extent to which we 
should hear oral evidence. It seemed likely that we should receive 
more olIers to give oral evidence than we could, having regard to 
the limited time at our disposal, afford to accept. We therefore 
decided to invite the evidence of any Judges of the High Courts 
which we visited who might wish to express their views, ",nd also 
.representatives of the various legal associations and distingUIllhed 
members of the legal profession. 'Ve also inVlted Local Govern· 
ments, should they wish to do so, to depute representatives to dis
. cuss informally. the questions ~nder enquiry: In this way we 
hoped to secure that every interest directly involved in anJ change 
·of the existing legal system would have full opportuniti~s of ex
pressing its views. 

6. We also discussed the question of inviting evid'~IlC'e from 
'Chambers of Commerce ·and other commercial or political bodies 
which might be expected to voice the l:pinions of the litigant pn~iic. 
Vve fully realised the paramount interest which the public must 
llave in maintaining the efficiency, expedition a.nd cheapness of 
whatever legal system may be in ~xistence. On the other halHl 
allY changes which may be effected in the legal "sys(,em ro:ust 
necessarily involve the' consideration 'of ,possibly, technical and 
professional questions on whicb,the,views of laymen;could not be 
€Xpe.cted to be .of va.lue .. We conside~ed that so long fl!; W~ did 
not ID Dur enqUIry l.ose Blght of the objects which are the primary 
'Concern of the pnblicwha have recourRe to the courts, \\e should' 
-serv~ no useful purpose by hearing the evidence of persons who 
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could reiterate their -adherence to certain ideals in the administra
tion of justice but could not give expert views _ on the technical 
questions to which an enquiry of this kind must necessarily be 
mainly directed. We therefore decided to give such public bodies 
an opportunity of bringing their views before the Committee in 
writing, but not to invite them to give oral evidence. Our action 
in this respect has met with criticism in certain qlr.1l'ters, but we 
trust that we have made it clear that it was not prompted by any 
underestimation of the interest which the litigant public has in. 
the matters under enquiry. 

II.~Description of the existing organisation of the 
Bar in India. 

7. Since all suggestions for the institution of an All-India Bar
or of Provincial Bars necessarily involve some disturbance of exist
ing arral'rg-ements, it seems to us desirable at the outset to describe 
briefly the constitution of the Bar jn India as it now if';. Full 
control of practitioners entitled to practise in the High Courts is 
under the present system vested in the sevflral High Cour's, in the 
case of the Chartered High Courts by their Letters P.to'ent and 
in the case of the principal non-Chartered High Courts "ther than 
that of Sind by the Legal Practitioners Act, 1879, subject only, 
in the latter Gase, to certain powers of control reserv:-),I to the 
J.1ocal Governments. Similar provision exists in the .::a~c of the 
Judicial Commissioner's Court of Sind, which, with th(~ rest of 
the Bombay Presidency, is excluded from the operation of 'nost 
of the provisions of the T.1egal Practitioners Act, in the Sind. Courts 
Act (Bombay Act XII of 1866). The enrolment of ple.1:derll and: 
lUukhtars for the subordinate courts is regulated for the .110st part 
hy rules made by the High Courts under the Legal Practitioners 
Act, 1879, in Bombay by the Sind Courts Act, 1866, for Sind and 
by the Bombay Pleaders Act, 1920, for the rest of the Presidency, 
and in other parts by flpecial statuto~v provisions;, Rule3 so made 
usually require the sandion of the' J.1oca~ Government when the 
High Court is not a Chartered High Court. Section ~ of the
Letters Patent of the Calcutta High Court, which may be taken 
as typical, gives·power to the High Court to .. approve, w;mh and 
enrol such and so many advocates, vakils and attorneys a~ to the 
said Hign Court shall seem-meet " and alst) gIves po'Ver to the 
High Court to regtllate by such rules I!nd dirE'ctions as it ,pay make 
the manner in which such advocates; vakils and attorneys shall
appear and plead or act or plead and act for Ruitors of t1. tt Court. 
Section 10 of the same Letters Patent. gives the High COlrt puwer 
to make rules for the qua.lification and admission of advocates, 
vakils and attorneys, and also gives power to remove or suspend! 
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from practice any such practitioners. In 'short,' ~he control. of the 
High Courts is complete. They not only deterInIDe by thell' rules 
the qualifications for admission to the' different branches of, t~e 
legal profession entitled to practise before them and the m:tnntlr lD 

which the members of those branches shall practise, but they also 
exercise exclusive disciplinary powers over all members of the legal 
profession, except ,over revenue agents, in Bengal, "Bihar," Assam, 
the United Provinces and the Central Provinces. 

8. We ~hall now summarize the rules made by ,the Charter~d 
High Oourts so faras they relate to the qualifications required for 
admission to practise in the High C(lurts in the various branches 
of the profession .. We rely on the latest information to 'which we 
have had access, but it is possible that in some cases recent modi
fications of the rules have not come io our' notice. In the case of 
,ad.,vocates, every High Court recognises' asa primary qualification 
the call to the Bar in Elfgland, Scotland,or Ireland, while"with 
the exceptions of Calcutta and Rangoon, other avenues foradmis
sion to the roll of Advocates are provided. And, . with • the single 
tlxception of Lahore, all Chartered High Courts require in the case 
of barristers some further qualifications beyond the ·mere call to' 
:the Bar in the United Kingdom. 

In Calcutta, where only barristers are admitted to the roll 'Of 
.advocates, every applicant for a,dmission is required to' furnish a 
-certificate that he has read in the chambers of a practising barrister 
in England for a year, and in addition h'3:must either have been 
-educated in England for three years, exclusive of the time spent in 
·chambers, or have taken a degree in 'the Upited Kingdom or a law 
-degree in an Indian University. , ,. '.' 

, The Bombay rules require a barrister to have read in the cham
bers of a' practising European barrister ~of' more than ten years' 
standing for at least one year. But the rUles also' admit as, ad
'vocates Bachelors of Laws' of the Bombay University who' pas.; 
'an' examination under the direction, of the High Court,while there 
is a provision whereby the High Court may dispense with the ex

:!I>mination when the candidate it! a pleader of the High COlVt of 
not less than ten years" ·standing. . ,.' .' 

. In Madras .barristers ~>i E?gland ·orIreland· are reqnired to 
?ave rea<i for SIX months lllth~charnbers of a practising barrister 
ID England or Ireland 'of not less than seven years' -standing. The 
rules also admit advocates oC CalClltta, Bombay and AlIahabad 
and Masters of Laws of the . Univl'rsity of Madras who h~ve 
studied for eighteen months with .an advQcate of the·, High Court 
er Madras, this period btling reducedte. twelvemontb's in the case 
'of a candidate who has served an' ,apl)renticeship of one year for 
the purpose of being enrolled as a vakil. " . 
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()f another University, and of five years' standing if they are 
without a law degree, may also be admitted.; 

In Rang'oon the qualifications are the degree of Bachelor of 
l:;aws of the Rangoon University, or of the Calcutta University if 
the candidate has passed in Buddhist law and Burma local laws, 
.followed by three years' practice as a second grade pleader ?r 
~dvocate. As an alternative to the degree in law a candi4ate may 
present himself for the first grade pleaders' examination. Solici
tors of the United" Kingdom are also admitted as first grade 
l>leaders. . 

\ 

10. In addition to the provisions made in their rules for advo
o(:l1tes and vakils, the High Courts of Calcutta, Bombay, Madras, 
Allahabad and Patna have all prescribed qualifications for enrol
ment as attorneys. We do not -consider it neces~ary to set out 
these qualifications in detail. Only in the three Presidency High 
Courts is this branch of the legal profession of Ulateria.l importance. 
In the other High Courts we find that few if any persons seek 
admission as attorneys. We do not propose to make any recom
mendation affecting e~ther the qualifications required for admission. 
as attorneys; which we consider adequate, or their relations with 
the other branches of the legal profession. 

11. The "above summary deals only with the qualifications 
prescribed by the Chartered High Courts under the powers con
ferred by their Letters Patent. It gives no account of the various 
grades of practitioners entitled to appear in subordinate courts, 
for whom rules a.re made by the High 'Courts under the Legal 
Practitioners Act, 1879, and the Bombay Acts. Nor does it des
cribe the qualifications prescribed for praCtitioners by the non
Chartered High Courts. Some courts, as for iU8tance the Judicia.l 
Commissioner's Court at Karachi, differ in that they have only a 
single grade of practitioners entitled to appear before them. But 
genera.lly it may be said that in the matter. of., qualifications for 
~,dmission to practice the' non-Chartered High Courts present no' 
peculiar features of importance, but reproduce largely, with Vri
atipns due to local conditions, the system in force in one or other 
of the Chartered High Courts.W e do not therefore propose to 
set out th¥e qualifications in detail. .Nor do we propose to des
cribe at length the many varieties of legal practitioners who prac
tise in the subordinate courts throughout India .. We have noticed 

. a general tendency towards the unification of· these grades and 
the gradual disappearance of the practitioners·of low qualifications 
whose practice is confined to the lowest courts. This teI)dency 
is one which in our opinion is wholly beneficial and we look to 
the time when there will ~ in each province a single grade of practi· 
tioners entitled to appear in' .all courts, from the JIigh Court to. the 
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lowest Revenue Court. But the various provincial systems and 
the local conditions which they reflect vary so' widely that we are 
satisfied that any attempt to legislate for these subordinate grades 
of practitioners on any but ,provincial lines must be dcomed to 
failure. We do not propose therefore to discuss them &! kngth 
in this report, but content. ourselves with expressing the ('pinion 
that the disappearance of these grades is an ideal· which shC'uld be 
I,ept prominently in view by whatever. authority may be vested 
with the control of the Bar in each provmc.e. 

- 12. Tbis summary of the organisation of .the Bar in the,vI.rious 
High CourtlJ would be incomplete without some reference to~l1.e 
'COnditions under which advocates on the one hand and vakils or 
pleRdeFS on the other are entitled to practise. In ,the Calcutta 
and Bombay High Courts vakils are not entitled to appear on, the 
1>figinal sides of the Courts, nor in appeals from ,the original sides 
i:lxcept in cases in which a question of Rindu o~ Mahommedan 
Jaw or usage ,arises. Ad10cates can appear on both sides of th~ 
'Uourts, but in Calcutta they must .be instructed' by attorneys on 
the original side, and ,in appeals from the original side, Jtnd on the 
appell:j.te side and in the mufassil by attorneys, vakils or ~Qwer 
grade practitioners, while in ,Bombay they mus~ be. instruCted by 
attorneys on the original side and by attorneys or pleaders on. the 
appellate side, and can appear without instruCtlOnsoutside the 
High Court~ In Madras both advocates and vaki,Is can g,ppear o:n 
both sides of the Righ Court, but Oil the original sidEi advocates 
can only appear on instructions from attorneys or vakils. No sllch 
distinctions ,exist in Rangoon, where botH advi)ca.tes ahdpleaders 
can appear, plead and act on both sides of the High Court.. The 
rf'maining High Courts have no ordinary original jurisdiction, and 
all practitioners are equally entitled to appear, plead and act. In 
all High Courts vakils or pleader!? are required to file vakalatnamas, 
and in all except Calc::utta, where the rule has recen.tly neen 
rf'viRed. advocates have,preaudience ,of valdls or pleaders; These 
difltinc;tions we shall discuss later at greater le:n~h:' • ' 

. . . . . . 
m.~Distinctions betwee~ grades of legal practitioners. 

l3. Webll,ve described above the' .organisation of the Bar in 
India as it now existfj, its coptrol and the different kinds ofpract~-
1~oners of which it if; composed, and we have referred bri'efly to. the 
i" nditions nnder :which advocates and vakils.practise . and the 
diRt.inctions which are made' between them. vVe ahall consider 
later the extent to which th~ ~xclusivecontrol oftbe 'High'Courts 
Rhould be retained.. But before doing so it is desirab1e. to consid~r 
'how far the present organisatiop is s1.1it'abJe and;' 8.Aa preliminaty 

. ~ "'",'" . 
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to this, whether the distinctions made between' advocates and vakils. 
I'hould be maintained. 

14. As has. been seen, in every' High Couct except Calcutta 
p Jvocates take precedence over vakils or pleaders. Vakils are 
obli~ed to file vakalatnamas, while in many cases advocates are
i,ot. To take first the question of precedence, we are satisfied' 
that a rule by which the latest joined barrister-advocate takes 
~recedence over and enjoys pre-audience of the most senior and 
t>xperienced vakil or pleader cannot be defended. In Rome cases 
advocJ.tes of High Courts have higher qualifi~aiions than vakils. 
or pleaders of the same Courts, but they appear, from the evidence 
-.;'7hich we have heard, to be willing to abandon such precedence
as they have in order that an uniform rule may be established. We 
have heard the views of many witnesses on the subjeCt,. 
and the eV!llence I:!hows that this is a privilege for the
exercise of which occasion rarely arises,' since it is excep
tional for a junior advocate and a senior vakil to be 
briefed ttolgether on the same side. On the other hand 
the evidence f'qually shows that when occasions do arise when 8 

junior q,dvocate might claim pre-audience of a senior vakil, the
privilege is almost invariably waived in favour of the senior. We
have not found among barrister witnesses any general desire to
retain a privilege which they seldom exercise, while vakil witnesses, 
a.lthough they recognise the ip.effectiveness of the rule in practice, 
unanimously wish to. remove a' distinction which they not un
na'turally regard as a mark of inferiority. The objections to the 
rule lose none of their force from the fact that they are largely 
based on sentiment. . 

15. The objection to the othel' distinction,which relates to the 
bling of vakalatnamas, is not entirely based on sentiment. The· 
Ilbility to act without a vakalatnama may be,an advantage when do 

vakalatnama r annot be procured in time to save an appeal or appli
('ation from being barred by limitation, or when the same party 
hits to file a numbee of connected appeals, for each of which 11 

separate vakalatnama' is required if they are filed by a vakil or' 
pleader. Here again we find it hard to, justify the, retention of 
the ex:sting (istinc~ion. With certain exceptions which need no~ 
Le detailed advocates, vakils and pleaders may and do appear • plead 
and act under exactly the same conditions. Ifthe .filing of a va,ka
latnama is necessary ,in the case of a vakil, it is equally necessary 
in the case of an advocate; ,if it is unnecessary to impose thIS duty 
on the advocate, it is in the case of the vakil a superfluous burden 
hom :which he ought to be:relieved. We have heard witnesses who 
would aboligh vakalatnamas altogether and witnesses who would 
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j\)ake advocates file them as well as vakils. But- in no case has. 
h been seriously maintained that, when all are practising in ,the 
same way, this distinction between· advocates and vakils has anY' 
logical foundation. 

16. We are agreed therefore that these two distinctions shouid 
Le abolished. But bellI"" we make a definite recommendation as. 
to the manner in which this is' to be' effected and proceed to con
sider tile more serious distinctions which exist with regard to 
practice on the original sides of the Calcutta and Bombay High. 
Courts, it would be well to survey the position to which we' are 
led if uniformity is established in these respects between advocates
Hnd vakils. These being the only distinctions which are operative 
in the majority of tue High Courts, in which there is no original 
side, we are left with two grades of practitioners in these Courts, 
both pra.ctising on identically similar terms' and, neither of them 
enjoying any peculiar privilege or suffering under' any peculiar' 
disability. It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the position 
is anomalous and that the time has come when all practitioners, 
entitled to appeat"in each of these High Courts 'should be enrolled' 
as a Bingle grade and under the same designation. To preserve 
distinctions of form when no distinctions exist in fact is to per
petuate a potential, if not actual, source of grievance and discord. 
The view has been expressed that this division' of practitioners 
into advocates and vakils serves a nseful purpose even when no. 
distinctions of practice exist; in that it provides the means for 
according recq;nitioa to di&tinguished work at the vakil bar. We
find that in more than one High Court provision is made' for the 
admisslon of vakils of ten years' 'ltanding as advocates on th'T 
invitation of the Chief Justice' andJ udges, and that when this 
power is exercised by the Court it is regarded as the recognition. 
of outstanding talent'. We have also evidence' that in Allahabad, 
where such a ru1e exists, this elevation to the' Advocates' roll is 3>, 

distinction which is highly prized by the' profession. It mayor· it 
may not be desirable to provide fot the recognition of distinguished' 
merit at the Bar by elevation to a higher grade of practitioners. 
This is a question which does not properly come within the terItls, 
of our enquiry. But if it is desirable, we consider that a more, 
suitable form of recognition, such as the grant of the rank of King's 
Counsel, could be devised than elevation'to a grade which, 'while 
it may contain a higher average of outstanding talent, cannot 
possibly be regarded, as exclusively composed of successful practi
troners. We do not therefore think that this consideration detracta= 
in any way from the desirability C!funifying the grades. 

1'. • 

17. But there is a positive ''Consideration in favour of taking this
step to which 'We attach importance.' We have found throughout: 

> 



India an almost nniversa[ desire among members of the legal 
'profession :that in some measure they should be given a hand in 
:the management of their own affairs. We shall Consider later in 
this report the extent to which we think this desire can be met. 
It is sufficient at this stage to record our opinion that a system 
which contains divisions which are not absolutely necessary is J!. 
most unstable foundation on which to build any scheme of self
,government. In fact, we regard it as an important preliminary 
to the proposals which' we shall make in this respect that the 
largest degree of unification of grades of practitioners which is 
now possible should be effected. ' 

. 
18. ,"T e hav~ confilled our attention in the preceding paragraphs 

to those High Courts in which the only distinctions in practice 
between advocates and vakils are those relating to precedence anJ 
vakalatnamas. We have not touched on the distinctions wnich are 
peculiar to the High Courts at Calcutta, Bombay and Madras. 
But before we proceed to, deal with these questions, we propose 
to consider how far it is possible to apply th~onclusions which 
we have so far reached to these three Courts, in spite of the peculiar 
conditions which govern pr;tctice at their Bars. Our conclusioJ? 
that the precedence of advocates over vakils should be abolishe.f 
l:Ipplies equally to all High Courts. In the case of vakalatnamas, 
we have reached the conclusion that the rule must be made the 
same for advocates ,and vakils on consideration of the equality on 
which the ,two grad~s practise in most High Courts. We decided 
that when both grades habitually. act as well as plead, any distinc
tinll il,l the ~llatter ,of the :filing ot vakalatnamas, is illogical. In 
Calcutta, Bombay and Madras this equality of practice does not 
'exist. But our conclusion still applies to these three Courts if we 
~xpress it in the form that when the particular kind of practice is 
1he same there should be no distinction. If there is any case in 
which an advocate .acts a~well as pleads he should be subject to 
'the same rules as a vakil, who acts as well as pleads. If a vakil 
confines himself to pleading.. there should be no distinction 
between him and the advocate who does the same. In short, if 
vakalatnamatt are to be TIled ilI'some caRes and not in others. the 
only logical distinction is one which is, based not on the gTade to 
which the practitioner belongs but to the kind of work in which 
he is engaged. -

.19. We decided that when there are two grades of practitioners 
working side by sid~ on exactly the same terms it was desirable 
to merge them and enrol only one grade. When we come to 

-apply this conclusion to the High Courts at Calcutta, Bombay and 
Madras we are faced 'with the facts that in Calcutta and Bombay 
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pleadir.g on the ori/inal side is confined to advocates~ a~d that, 
advocates on either side of the Court can only appear on lllstruc-
tions; while in M\Ldras, alth~ugh vakils, .are . admitted to. the
(,Iiginal side, they do not practIse on that sIde m the same way 
as advocates, ill that they can both plead and act, whereas an 
advocate is confined to pleading. We recognise the .widetcleavag.,. 
\\ hich these distinctions make between the two grades. On the 
other hand we do not consider that the existence of th~se, 
d;stinctions, whether in their present or in a modified form, should 
militate against the end whiCh we regard as desirabll;l in ~tself, 
namely, that one and the sam~ title should be applied to all practi~ 
tionerfl entitled to plead before the High Courts. :We have been 
told that an advocate of the Calcutta High Court going out to
conduct a case in the mofussil is bound bv the ·same restriction 
&s t.o acting as in the High Co~rt itself. Whether or not this is 
a corollary of the fact that in Calcutta only barristers are enrolled. 
as advocates, the same does not apply in Bombay and Madras. 
In both provinces advocittes and vakils of the High Court when. 
they conduct cases in the mufassil are able to do so on exactly the. 
same terms. We rega~d this as an additional reasQn for the step 
~hich we now recommend. Without in any way anticipating 
the conclusions which we shall come to with regard to the original, 
sides of the Calcutta and Bombay High Courts, which are now 
closed to vakils, and without disturbing the position of attorneys
we recommend that in all High Courts a single grade of practi
tioners entitled to plead shall be enrolled, to be called advocateB, 
(not barristers), that there shall cease to be a separate grade of' 
High Court Vakils or Pleaders, and that when special conditions
are maintained for admission to plead on the original side of the 
High Court the only distinction shall be within that grade which 
shall consist of advocates entitled to. appear on the original side and' 
advocates not RO entitled. 

20. 'We recommend that Advocates enrolled in a High Court
should be entitled to appear occasionally in any other High Court 
bubject to such conditions as may be imposed by the Bar CQuncil 
attached to e',E' 'court in which he desires to appear or by the COU,It 
where there is no Bar Council, for example, payment of J1 special 
fee and employment of a local advocate in association with, 
him. 

21. We are now in a position to mitk~ definite proposals fo~ 
o.b<;>Iisbing the distinctions . in regard to precedence -and vakalat-. 
namas. We propose that advocates who are. barristers shall take 
prpp.f'dpnce inter se accordmg to the dates on, which they were 
called to the bar, that advocates who are not barristers shall, take
precedence inter se according to the dates on which they became-
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~ntitled to practise in a High 'Court, and that an advocate who is 
.lJ. barrister shall take precedence over another advocate 'only if he 
was called to the Bar before such other advocate became entitled 
to practise in a High Court.\Ve do not restrict the precedence of 
-Rn advocate to the date on which he became entitled. to practise 
in the paiUcular High Court in which precedence is claimed. We 
provide for the case of the advocate who' is enrolled as such after 
remoVing his name from the roll of advocates of another High 
Court. In such case . we consider that he should be entitled to 
'Count hid precedence from the date on which he w~s first entitled 
to l,ractise in any High Court. Further, when a barrister has 
been called to the bar· after admission to practise in a High Court, 
1:e should be allcuved to take precedence not from the date of his 
call. b~t from the prior date of his admission to practise in a High 
Court. 'These proposa,ls follow the lines of rules made recently 
by the Calcutta High Court for the appellate side, but they are 
intended to apply to the original as well as to the appellate 
·sides. . 

22. As regards vakalatnamas 'we have heard' much evidence 
both against and in favour of their abolition. Some would abolielt 
vakalatnamas altogether, others would make them compulsorv 
for all classes of practitioners. Neither course commends itself 
io us. 

The rules regarding vakalatnamas are no doubt abused in . 
flome cases, but the system has been in force for many years and 
we are satisfied that on the whole it has worked well. The courts 
generally are in faV011r of their retention. for obvious reasons, and 
many vakils and pleaders have stated that they regard the vaka
latnama f>.S 't valuable protection to themselves against the vagari9s 
of their clients. We have been referred to rules made by the 
Calcutta High Court and other High. Courts which are designed 
to ensure that the taking of a vakalatnama shall ;not be regarded 
·a·f, a mere formality, and we have no. doubt that \n the great 
majority of cases the vakalatnama. is a reality and serves .80 useful 
P'Vpose. 

On the other hand we think that vakalatnamas are now 
demanded" in so.me cases in which there is 110 real necessity for 
~hem. When a practitioner is required to act a vakalatnama 
signed by or on beha.If of his client. is, in om opinion,necesl'ary 
for the protection bpth of the practitioner and .of, the client ... :Dut 
'We do not consider that the same necessity exists when the practi
tioner is only required to appear and pIE-ad. Advocates of 
'Chartered High Conrts now appear and plead without vD.J,:tlat
nama·s, and no Ilifficulty has arisen therefl'om. 
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23. We therefore propose that all practitioners shall be required 
to file vakalatnamas when .they act, but that when . they merely 
appear and plead they shall be allowed the option of filing a memo~ 
randum of appearance, signed by them, giving the names of the 
parties to the case, the name of the party for whom· they appear 
and the name of the person who authorised them to appear. We 
"\tould not, bowever, apply this rule,but would maintain the exist-, 
.fug practIce, in the case of an advocate. who under me rules in 
force can only appear on the original sides of the Calcutta, Bombay 
31.J :Madras High Courts on the instructions Of an atttrney; The 
option of filing a document of either kind is proposed because of 
the practice which prevails in some parts of the country whereby 
the names of a large number of practitioners are entered in a 
vakalatnama. and any of them may ~ndorse his 'acceptance. II1 
many cases it may be more convenient for a practitioner to make 
URe of a vakalatnama which has already been prepared. We 

'propose no alteration in this respect in the rules relating to 
Mukhtars or revenue agents. 

24. This proposal may be criticised as likely to leaa to Compli
cations. But it must be remembered that in the great majority 
d cases only one practitioner is engaged who both acts and pleads, 
and therefore, under the rule we propose, will be obliged to file 
a vakalatnama. We would add that any difficulty which might 
result from an unavoidable delay in procuring a vakalatnama is 
·easily met if the courts allow III suit, appeal or application to be 
filed with a memorandum of appearance on all undertaking .that 
tLe requisi~e vakalatnama will be forthcoming as soon as it can be 
r.rocured and before the case proceeds. further. 

In the preceding paragraphs we have primarily had in ·view 
civil cases. In some parts of India vakalatnamas are and in some 
parts are not required to enable practitioners to appear, plead or 
act on behalf of accused persons. We think that it should be 
left to the High Courts to determine in what courts and in what 
classes of cases a memorandum of appearance might be substituted 

"for a vakalatnama where a practItioner acts on behalf of an accuse1 
. . . 

person. 

Anv loss of revenue which might result from the rule which 
we suggest can be avoided by· making the memorandum of appear
ance liable, as in the Madras Presid~mcy, ,to t~e. saII).e ?011rt-fee as 

..... a vakalatnama, . ,... . .. . i., '. 

25. We now pass to a. consideration of the conditions which·· 
are peculiar. to the High Courts at Calcutta, Bombay and Madras. 
In all these courts"there is, in varying· degrees, a compulsory dual 

. . I· . • 



f>yst~m, of. advocates and attorneys or vakils. We have heard 
wany arguments on the merits and demerits of the dual system: 
borne witnesses have urged that the dual system not only makes 
for greater efficiency and expedition in the disposal of suits, but 
i~ actually no more expensive, for the litigant than the single 
~'.gency, others admit the greateJ;expense of the dual agency but 
consider that the exp~~se is more than justified by the gain in' 
efficiency, others contend that the dual system is preferable in 
itself b)lt that it involves additional expense which it is undesirable
la impose on the Indian litigant, while others maintain not only 
that the single agency is cheaper but that a system whereby the· 
l':tactitioner who is going to plead the case has direct access to his 
client is the ·best from every point of view. We have heard on 
t1::.e one hand the argument that the single agency is in force in 
tnost High Courts and. in the mufassil and that no question has 
arisen as to the efficiency of the system in these cases, on the other 
hand we have heard witnesses who would welcome the increaped 
l,fficiency wqich they hold would rebult from an extension of the 
dual system, ,,'ere'it possible, to courts where' it is not.in force. 
The views of our Committee on this old-standing controversy are 
M! divlded as those of the legal world generally and we . are not in 
a position to give any decision on the merits of the two sYE'tems. 
~oteshave been prepared 'by Mr. Justice' C6utts Trotter and 
Diwati Bah<1dur T. 'Rangachariar, representing' different views on 
the qtiestion,. and are annexed to this report.' . 

,26. It follows from ihis division of opinion between us. that 
we do not recommen<l any change' in this respect of the existing 
system in India. It would only be possible to make such a re
commendation, involving as it would the uprooting of long-esta
blished arrangements on the original ,sides of thePresidencv High 
Courts, if we, as a Committee, were strongly of opinion that the
l,resent system is a bad one. As it is we are all agreed that where 
in India a compulsory dual system is now in existence that system 
should be allowed to continue. It is on the basis of this conclusion 
that we shall proceed to discuss the distinctions betwe,en advocates 
anll vakils on the onginal sides of the High Courts at Calcutta, 
Bombay and Madras. 

27. The exclusion of vakils from tile original side of tne tJalctltta 
High Court is a ~lUrvival of the time when the Supreme Court had 
jurisdiction in Calcutta and over certain persons only elsewhere, 
and the Sadar biwani Adalat and the Sadar Nizamat Adalat had 
jurisdiction in Bengal outside Calcutta. Barristers and, solicitors
alone were entitleil. to practise in: the Supreme Conrt.· while both 
harristers and vakils were entitled. to practise in the Sadar Courts. 
The position was the same in 'Bombay and Madras. The High. 
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Courts at Calcutta, Madras and Bombay, which were established 
in 18j2, succeeded to the jurisdiction of the Supreme' and Sadar 
Courts, the original side of the High Court taking the place of the 
~upreme Court and the appellate side taking the place of the 
~adar Courts. . 

!m In the Bombay High Court there has beeD- in operation for 
over fifty years a rule whereby.a Bachelor of l .. aws has been able 
Itv paosing an examination conducted by the Court to qualify 
himself to become an aflvocate and so be admitted to practise'lo 
the original side. A comparatively recent rule enables the Cou,:G t., enrol at 3n advocate without any examination an approved vakil 
uf ten years' standing who is a Ba.chelor of Laws. In the Madras 
high Court for neatly sixty ye:u-s vakils have been entitled to 
rractiRe on the original side without any restrictions. A Mastec 
<·f Laws who serves a period of apprenticeship may be admitted 
;'11 an advocate and he becomes entitled to pI:wtise on the sam!." 
conditions as advocates who :ne barristers. But the Calcutta 
High Court has neyer admitted as advocates any persons other than 
IMITIRterq, nor has it allowed vakils to practise on the origiIlal side. 
the result being that no one has been able to qualify himself for 
admission to the llriginal side except by getting himself calle1. 
to the Bar in England. Scotland or Ireland. 

29. The Calcutta High Court therefore presents the extreme 
example of this partif'ular distinction of classes of pra,ctitioners. 
f:ince only there is the door to the roll of a<J,vocates rigorously 
('loBed to all but barristers. It seems likely that if we can find the 
means of bridging the gulf in Calcutta, we I:Ihall have fOUBd a solu
tlOn which it should Qe possible to apply to Bombay, where the 
di<:;tinction f'Xi!'tR, hilt not in sllch an exlreme form. In Madras, 
" here vakils are admitted' to the original side; the conditions are 
peculiar and will be separately considered later. 

30. 'Vhile admitting that advantages arl; to be gained from 
a legal education in England we think that the time has come 
when another avenue of approach to practise on the ori.«;nal side 
of the Calcutta High Court must be provided. W~ have briefly 
!eferred to the origin of this restriction in the old Supreme CQPl't 
whicn administered a differE;nt law and conducted its business in 
a . ilifferent lan~\Ia'!e from the Saoar Courts to which vakils were 
~ben restricted. In ollr opinion the conditions which made this 
diRtincti('h between barristers and vakils the only possible arrange. 
ment when the Supreme Court and the Sadar Courts were in 
f'xistence have to a great extent passe(} away. The language 01 
hoth sides of the Court is English, while legal and general education 
in this country have advanced so far that it is not reasonable to 
require a man to leave India in order to qualify himself for admission 

B 
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10 the highest grade· of legal . practitioners. 'fhere is always a 
natural reluctance to abandon any established system which has 
\\<orked well for the sake of principles, however laudable, when. 
~·he consequences of a change Cd.nnot be accurately foreseen. But 
it is possible to overestiinate the dangers said to be involved in a. 
liberalisation of the rules for admission to the original side in 
Calcutta. \Ve have no evidence that the' rules in force in Bombay 
1: a ve led to any deterioration of:. practice on the original side there. 
We have come to the conclusion that it is our duty to suggest some 
.modification of a system which imposes so marked a disability on 
t1:.e Indian in his own country. We are the more impelled to 10 
so by the opinion which we hold tha~ the present system does not 
always ensure the maintenance of a higher professional effi
Clency in the practitioner whom it admits to the Advocates' Roll. 
Up-der the present rules of tbe Inns of Court it is possible for any 
person who has been enrolled as it vakil of the High Court, although 
lIC Ill:.! \" not ha.ve practised as sllch, to be called to the Bar in one 
ytlar, during which time he nm; only sits for the Bar Examination 
Lilt also reads In chambers. He if.' then entitled, by virtue of his 
call to the Bar, to be enrolled as an advocate. There is evidence 
that sn 'If' yakil", immediately 011 enrolment in a High Court, have 
j: roceeded to England and got themselves called io the' Bar not so· 
I1ltwh aoR a means of imrrovin~ their elluipment for a legaJ career, 
bl.t for the purpose of obtaining in the rhortest possible time a 
formal qU:.l.Iification which will automatically confer on them 
material advantages on their return to India. 

31. \Ve realipe that our proposal to {lhange the rules means 
taIring away fJom barristers a privilege which they have enjoyed 
t'xclusively in the High Court for more than sixty years. We 
~hould be reluctant to make any proposal detrimental to any 
genuine vested intere'lt, but we .Jo not consider nor, we snppose, 
would it he seriously urged by the supporters of the exi~ting 8Vf'tem, 
that in this case any question of vested interest is really involved. 
'l'his privilege is one to which the vakil· Bar cannot be 8aid ev~r 
to have submitted willingly_ As long a!!'o as the time .of the passing 
t.:-the I~egal Practitioners' Act HS'.9. Mr. Nanabhai Haridas, who 
was afterwards a Judge of the Bombay High Court, raised the 
question whether it was any longer necessary to restrict vakils to 
the appellate side of the High Courts in the Presidency Towns. 
and he proposed the Olnission of wnat is now the proviso to. Section 
4 of that Act The feeling has' always been present with vaki:5 
that this rule was 8,n injustice which should be done away with, 
nnd the feeling found expression in cOIjespondence which passed 
l:etween the Vakils' ARsociation of Calcutta and the High Court 
c1uring the ten years following 1911. 



The case has been strongly represented. J>efore us by Vakils an:! 
(thers, and the demands which. are . now made come with the 
accumulated force of many years'. unavailing effort and the irrita
tion aroused th61eby. 

32. We realise that any scheme whereby the original side was 
~hrown open without restriction .0 all who are now practising at 
lhe Vakil Bar would lead to a disorgaruzation of existing conditions 
which no theoretical desire for wlification Could possibly warrant. 
We aII!O realLe the great difference between practice on the original. 
side and practice on the appellate side. On the other hand we feel 
tht no 'scheme would be comj>itte which made provision for 
future entrants into the legal profession but gave no opening to 
men already practising aR vakils, shol,1la they elect to do so, to 
I ractise on the original side. Our propoRals therefore provi.de 
hoth for the prerent vakils and for the future. We guard against 
the posqlle effects of a rush to the original ·side· by imposing con· 
ditions which will make the process ~Tadual. and W8 make Lrovi· 
lI;on for the possession of the Qualifications which work on the 
r:1 irinal ·"de t1emands.The correl'l)ondence between the Vakils' 
Association and the Ca-Iclltta Hi~:h CoUrt ~hOWR that the vakil:; 
of that Court proposed that the COIITt should proceed on the lines 

·t. hich we have suggested. 

33. We have recommended elsewhere that all who are entitle.1 
to plead in a High Court should bd c~lIed advocates, but in setting 
(ut our proposed scheme we refer to those who· are not barristers 
as .. val,ils " in order to avoid misunderst:1nding. VIe should ,d>() 
fxpJain that when we refer to a''Bar Council" we anticipate the 
"roposals which we shall make late.: in tllis report. We propose !-

(1) that vakils of not less than ten years' standing shall be' 
entitled to be admitted at once to practise on the 
original side; .-

(3) that vakils of less than fiive years' standing shall 
similarly be' entitled to be admitted after they have 
read for one year with an advocate, approved by tfte 
Court, practisin~ on the original side. During that. 
year they should be al10wed to plead, but not to act. 
on the appellaie side ·or in die subordinate courts; 

(8) that vakils of less than fi~e years' standing shaH 
similarly be entitled to be admitted on the same 

. terms and subject to the same restrictions, but shall in 
addition pass an examination, to be prescribed by tht' 
Court, in commercial law and practice on the origil'"l 
side; .: '..... .. 

n 2 
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(4) that the' rules. for the admission of vaki1s shall provide 
that a Bachelor of Laws who wishes to practise on the 
original side of the High Court as well as on the 
appeUate side shall, after passing the examination for 
the degree of Bac,helor of Laws, read for one year 
with an advocate or attorney, approved by the Court, 
practising On the original side, and pass an examina
tion, to be prescribed by the Court, in CQlIlmercial 
law J1nd the praCtice on that side. A vakil admitted 
on these terms should be entitled to practise on the 
original side 'in accordance with this sch~me; 

(5) that the name of 'a. vakil admitted to practise on the 
original side shall be entered on a special list. A 
vakil should be entitled at any time to have his 
name removed from that list, but a name once 
removed should not be. restored to the list; 

(6) that as regards practice on ~he original side, vakils and 
others entitled to practise on that side shall all be 
subject to the same rules; 

(7) that vakils whose names are on the special list shall be 
subject to -the same restriction as barristers when 
practising on the appellate side or in the subordinate 
courts; 

(8) that proposals (1) to (3) shall remain in force for seven 
vearS from the date when the scheme comes. into 
force, that proposals (4) to (6) shall remain in force 
for seven years or until they are modified whichever 
is the longer period, but that proposal (7) shall 
remain in force for seven years and shall then cease 
to have effect unless the High Court, if there is no 
Bar Council, or the Provincial Bar Council with the 
approvt.l of the High Court otherwise determines. 

34. We consider that·. these proposals soould apply equally to 
attorneys, but that no attorney should be required to pass a 
efurther examination. and, that those of less than ten years stand
ing should be required; instead of reading with an advocate, to 
abstain from acting in any' court for one year from the date of 
announcing their intention to apply for admissipn to practise as 
advocates on the original side. 

35. We com~ider that 'the arrangements we propose, while they 
give no more than reaFlonable facilities for men to qualify for 
admission to all sides of the Jlig-h Court without the necessity of 
going to Eng-land to he called, ~o the Bar. are so devised that they 
will not result in a rush .to the original side which might embarrass 
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the work of the Bar there and serit}usly overcrowd the profession 
on that side of the Court; , . 

36. In Bombay the present conditions are different. Arrange
meuts already eXiSt wbereby a Bachelor of Laws can gain admis
sion to the original side by passing an examination prescribed by 
the Court, but it is to be noted that he cannot present himself fOf 
that examination until two years af~ he has passed the examina
tion for the degree of Bachelor of L!jows. There is also a provision 
whereby Bachelofs of Laws who a.re Vakils of over ten years' 
standing may become advocates on the invitation of the Chief 
Justice and Judges. From enquiries made in Bombay we learnt 
that there are now on the roll of t~e High Court, as against 
333 advocates who are barristers, 33~ho passed the Aavocates 
Examination and 10 who were admitt.ed under the ten yeafs rule._ 
The numbers actually practising cannot be ascertained. A wit
ness in Bombay cstiml1tted that 85 per cent. of the ~arristers 
admitted as advocatcs in recent years were men who had gone to 
England as vakils and had taken 'a.dvantage of the concessions 
which the Inns of Court allow, arid that only the remaining 15 
per cent. had 'completed the full course of twelve terms. 
From 1903 until recently a vakil was required to keep a minimum 
of six terms. . He may now be called after keeping four terms on 
certain conditioDs. These facts seem to us to point unmistakably 
to the conclusion that the facilities given for the admission of non
barristers as advocates have in fact bee.n extremely limited. We 
were told that the advocates' e~amination was until recently, 
when the standard was lowered, considered difficult, and-that even 
nOw it is more difficult than the ex~mination for a call to the Bar. 
and the result has been that rathCl' than wait for the' prescribed 
two years and then try to pass the ,Advocates' examina~ion many 
who could affora to go to England have preferred to take the easier 
and shorter course of becoming v;l.kils and then getting 
themselves called to "he Bar. In fact the call to the 
Bar has been regarded hy many' as an easy way round 
the serious obstacle which the,. advocates' examination has 
presented. As regards the ten years rule. which has been iIt 
existence in one form or another since' 1895, the fact that only 
ten advocates have been admitted in this way forces the conclusion 
that the' benefit supposed to be conferred . is largely iIlllsory. 
Moreover we disapprove in principle 01 a rule which enables a 
Court to make invidious distinctions between practitioners.- The 
result of applyjn~ to Bombay the arran~ements we have Rug-g~sted 
above for Calcutta would be to snbRtitute in the case of the Bachelor 
of rJaw~ who wishes to be admitted to practi~e on the original side 
a periocl of read;ng in the' chamberR of an Oliginal side practitioner. 
followed by an exam.ination in commercial law and, original sid~ 
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practice, for the advocates'. examination which he is under the 
present system required to pass. He would also be relieved of the 
necessity of wa.iting for as long a period as two years before he can 
appear at the examination. We attach the greatest importance 
to the practical training derived from reading- in good chambers, 
and we consider that the absence of aI)y provision for such reading 
is a defect in the present rules ,in Bombay for the admission of 
advocates who are not barristers. In fact, we wish to add to our 
recommendations, in connection with the scheme we ar~ proposing 
for Calcutta and Bombay, that those who wish to practise as 
vakils only on the appellate side and in the subordinate courts 
should be required to read, )\'ith an advocate approved by the 
Court who is practising, on, the ,appellate side. 

37. At the same time we consider that in Bombay, as in 
Calcutta, provision should' be made for a limited number of years 
for those who are now practising as' vakils or attorneys of the 
High Court to obtain admission as advocates to the original side 
of the Court if they are of more than ten years' standing and to 
qualify themselves for such admission in the manner which we 
have suggested if they are of less than ten years' standing. 

We therefore recommend that the arrangements which we 
have proposed above should apply to the' Bombay as well as to the 
Calcutta High Court. The only modifications which we would 
make in adapting the pr~posals to the conditions in Bombay is that 
the restrictions referred to in proposals (2), (3) and (7) should, in 
the case of_Bombay, not extend to the subordinate courts. 

38. In the Madras High Court the existing arrangements are 
peculiar. On the appellate side advocates, vakils and attorneys 
may and do appear, plead and act. On the original side vakils 
may and do appear, ple'ad and act, but they cannot appear, plead, 
or act in Insolvency cases. Advocates, whether barristers or not, 
may appear and plead only when they are.,j,pstructed by attorneys 
or vakils, and they are not entitled to act. In Insolvency cases 
advocates can appear and plead, but only on instructions from 
attorneys. ' , 
• 

Our colleague Mr. Rangachariar J who_ is strongly in favour 
of the unified system; i.e., the system under which all practitioners 
are entitled to appear, plead and act, would prefer on principle to 
put an end to what remains of the dual system on the original 
side of the Madras High Co'urt. He would continue' the system 
of enrolling attorneys; but would provide that all advocates, ~akils 
and attorneys should be' entitled to appear, plead and act. He 
maintains that it would' be, to the advantage of junior a<b'ocates 
that they should be allowed to aet and so be able to get into direct 
tcm~h with clients instead,of-being dependent on the retainer of 
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attorneYII. Mr. Justice Coutts Tr~tter;. Oll the other' hand, is 
BtrongJy in favour of the dual system, and would on priIiciple 
prefer to make that system compulsory on the original side by 
requiring that every practitioner appearing and pleading should, 
do 80 only on the instructions of ,an attorney or a valtil. Both 
recognise, however, that since vakils have for about 60 years been 
entitled to appear, plead and act on the original side and attorneys 
have been practising as such for an even longer period, their res
pective proposals would. entail a considerable disturbance of exist
ing conditions. T~e rest of the Committee also feel that this is 
a case where definite vested interests exist and that these interests 
"hould !lot lightly be overridden. 

:39. We have accordingly decide(l to recommend that on the 
()riginal side an advocate should have the option 01 appearing and 
pleading only, in which case he wou!d do ,so oJ? the instructions -of 
an attorney, or of appearing, pleading and act!ng in the same 
way as vakils now do, but that he should not be entitled to do 
bbth. We propose that if any advocate wishes' to act on the 
original side he should give an undertaking not to appear and 
plead on the instructions' of an attorney. On the other hand, if. a 
vakil wishes to appear and plead on the original side on the, instruc
tions of an attorney he should undertake not to act in any case 
un that side of the Oourt. In short~ we leave the existing system 
as it is, but we give to advocates the option of assuming the posi
tion which vakils have under t.he present system and to vakils the 
-option of assuming the position which advocates now have. We 
feel that in this way vested rights will be safeguarded and at the 
same time relief wil! be afforded, to junior advocates who wish to 
1tvail themselves of the right to act~)ll the original side. We are 
-conscious that the arrangement proposed is not ideal, but we are 
unable ,to suggest any other way of dea.Jing with a difficult 
'situation. " , 

It lUuy be that, if Bar. Councils are established in accordance 
with the l}roposals which we shall make later, the Bar Council at 
Madras may in ihe course of time be ahle to devise a more satis-
factory solution. • 

40. We are all agreeil that the practice in Insolvency cases 
in Madras should he assimilated to that which we proposed above 
for the original side. We are also agreed that a curious'inequalitv 
regarding fees on the original side should 6e removed. At presell"t 
if an advocate appears on the .instructions of an attorney the 
latter's hill ,of costs is taxed between party and 'party in tile usual' 
way and various .fees are allowed both for the advocate and the 
attorney aecording to a prescribed, scale. But if an advocate 
appears on the instructions of a vakil or if ,a vakil appears with 
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or without another "akil there is no regular taxation of costs 
between party and party, but the vakil's fee is calculated as in the 
mufassil courts on an ad valorem basis, that is, it depends on 
the value of the subject matter in dispute. The result is that if 
the successfu1 party is represented by an attorney he receives from 
his adversary an amount which is commensurate with the costs 
actually incurred by him, but if he is represented by a vakil he 
receives on account of his vakil's fee the amount allowed on the
ad valorem scale and certain amounts on account of witnesres, 
etc., but nothing- on account of the expense, which may be COll

siderable, incurred by his vakil in the preparation of the case. 
The High Court has full powers to deal with the matter, and we 
recommend that no time should be lost in equalising the practice 
for advocates and vakils. We sJ,lggest- that if costs are to con
tinue to be taxed on an itemized scale as between party and party 
when an attorney iIJ engaged, the Court should at least have dis
l"Tetion, when there is no attorney, to allow more than the 
all valorem fee when it is obvious that other costs have actually 
been incurred, as, for instance, when a case has been prepared by 
It second vakil or when two vakils appear and - the case of 
sufficient value or importance to warrant spe.::ial treatment. We
may note that a provision already exists ~hereby the Court can 
certify for two counsel on the original side, and on the appellate 
side can allow for more than one advocate or vakil. 

41. Before we pass from the subject of the distinctions which 
exist between the different brandies of the legal profession in 
India there are certain other distinctions which require considera
tion. There are certain appointments which. by Statute are 
reserved for barristers. For instance, under Section 101 (4) of the 
Government of India Act, 19H1, not less than. one-third of the 
judges of a Chartered High Court, including the Cliief Justice 
but excluding additional judge!!, must be barristers of England 
or Ireland or Members of the F/tculty of Advoc8.tes in Scotland 
of not .less than five years' standing., Again, a barrister of five 
years' standing mav be appointed to be a judge of a Chartered 
H~h Court, where~s a vakil must be of ten years' standing before 
he can be appointed. Another distinction is that vakils are, while
barristers are not, according to most authorities, liable to be sued 
for negligence in the conduct of a case, while vakils may, but 
barristers may not, according to most authorities, sue for their
fees. 

\Vith regard to appointments, we are of opinion that no
appointments should be' reserved for barristers as such. All those
who Rre entitled t.o pract.ise in a High Court should be equRlly 
eligible for appointments reserved for members of the legal pro
fession. Neither a barrister of. only five years' standing nor n. 
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vakil of only ten years standing is likely _ to be appointed to be a 
judge of a Chartered High Court, but the rule as regards standing 
should be the same for all classes of practitioners. Our recom;' 
mendations in respect of these distinctIOns are supported by the 
great majority of those whom we have consulted. 

42. In practice the distinction relating to suing for negligence 
and being sued for fees is not of great importance. Suits by or 
against legal practitioners in respect of fees and the coI1duct of 
cases are extremely rare. But we consider that in any, case in 
which a legal practitioner has . acted' or agreed to • act' he 
should be liable to b~sued for negligence, and entitled to sue for 
his fee. 

IV. -Proposals for the establishment of an Indian B~ 
and Bar Councils. 

43. It is believed that the first proposal for the establishment 
of ail Indian Bar was made by Lord Haldane, who was of opinion 
that the training and education offered to Indian students by 
the Inns of Court in England. was unsatisfactory and that it was 
not desirable that Indians should be encouraged to go to England 
to qualify themselves for aillnission to the legal profession ill India. 

Giving evidence before Lord Lytton's Committee in July 1921~ 
he advocated the establishment of a Bar in India to which men 
should be called, and the setting up of a Council to which all ques
tions of legal education, control, enrolment and disciplinary action 
should be transferred. It is not known whether Lord Haldane 
had ever visited India or whether he intended to advocate the 
establishment of an All-India Bar as distinct from provincial Bars. 
But it is noticeable that he referred to Manitoba, which has a ;Bar 
of its own distinct from the Bars of other provinces in Canada.' 
On the whole it seems probable that he had not formed any definite 
opinion on the question whether one Bar should be constituted for 
the whole of India or separate Bars for the different provinces. 

44. In India the first definite public proposal for the establi~
ment of an Indian Bar seems to have heen made by Mr. Iswar 
Saran when he moved a Resolution 111 the Legislative Assembly 
in 1921, recommending .. legislation with a view to create an 
Indian Bar so as to remove all distinctions enforced by statute· 
or by practice between barristers and vakils'·. He disavowed 
anv desire to prevent Englishmen fi-om joining the Bar in India or 
Indians from getting themselves called to the Bar in England with 
a view to practising in India, but he recommended that all such 
persons shonld be called.to the Illdian Bar in the same way as they 
may be called to the Bar in the self-governing dominions. He 
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.advocated the abolition of all distinctions between barristers· ana 
vakils as regards precedence, pre-audience, the production of 
vakalatlla'mas and eligibility. for judicial appointments, and he pro
posed to set up statutory bodies consisting of members of the legal 
profession to provide for the education of law students and to 
take over the powers of the High Courts as regards the admission 
.and control. of legal practitioners. He reserved for further con
sideration the question whether the Bar should be organised 
011 an all-India or on a provincial basis. On behalf of the Gov
ernment of India it 'was stated in the Assembly that they 
were prepared to be guided by the eii:pression of definite 
constructive public opinion. The Government of India pro
ceeded to collect opinions on the subject of the Resolu
tion, attention being directed to the following specific questions :-

(1) Whether the constitution of the Bar should be by an 
Act of the Legislature or otherwise. , 

(2) The organisation of a Council of Legal Education. 
(3) The disciplinary powers of such a body. 
(4) The changes, if any, which the proposed scheme would 

necessitate in the existing law. 
(5) The desirability of separating or uniting the functions 

of solicitor and counsel in India. 

(6) The effect which the constitution of an Indian Bar 
would have on the tendency of Indian students pro
ceeding to England to be called to the Bar. 

45. In September 1922, Mr. K. C. Neogy introduced into the 
Assembly a Bill to remove the distinction bf'tween barristers and 

vakils as regards the right to practise on tIle original side of the 
High Courts at Calcutta and Bombay, and in the same year 
Mr. Girdhari IJal Agarwala introduced a Bill to relieve all practi
iioners from the necessity of filing vakalatnamas. 

Opinions on both these Bills were .collected in the usual way 
an<1. the Bills were referrf'd to Select Committees. Before the 
('ommittf'es could make their reports our colleague Diwan Bahadlll' 
'1'. Rangachariar introduced into the ASRembly a Bill to • consolicL.'lt~ 
and amend the law relating to Legal Practitioners ill India and 
to empower the Government of India and IJOcal Governments to 
~stabliHh Bar Councils in each Provil1C'e '. We think it unnece,,
flary to state in detail the provisions of this Bill, for Mr. 
Rangachariar df'scrihed ·them . as heing only of a tentative 
character. and stated in effect that his ohiect was to call attention 
io the difi'f'l'ent qneRtions involved in the propm,als to establisb 
:a.n Indian· Bar. 
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46. We have Lad little difficulty iu coming to the conclusion 
that it is not practicable to set up an all-India Bar in the sense of a 
body of legal practitioners admitted to practice and controlled by 
one central authority for the whole of India. The notion of an 3011-
India. Bar has proved attractive to some minds as being In accor
<lance with what is called the national moveme~. But it is not 
1'0Rsible to have an all-India Bar in any real sense unless ther~ 
it' to be throughout India a single type of advocate possessed of the. 
same (Jualifications and entitled to practise in all the courts of the 
C'ountry. It might perhaps be possible to secure uniformity in 
the three Presidencies, but our enquiries in the different places 
which we viRited have satisfied us that elsewhere this would not be 
pOHHible. The tendency is for the presidencies and provinc'es to 
develop on their own lines, education is more advanced in some 
than in others and the Rame degree of proficiency cannot at present 
be attained or insisted on throughout India. From a' practical 
point of view nothing iR to be gained by setting up a central bony 
which shall prescribe different qualifications for admission to th'! 
profession in the different provinces. A central body would neces
Rarily have inadequate knowledge of local conditions, and apart 
from Burma, where opinion is strongly opposed to that province 
heing included in any all-India scheme, there are not wanting 
indications that a provincial Bar would no~ readily submit to 
being governed by a body which would necessarily contain a 
majority of members insufficiently acquainted with its special needs 
and difficulties. Another consequence of the establishment of an all
India Bar in the sense indicated above would probably be the 
removal of the language and residence tests which have been 
devised by some provinces in order to protect them~elves against 
their stronger neighbours. The latter test is presumably based on 
deliberate conRiderations of policy which we <lo not. feel entitled to 
interfere with. as it were by a side WInd. Most of those who 
adyocate an all-India Bar appear to do so on the ground that it 
would be difficult, if not impossible, to set up in each province a 
Committee or Council IJf legal practitioners independent and strong 
enough to exercise satisfactorily and with general acceptance. th~ 
I,owers now entrusted to. the High Court. 'l'here is force in thi" 
consideration, but we think that if an ultimate controlling authority 
is required, as in our opinion would certainly be ·the case, it would 
he better to rely upon the High Court of the province concerned 
than upon an untried. all-India authority. It is conceded by thos£
who advocate the constitution of an all-India Council that it would 
be necessary' for that body to delegate its disciplinary authority to 
provincial Councils. BURY practitioners .could not be exr<>cted to 
:Ittend frequent meetings' of an all-India Council at nlaces far 
diRtant from their homeR, and judgeR would. hardly feel jW'Itified. in 
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doing so. Any useful purpose which might be served by the con
stitution of an all-India Council, sucb as the gradual co-ordination 
of standards, could in our opiniqn be as well attained by occasional 
meetings between representatives of provincial Councils or even by 
correspondence b.etween them. 

47. No institution corresponding to an all-India Council with defi
nite powers of rontrol is to be ;found in any other pad of the 
Empire. The English, Scottish and Irish Bars are entirely distinct 
from each other, although tbere is a Supreme Court of Appeal for 
the United Kingdom. Canada has a Supreme Court in which 
barristers, advocates, solicitors, attorneys and proctors of any of 
the provinces may practise. But each province· has its own sepa
rate Bar constituted by provincial legislation. Practitioners in 
the different provinces are not even designated by the same title. 

The Commonwealth of Aushalia has a High Court in which 
any person may practise who is entitled to practise in any of the 
States either as barrister or solicitor or both, and the High Court 
also has power to enrol its own practitioners. But each State in 
the Commonwealth has a separate Bar attached to its own Supreme 
Court. In some of the States there are both barristers and solic'
tors. In others, for example in Victoria, the func.tions of barristers 
:md solicitors are united in one person. In America there is no 
such thing as an United Statp-s Bar. Each of the 48 States lla3 
its own Bar and the Federal Union also has its Bar. Th€
Federal and State Bars are linked together by' the establishment 
of voluntary organisations, such as the well-known American Bar 
Association, in which representatives of the different Bars meet for 
the purpose of discussing leg;,l reforms, qualifications for admission 
to the Bar and legal education. If provincial Councils are estab
lished in In,dia we !-lee no reason why their representatives shonlrl 
not form a similar association. Apart from the circumstance that 
India has no Supreme Comt cOl1ditioTls are probably less favourable 
in India to the establishment of one Bar for the whole country than 
they are either in Canada or Australia .. 

48. While we are of opinion that the establishment of an all
India. Bar or all-India Council is not practicable we think that the 
time has come when the bars attached to some of the High Courts 
should be accorded a measure of s~lf-government. At preRent legal 
education is almost entirely in the hands of the Universitiefl, and 
fluch influence as the Bar can bring to bear on it is due to indivi. 
dual members of the Bar hpin~ members of the Fa,culties of law 
and the Bar has no control direct or indirect over the preflcription 
of QllalificationR for admis<;iou to the profesflion. Moreover aR re
gards the important oUPRtion of discipline. the only flower Wllich 
the profession now has is the power to exclude practitioners from 
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its al:ll:lodations and informally report cases of misconduct to the 
Coun,;. 

Where Bar Councils are established they should, we think, be 
:riven tIOille deullite 1't:}l1'8bt111tatlOll 011 the .Faculties of law. }l'or 
the present it is unlikely that the Bar will be able itself to make 
arra.ngements for the educatlOn of students, though it may be able 
to supplement the education given by the Universities by the pro· 
vision of practical training or lectures on the procedure of the 
.courts and the duties of members of the legal profession. If the 
Bar were to undertake the entire training of candidates for th~ 
.profession the Faculties of law -would probably.cease to exist. We 
think it best to preserve the existing University law courses, 
which appear generally to give satisfaction and to ensure reasonabh 
efficiency; a.nd not to supersede them until it is demonstrated 
that a more· efficient machinery is ready to take their place. "That 
ll3.S certainly not been shown to our satisfaction. 

49. As regards admission to the profession and the disciplin'~ 
-of practitioners there is a strong demand in all the provinces tha4; 
powers should be conferred upon local Bar Councils similar to those 
which are exercised by the governing bodies of the Bars in tlu 
United Kingdom and the self-governing dominions. At the variom 
(:entres which we have visited and from witnesses who came from 
placeR which we have been unable to visit we have enquired 
whether at all, and if so to what extent, the different Bar and 
Vakils' Associations have endeavoured to exert their influence in 
such matters. We regret to say that the result of our enquiries iR 
not such as to enable us to feel confident that Councils at all the 
High Courts would at present be able to make the best use of the 
power which witnesses have suggested should be conferred· upon 
them. 

Our enquiries have made it clear that the bars at the different 
-centres vary greatly both in tlleir numerical strength and in the 
prestige which attaches to them: and· we think it would be 
impoflClible to RtIggeflt a nniform sYRtem based on a suu,posed 
-equality of membership or authority of the bars in all the centres 
which in fact does not exist. 

50. In the Punjab we found that there has been in . existence 
10r a number of yearR a Bar Conncil. cOnEliRting of the President 
of the Bar ARsociation, two senior lawyers nominated by the 
Aflflociation and two membl'rfl Relel'teil by the Juilges, of whom 
one mnst be an ll,dvOl'ate m' vakil pra.rtip,il'tr in the High Court and 
-the other is ordinarily the Re/rif1tra.r. This conncil is appointed 
under the direct authority of the High Court, and is intended to act 
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of misconduct agaillst advocates and pleaders practising in the 
Punjab, such cases being referred to it by the Judges or brought 
to its notice by complaint made to it by any member of the legal 
prolessioll or by allY association of legal practitioners. If the 
Council holds that a charge of misconduct has been established, it 
submits its proceedings with a recommeadation to tIle High Court .. 
But there is a provision in the rules whereby the Council can, in 
cases where it is alleged that a fee has been paid but not earned, 
Ilispose of the case itself, by ordering a refund, and if its decision 
is accepted by the practitioner complained against and a refund is. 
made, the case is.not reported to- the Court at all. . \Vewere in
formed that most of the cases which come before the Council are 
disposed of in this way. We heard !rirther that in spite of the 
110wer of the Council to deal with cases brought to its notice by all 
individual practitioner or an association, it was never called on by 
either to deal with such a malpractice as touting. which all ad
mitted to be rampant in the Punjab. In fact it was generally 
admitted that under the conditions now existing there a Rar 
Council at Lahore would not function at all unless it were entirely 
controlled and guided by the Bench. . 

.31. There can ho\\1:'\"er be 110 doubt that throughout India 
abuses exist with which the courts cannot deal effectively without 
the assistance of the Rar. "Ve think t.hat the stronger bars should 
be empowered by law to assist the courts in this and other matters. 
ltnd we are not without hope that when definite powers are vested 
in them they will make a real effort to act np io their new responsi
bilities. 

;i~. l\:[aIlY differellt sllgg-c:o:tions have been made to us a8 regard" 
the l'ompositioll and powt'rs and local extent of the juri::;diction of 
Bar Councils. For example, some wonld cd'nstitute Councils 
entirely on an elective basis, while others would have a certaiu 
1l11111ber of ex-officio members or B-ive power t.o the High Court to 
nominate a eertain proportion of 1he members. Some would have 
the Councils composed entirely of legal praet.itiooers, while others 
wmIld include judges all>o. Some would hand over unconditionally 
to the Coulleils all the disciplinary authority now exercised by the 
High Courts, while others would reserve 11 right of control to 
the High Courts by way of appellate or revisional authority. Other", 
agl1in would reserve all difleiplinary authority to the High COllrt~ 
and invest the Conncils with no more than an advisory cl1pueity 
In view of the great v:ariety of opinions which we have reeeived 
and the ill-concealed doubts in the minds of responsible witnesRes 
whether it is safe to entrust Bar Councils with the powers no~ 
exercised by the High Courts, a.nd in particular whether tIle 
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Councif,; can be expected to be free from communal, political and 
religious influences, we feel that entirely uncontrolled power should 
110t be conferred upon them at present. 

;,;;. A syotelll wmcll is suitable for one country niay be entirely 
unsuitable for another, and it would not be safe to assume that any 
of the lIystems in force in the Empire would be entirely suitable for 
India. But as the claim now made that the Bar in India should 
be allowed to govern itself is avowedly based on the systems which 
preva.il in the United Kingdom, the self-governing Dominions and 
the United States, it may be desirable to state shortly the essential 
features of SOllle of those systems. In England the right to call 
to tile bar is vested in the Inns of Court, governed by Benchers,. 
being past and present judges and senior membe!s of the Bar. 
Regulations have been made by the Inns regarding the admission 
of students, their examination and the calling of them 
to tile bar. Disciplinary authority is exercised by the Benchers 
and there is a right of appeal to the judges as Visitors. A recent 
illHtancc of the exercise of the right of appeal shows that it is by 
no means ('onfined to cases in which a barrister has been 
disbarred. In Ireland the system is much the- same, except that 
the disciplinary authority of the Benchers is not so extensive 
a:. ill England and the appeal lies to the Ilord Chancellor. Th~ 
itllllli~sioll of !'.olidtorR ill England is conducted by the Law Society 
Hllll"I' tlte r.!lthority ef ruleR made bv the Master of the "Rolls. 
Previous to l!HO a·'('nmmitt.f'e of the Society could recommend to 
the court that a solicitor should be strllck off the rolls. Since-
1919 the Committee has had power to strike a solicitor off the rolls, 
bllt an appeal lies to the court at the inRtance either of the solicitor 
or d tit" pel ROll who ingtitnted proceedings against him. 

The High Court of Australia mak~s nlles regarding' the admis
sion of persons to practise in the court and alone has power to strike
n practitioner off the rolls. 

In New South Wales anq Queensland practitioners arc admitted 
by a Board con~sistillg of the judges, the Attorney General and two 
barristers. In South Australia the Supreme Court makes rules -for 
the admisRion of practitioners.. The Law Society may enquire 
into comnlaints of misconduct bv practitioners and make a report 
to. the Court, which may call for further enquiry if necessary. 
Fmal orderR He rnc,~ed by the Court. ' 

Iu Victoria there is a Council of Legal Education which may 
make rules to Le laid before Parliament as to examination, articles 
and admission of practitioners. The' Law Institute has power~ 
similar to t.hose of the t;aw Soeiety in South Australia. 
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In Western Australia practitioners are admitted by 'a Board. 
The same Board has power to enquire into cases of misconduct 
~md report to the Court. 

In Tasmania. also practitioners are admitted by a Board. The 
Law Society has certain disciplinary powers, but the power to strike 
off the rolls rests with the Court. . 

In New Zealand the Court JIlakes rules regarding the qualificR
tion and admission of practitio.ners. The Court alone has power 
to suspend or strike off the rolls. Iu South Africa, admission t:l 
the profession is under rules made by the Court, which has power 
to sw~pend or strike off the rolls._ 

In Canada the Bars have somewhat larger powers, according to 
the latest legislation on the subject. 

In British Columbia· there. is a Law Society governed by 
Benchers who educate, examine and call students to the Bar, and 
admit solicitors. They may suspend~ disbar or strike off the rolls 
for good cause any barrister orsolicitor, but their order is subject
to appeal to the judges of the Supreme Court as Visitors. 

- '-.. 

In Manitoba also there is a Law Society governed by Bencher., 
who have powers similar to those of the Benchers in British 
Columbia. But the Court hlts'a similar power and can restore a 
barrister or solicitor struck off the rolls by the Benchers. 

In Ontario there is a Law~ociety governed by Benchers who 
have power to suspend or disbaJ: or strike off ,the :rolls both barristers 
and solicitors. The court has p'ower to restore a solicitor, but in 
the case of a barrister the p0w.e.r of the .Benchers appears to be 
absolute; 

In Newfoundland the system is the same, but there is a right of 
appeal to the Suprell1e Court."" . 

• In the United States of America each State determines for 
itself what shaH be the qualifica.tion of candidates for admission to 
it" own Bar. ,Ill almost all the States the power to admit ·to 
l'ractise and to disbar res~swith the court. In Washington tha 
power rests with the State Bo~rd of examiners . 

. 54. This summary is not complete, but according to the latest 
information available is accurate as far a:s it goes: It will be seen 
that in none of the countries, states or provinces mentioned. except 
in the province of Ontario, has the Bar been invested with final 
disciplinary authority, and in Onta.rio the last word rests with t!IC 
Court in the case of a solicitor. 1 It is necessa,ry to. emphasise thi,. 
point because it has been made clear to us in the COUl'se of 0\1: 
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.eulJuiries that many who expressed themselves in favour of wholly 
ilidt!pcudellt Bar Councils in India with final disciplinary authoritJ 
.have ,1011(' so ill ignomnce of the fact that they are advocating an 
,i,,!titlltillll \\},ich is a!luost without parallel in the. Empire or the' 
United Sta.te.; of Americl~. The constitution of Bar Councils .of 
any kind is all experiment the value ot which can only' be tested by 

.experience, alld it is in our opinion unthinkable that the first flight: 
·should carry the Bar in India to a; position which the English' Bar, 
with centuries of traditions and experience in self-management, has 
never yet allPired to. We ha.ve found in nearly all the responsible 
views we have heard on this subject a feeling that.in one ·way. or 
another the authority of the High Courts should be retained. And 
even those ",itnesSes who would give final authority to a Bar 
Council have generally desired that the High Court should be 
represented on the Council itself. From the evidence we have. 
heard we think it would be unduly optimistic to believe that in all, 
pmvinccR the Bar Couneils will be wholly imniune from l'eligiOl18, 
poJitieal or (;ommunal influences; and we doubt whether a Council 
could alwaYR be assured of having the ,fun weight of profeRsional 
ooinion hehinil it if it dealt severely with a .case . of niisconduct. 
Nowhere, on the other hand, have we heard a.ny complaint regard'
in#! the way in which the High Courts have exercised tpeir powers, 
and we feel that we can only Plterfere with an established system 
which is generally admitted ,to-have. worked well if we. ensure, that, 
;;he system to be set in its place has a reasonable chance of cqntinu-, 
ing the work sueeessfully. If the first step taken issriccessful ana, 
the experiment proves that Ba.r Councils can exercise their powers 
to the satisfaction of the High Courts, the legal profession arid the 
public" there is' no reaRon why their powers should not be gradually 
increaRed. But in the meantime we would move with caution, 
and, while we all agree that Bar Councils should be ~onstituted at 
~rtain places, we' would. not give them greater. powers than we 
feel they can properly exercise . 

.. The great majorit)( of advocates and .vaki}s in .India act as well 
itS plead: They. are in immediate contact with: the'lay public and 
their position is. to be compared. rather with' that of the solic~()r' 
~ban with that ofthQ barriRter ~n England and elsewhere. ·It 
",ill be .seen that the powers which we propose should' be giveri' to' 
Bar Councils are similar to tnose exerCised by the Incorporated 
Law Roeiety in En~la,nil llP t,o the passing of the Solicitors Act, 
InUI. 

55. For the pu;rpose of our proposa.ls· regarding Bar Councils, 
~ssam having no separate lligh .Court a.nd comparatively few legaJ 
oractitionerR mURt be treated as part of Bengal. Sind could rit'k 
·,onveniently he, brought nniler a Bar Council at Bomhay. am! 

c; 



probably would not willingly consent to such an arrangement, were· 
it possible. Similarly we think that there can be no question of. 
placing the Bar in Oudh under a Bar Council at Allahabad. 'l'eIri-
tories outside the Governors' Provinces are not affected by our. 
proposals. In those territories there are many courts having th~· 
powers of High Courts at which we think it would be impossible to· 
set up Bar Councils. We ha:,:e been unable .to visit Nagpur,. 
Karachi . and Lucknow, but the opinions which we have received: 
from those. places and the evidence which we took' ourselves at 
Lahore lead us to doubt whether it would be advisable to establish 
Baf· Counciis . at those four centres. For .the present we recom
mend that statutory. Bar Councils be established only at Calcutta 
Madras, Bombay, Allahabad, Patna and Rangoon, but that provision 
be made for setting up Councils at Lahore, Nagpur, Karachi and 
Luck-now when experience has heen gained of the working of the' 
Councils at the centres we have .indicated. 

55. We have already said that we look forward to the time' 
when pleaders and others entitled to practise only in subordinate 
courts will disappear and all legal practitioners ,will be entitled tv 
practise in the High Courts as well as in the subordinate courts and 
revenue offices~ For this reason and also because we think that 
it would be better for the present to confine, the membership of 
and electorate fot the Bar Councils to the highest- grade of legal 
plactitioners', that is, thof;e who are Advocates of the High Courts, 
we propose that .all other legal practitioners should continue as at· 
pre!'1ent to be e~rolled and controlled by ~he High Court. 

57. A Bar Council, if it is to function properly, must be a small 
and cOlIipact body. We propose that the number of members 
should be lin~ited to 15. Font should be nominated by the High 
Court, including.· where possible, the Advocate General or th~ 
Government Aavocate and the Government Pleader. The remain
ing eleven, of whom sh should be advocates of at least ten yeara' 

• standing, should be .electe1 by Advocates of the High Court, pro
vided that in Calcutta and Bombay the High Courts should deter. 
mine how many of the eleven should be Advocatef; entitled to
practise on the original ,side. The first Councils should hold office 
for 3 yeM's.' the term of office o~ subsequent Councils being 
determined by rules to be fmmed by the Councils themselves. .. 

58. The question whether judges should be members of a Bar 
Council has been much canvassed. Some judges have stated -that 
they would object to serve on a body in which they would neces-. 
sa.rily be in 'n minority, and we feel that there might. be difficulties 
~hen queRtions of di,;eipline wpre· undpr -liscuRRion or when, 88 
We h~pe will not l:e the ca,se, the councils arf' liahle to be affected 



by exU'aneOU8 inJIuenoos. We propose therefOl:e, r.hat ~e ,nomi
nated members also should, ordinarily' be . advocates. But. the· 
.evidence which we have taken suggests that, for the present it may 
be advisable in some places for judges to assist the Councils by their 
presence. We would therefore lea.ve it open tG the High Courts to 
nominate judges past or present if they,think proper. 

5!}. We recommend that a Bar Council should have power to 
make rules 8ubject to the' approva.l of the High Court in respect of 
the following matters:- " 

(a) The qualifications, admission and ce~tific~t~s of proper 
persons to be a.dvocates of the High Court, '.' 

(b) The powers and duties of advocates~ 

(c) The conduct of any examination which. L;ay 00 pres
cribed by it and the fees to be paidlfor appearing at 
the same. " 

(d) Legal education, including ~he delivery of l~cture~ to 
students and the fees chargeable therefOl:.. " :' f 

(e) Matters relating to the discip~e and professional con
duct of advocates. 

(f) Procedure and practice in cases fallmg' wit:hih the 
disciplinary juri&diction of the' Council. . . . , " 

. '. 
(g) The method of holding elections or' membeIl< ~f the 

Council and all matters incidental·thereto: ".1 . ., 

(h) The meetings of the Council. the quorum nec~~sa;y· f~r 
the transaction of business. the election of a:Pre!<ident 
or other officer and the. appointment of eommittees' for 
special . purposes. . . . 

(I) The period for which-a Council; after the ·first Councii> 
flhonld' hold ot?ce and _ the' filling of 'vacancies oCC\:nTit!'~ 
between elections. . - - . .. .,., _. 

<11 The terms on which·advocates of another High CO!lrt 
inay be permitled to appear occasionally in theIIigh 
'Court to which the Council is attached and -

(k) any other matt.!r preS!!ribed by the High Court.. . 
The rules regulating the' election -of the first Council and the 

~IIing of vacancies before: J;'ule\l are .made by the Councilshould-be 
made by the Hi!rh Court. and it should he;proyided,that.,no.,rules 
.haIl be made affecting the special provisions we have suggested 
for the original 'sides of the Calcutta and Bombay High Court!! 1i0 

lcng as those provisions remain in force, ' 
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60. A Bar Council sh01lld·have. power.either of .its ow~ motion' 
or an complaint -or on;a reference by the High. Court to inquire into 

. all matoorB 'of the kind referred to in sections 12 and 13 of the. Legal 
Practitioners Aot, 1879,. breaches.<of l"ulesand other. improper 

-conduct in l\'hichan advocate of the Court is concemed. and ma.ke 
.. report to too High Court wi't.b. a recommendation as to the action, 
if any, to be taken by .the Court. 

A Bar .COImcil shou1J.d .. also be entitled t·o be hea.rd in any martter. 
'relating to the admission of an advoca.te 6r in .Slippert of any report 
made by it to the court. ", 

61. TheeKisting disciplinary jurisdiction of. the High 
Court should be maintair-ed, but the Court should. be bound 
before ta.king ~st:iplinary action ,against an advocate, excep~ 
ill regard t9 contempt ofoourt and the' like, to refer the 
case to the Bar Council for enquiry and report. On receipt 
of a report from the Bar Council the Court should be empowered 
itself to make or require the Council to make further inquiry. At 
the request' of a Bar Cmmcil or on its own motion a High Court 
ehould be authorised to order an enql1iry to be held by a local 
court. 

Provisioll should be made for procuring- with the sanction of the 
-court the a.ttendance of witnesses a.nd production of .documents 
Tequiredby the Cou-ncii for an inquiry> and witnesres should receive 
the same prctection as when they give, evidence hefore a court. 

The High Comts should. l"et.a.ia .their power, to fix the amount 
payable by a party in respect of the, fees of an adversary's legal 
Pl80ctitioner. '.' , . 

62. We ha.ve' expre~sed elsewhere our opiilion: that attorneys 
should continue to 'be enrolled as such in the three Presidency 
High Courts where alone they are to be found in any numbeni'. 
We ha.ve excluded' attorneys from the Bar Councils which we 
have proposed, because although some witnesses were in favour 
o{ giving. the Rn\"Counriis POWel'S of f.ontrol over: all classes of 
practitioners, including attorneys, .the W'eatmajority, including the 
-attorneys themselves, ,supporte!\ the view that attorneys should 
have a. c~mpletely separate orga.niza.tion. 

, • > • '> ,. . , 

. 1:0. CIl<1cutta., therl( appear. to be 275, a.ttorneys, of whom 206 
b~long to .the '{n~oli'por3te(lr,aw SoCiety .. In Bombay also there 
b a consideral?le. number. Qf, attorneys, of wllOmU7 are members 
~f the Incorpora.ted IJ8 W' ' Society. . . ~. . 

In Ma.dr:t!l there ·are Rbont :30 ·a.ttorneyl'l. nearly aU of whOm 
belrmi to the Att.orneY!\"\Il~iati()n. which il'l not ~n incorporat.ecl' 
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body. 'In Calcutta there- was a difference f>il opinion on the
~uestion whether the- 'Incorporated Law Society should be given. 
statutory power' to 'contf01i ,its- 'members. In Bombay the Presi
dent of tbe Society stated his' personal epinion, tha.t such power 
should be given. "I'hefactappearlr to be that; neitheI' Society it;, 
reany interested in the- question or has given, it mucl!, thought. If 
the Societies in Calcutta. and Bombay maIm '/I definite request tha.t 
statutory power of control should, be given to them 'we see no. 
leason why the- request should not be granted:. In,tha.t event we
would suggest that disciplinary power should be' given to them 
similar to that enjoyed by the Incorporated Law SoCiety: in England 
before the passing of the S()licitorsA.ct".1919~ namely, power' 
through a Committee to enquire into cases of &lleged,misconduC& 
and to make a report to the Court. 

'.rho number of attorne),sin Madras being so small, it is doubtful' 
whether it wClIld be practicable'to give them statutory power -of 
control. They appear to be' content to remain under thecollttot 
of the High Court. ' " 

V.-Miscellaneons •. 
63. There a~e olle or two matters to which reference should be' 

made before we close. our ;report:' Iil.: the 'mst· place :, we would 
discuss briefly the effect which our 'proposals may be expected to 
have on the recruitment' of ba.rristers; whether E~g}iSh or Indian.-
to the Indian Bar. ' " 

64. Lord Lytton's Ct'mmittee fouridthat in; October '1921 
tbere were 3:37 Indian students on 'the rolls 'or th~ Inns of Court. 
It if! believed tlmt there are now well over 500. But in "both cases: 
the number includes men who .take the course not with any inten-" 

. tion of practising in the courts but alii part of their general educa
fiion while they are studyir .. g for, entry il1to~he imblic :services. 

Between 1901 and Hl20 nj} ')ess than 1,997 Indians joined, the 
Inns of Court. The chief rea~ons which in the 'past led ,such large 
lIumbers of Indians to go to Engla.nd to be called to'the'EnWish 
bar appear to have been that it 'was considered to 'be" much easier 
t.o pass the Bar examination in EngllJIld than to" qualify as a. vakil 

• of a High Court in 1ndis. ,and tnlit ;there' were distinctions between 
barristers and'vakils in snch matters as precedence, eligibility for 
appointments and practice on the, ~riginal sides of the High Courts. 

, 65. The Bar examination, in' England is more difficult than it 
used to be and the standard of general education reqUired for 
admission to an Inn of Court is higher t.han it form.erly was. 
Further all the 'Chartered High Courts except I~a}jore now requi~e-



wore than a. mere ~ca.ll to the'.J3ar. as a .qua.lification for the' enrol
ment of a ,barrister !l-/il an,advocate. ,In ma.ny instance, as indicated 
in an ,earlier par~, ,ot this Report. ,an applicant for, ~nrolment is 
l'equire~ :to ,4ave, re/Ldin the chambers of. aban:ister in England 
or ,tQ ha.ve other qualificatillns. The provisions referred ,to appear 
to have resulted in a diminution in the number of barristerS" enrolled 
in courts which, require qualifications :beyond that ,of a caUto the 
Bar. 'fhe 3vera,ge number of barristers enrolled in the last four 
yeanrin the Lahore' High Court, which is content with a mere call 
to the Bar,· is 20, while the total yearlyenrolments in the High 
Courts at Calcutta,· Madras, Bombay, .A;.llahabad. and Patna 
together 'amount to an average of only 25 ; and of the 42 enrolled 
in Calcutta in the fou;r years just one half were yakils who availed 
themselves of the shorter course with reading in chambers in 
.England. 

, . With,. the, ~pecial prhileges hitherto, enjoyed by' barristers we' 
:have already deaJt and if our proposals in this connection are' 
3ccepted 'there will not be the' iilducemerits which now exist for 
'Students who do not also desire a University education in England 
t,) go there for their legal education. 

66. The evidence recorded by RS and .by .the committee presided 
over by Lord Lytton leads us to the conclusion that in the past a 
considerable number of students haye gone to England insufficiently' 
equipped and so have not had the opportunity of availing them
"elveR to the ftill of the educational fayilities there provided.' 'We 
are far from being opposed to students going to England,enlarg-' 
-ing their general knowledge there and profiting by the better 
teaching there available, but we are of -opinion that only fully 
equipped students or those who also wish to take advantage of an 
-English University course are likely to gain, real benefit by such a 
visit. Vle a.nticipate, however, that with the removal of distinctions
hetween barristers and vakilR and the proBpects which we. propose 
flhall he open toa,dv()cate~ edllC'3ted in India to hold the highest 
posts in the legal profe~sion tl1P number of, thof.:(' who go Rolely 
for the purpose of a. call to the Rnglis1r Bar will be diminiRned . '. . , 

.~7. In the ,past many Englishmen have come. out to the 
-country to practise in th~ Indian courts. but of late years their 
numbers .have ,decff:ltRe(l, though a certain number still. come out 
to Rangoon and 1\ few have recently joined the I,ahore and other 
High Conrts.' There iR a eonsenRllR of opinion that in the past 
the preRence of EngliRhn'f'l1 practising .in the emlrtR haR been a 
f:onree of strength to the. Rar itRelf ana we. would do nothing to 
diR~ou~age tryeir coming; .hnt they . should be admitted to practise 
liS 3.(h-00ateR on terms equivalent tc,) those on which Indianf'l . are' 
iI<1mihetl. . " . .. 



68. We desire to add a few words. regarding the rule of some 
-a( the High Courts which makes reading in chambers in. Ell gland 
a necelltlary or alternative qualification. Under Regulation 44, of 
the Consolidated Regulations of the Inns of Court a. vakil may be 
exempted from keeping Cl. certain ninnber of terms if he produces 
a. certificate from a practising barrister app1'oved by the Council 
0/ Legal Education that he had read for \,2 months in that barris
ter'}; chambers. Reading in, suitable Chambers in ;England is hi 
our opinion most valuable, but it cannot be expected ,that- the 
Council of Legal Education will take upon itself the burden· of 
finding or approving of chambers for Indian students to whom 
Regulatioll' 44 does not apply. It is difficult for other Indian 
students to find tluitable cha.mbers and we fear that there can be 
no doubt that reading in chambers in EnglanJ has been' in IJIany 
callel! a llIere formality. \Ve think that the High Courts Rhould' 
consider the advisability of allowing Indians to read with a.n 
approved Indian practitioner instead of reading in chambers in 
England, at least when it is shewn that the individual cannot 
obta.in entry into suitable chambers in Engl~nd. 

6U. We would next refer briefly to a system ~hich we found 
to be in existence in certain places in India, namely the system of 
partnerships between' legal practitioners. "Ve apprehend, that 
there is nothing in the conditions on which a student is,called to' 
the Bar in England which prevents him from entering into 
pa.rtnership with other legal practitioners in countries in which, 
such partnerships .are permitted or recognized. Partnerships 
between legal practitioners of aIt classes have long been recognised' 
in Rangoon and Karachi and have been found to' suit the conditions 
prevailing in those towns. We think that such partnerships should 
be permitted wherever all classes of legal practitioners are entitled 
~ act as well as to appear and plead. 

70. We feel that our report would not be complete without 
some reference to an evil which was brought prominently to our 
notice in the course of our enquiry. The evidence which we have 
received leaves no doubt that touting of various kinds prevails in 
most parts of India. Thf. law with reference to touting 'ias 
strengthened in 1896, but has proved entirely ineffective. ' The 
plain fact is, that unless the legal profeRAiol1 asAistA the courts" to 
Muppress tonts little can be done by way of legislation. 

One of the principal caUReR of the exiRtence of this Elvil iR the 
seriollR overcrowding of the legal profession. Touting has 
nndoubtf'dly increaRed with the increaRe in the numbers admitted. 
·It would appear that in some provinces in the near future' there 
will not 00 any necesRity to ret.ain the lower grades of legal practi
tioners. If the profeRsion of the Ja,w iA dORed to a,n but those who 
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have qua.lifications entitling them to practise in the High Courts: 
and' the qualifications of entrants are raised, the, number admitted 
should not be excessive and it may be possible to enforce a higher 
standard of discipline. . 

We trust that the Bar CouncilR will regard the suppression of 
tonting as one of their principal concer~s. , . . 

71. In ccnclusion we desire .~o express our warm appreciation of 
the services of our Secretary, Mr. ;T. H. Wise, I.C.S., who made all 
the arra.ngements for our tour and has been of great assistance to. 
us 'in the prepa.ration of our report. 

J. H. WISE, 

E. M. D. CHAMIER, 
Preside'nt. 

V. M. COUTTS T"ROTTER_ 

S. R. DAS. 

H. P. DUVAL. 

HENRY J. STANYON. 

T .. RANGACHARIAR. 

L. M. BANERJI. 

S. S. PATKAR. 

M .. M. CHATTERJI. 

Secret,u'ry: . 

f)dhi, till' 1st Fcb"llary192~. 



MEMORANDUM. BY ·MR. JUSTICECOU~TS 'XRQTTEh 

THE DUAL AGBNCY. 

The following memorandum is intended to put forward what· 
in my opinion can be said for the maintenance o~ the dual agency, 
where it already exists, and is not ID any way to be taken as a plea 
'or its extension to anv court where it does not exist and to which 
vur unanimouf' report does not suggest that it should be extended. 
I have ~;'itteu it deliberately in my own name, though of course 
after careful discussion of the matter with all my colleagues; I have
('.one 80 on full consideration, because I necessarily am compelled 
50 expreslI opinions on controversial topics, to which I do not wi@ 
to hind. any of my . colleagues except in so far as they desire to
subscrihe to thelll speeifiea lIy .. 

The witne~ses wao canvasSed the rival merits of the dual and
nngle agencie!> directed themselves in the main to three topics, 
efllcieney, purity and cORtIiness: and I propose to deal with these 
in that order. I have made a special study of this matter, an,l 
hesides my experience of both systems as a judge sitting in Madra'!, 
I have for my own satisfaction done the following things over and" 
shove hearing the ~vidence given before us. In the first place, 1 
read through a number of.counsels' briefs kindly put at my disposal 
l·y firms of solicitorR or advocates in Bombay, Cq,lcutta and' 
J{an!!oon. Heeollc1ly. I attended the trial of original suits in a,1I 
: hree courts. In Rangoon. owing to the non-appearance of" 
witn~sRes who llad volunteered th<lmselves. but had failed to come 
hrward. I had nearly two whole ,1a):!1 available for the purpose .. 

The question is one which for. pral'tical purposes only concerns· 
the Higb Courts of Bengal, BOlT.lbay and Madras. In Benga.l 
barristers bave the sole right of audience on the original side and" 
can only appear when illf4ructed by an attorney. Furthermore, 
~ barrister in Bengal cannot appf::ar on the appellate side, unless 
Instructed bv a solicitor or a vakil. and in the mofassil he must be 
instructed by a vakil 01 pleader. In Bombay, advocates mus! be' 
instructed by an attorney on the original side. but can take instruc
lJon~ fmm au attorney or vakil on the appellate side anddirez1i 
from the client in the mofassil. In Madras, the two systems exist. 
side. by side. A barrister clIn in theory take instructions eithel
from an attorney or a. vakil: in plactice hardly !tHY barrister ever' 
~ppears except on the instructions of an attorney. On the other
!..and, a vakil can appear oq the original side of the Madras High • 
Court instructed directly by the client. In Rangoon there are 3' 
few l'lolicitors-only three Raid to be in active practice, and many 
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barristers, but the dual agency does not exist, and the client has . 
. dIrect access to the advocate wbo is going to conduct his case in 
(·ourt. These being 'the facts, I propose to deal with the questE~n 
I nder the three heads I have outlined . 

. Efficiency.-I do not think that any disinterested enquirer can 
doubt that uDder the dual agency, the work of preparing and 
presenting ca~es 'to the court is infulltelv better done than 'under 
the other. Subdivision of labour and specialization everywhere 
I,end to efficieilCY; and markedly -;0 in the law. The mere fact of 
having to 'put together a brief, i.e., t.he materials on which another 
iilanwillfightthe case in coUrt, tends to' completeness and com
pactlle~s of prepatation. The documents are properly inspected, 
copies 'are prepared for the use of counsel and jlidges, 
.ltelevant evilence, whether oral or documentary is weeded out, 
.. hd the whole material is focussed on the true issues of the case. 
Proper proof9 of the witnesses are taken and they are confined to· 
,yhat ia relevant. Under. the system of tho single agency. caael1 
are prepared in a much more slipshod way: the inspection of docu-, 
ments is perfunctory, irrelevant matter is most inadequately excised, 
and tho court :.,.eh~ far less efficient f~ssifltance all round. The matter 
of ,:ourse affects the client, who . ~ necessarily a gainer by having 
bis case well '.')resented to the com t: but. it affects the courts even 
more. The situation was graphically summed up by a Bomi>'1Y 
iudge who had experience of Loth systems: of the single agency 
as J,udicial Commissioner in Kara(hi, of the dual as a High Court 
Judge in Bombay. He is a civilian and not a barrister judge, and· 
therefore can IH1ve no assoeiations or predilections to obscure or 
prejUdice hi~ judgment: and he 'laid that he could get through as 

. much work in an hour in Bombay under the dual agency as he 
could get through in a day at Karachi under the single. Similar 
tt'Rtimony ahounded from witneRRes who are familiar with both 
Fystems, No doubt some allowance must be made for the fact 
that the most skilled practitioners naturally tend to practise' in 
the higheflt eonrt of original jnrisdidion, rather than in an up
country' centre, ,however important: but I feel no doubt that most. 
d t~e inl'L'eased efficiency should be ascribed to the system and not 
to the sureriorqualities of individual practitioners., My perusal' 
of tbe briefR rut at my diRpm~al confirmed this view entirely, The· 
Bombay and Calcutta briefs were complete in every respect, such 

. briefs as a harriRter in J·}ngland would e~pect to receive from a good 
firm of Rolicitor~lear instructions, complete copies of documents 
a,nd carefully drawn proofs of all the witnesses. Any advocate could 
p'Prfe('tly wen conduct the caRe on the materials so put before him.! 

, -Ibe Rangoon briefs were altogether a different· affair-those or. 
-'.fle appe!Jate side doubtless had a. ·completerecord, but on the 



.c..ribwal dide they were unintelligible; a copy of th~ pleadings and 
interlocutory 'orders, copies of a few but by no means ·of all. the 
letterR, no proofs of witnesses, no extracts from the account books 
(;f the opposite side. No one could possibly have Conducted the 
·(ase from the haphazard,bundle called a 'Brid', unless he had see'! 
aB the witneHst'tl aud, gone through the docurnentsperlOonally., 
This imprcRsitmwas confirmed by what 1 hea,rd ~ court of trials 
In progress. In Bombay and Calcutta everything was ready to 
hand and tIle OIHeH were got thi:ough promptly and in a business
like way. In Rangoon I heard'lhe trial of a heavy; commerci'Ll 
wit involvin\{ 2 laklu. before a trained Commercial judge. 'The 
I arristers who appeared had worked up their own briefs, and th~ 
reRl!lt waR (:haoR and an appalling waste of time-I .heard ~ hOllrl'\ 
Hpent ill a royillg ellquiry into the contents of a ledger: had _it 
been properly inHpected and proper- notes made on inspection, th~ 
whole of the relp,vant entrieR couU have been put before the court 
in fivt' lIJil1l1te~. Both fiidel-' were repreRented by eminent 'counlOel, 
'.nembers ,in ebch case of a leading firm: but coun~l on both sides 
were ohviowdy picking lip their real ease as they went along. 

'The .:eason is clear ': an advocate who is busy in court all dav' 
cannot give t1e time to get up his materialc; properly. He must 
have conferences, draw pleadings and write opinions when he is not 
actually arguing in court, and the preparation of cases for hearing is 
patently neglected. Tt may sift itself out in the end, but it involves 
a great waste of judicial time, and one cannot wonder that there 
are sl'J'ion;; arrear" in conrtswhose time is so whittled away. 
1 n Madrar-, th ... vaJrils on the original side do their work very well : 
hilt tha t j~ henlll"C the slIhst.ance of the dnal a!!ellt'y rreva.ji~ there. 
'Tbe work, ot1:er than that which, goes to solicitor and collnsel,l" 
nn . the w1lOle "ery .. dequately handled. But it is all in the hand.s 
of a few 'lIen, 'who each have in their office a team of luniors wh.) 
f-et up their Clses for them, illflpect the documentR and take notes 
jor, the use of the leader in court, and take proofs of the witnesBec; 
The result.is leasonably satiRfacto<'Y from the point of view of the 
dibpatch ')f bupiness : ithas other evils which will be best dealt with 
under the head o"{ costlinesi>. It has driven the work into v&i:y 
few hands: and. the leadin!! vakil on the original side is (-rf'ilitl'cl 
with having .to per cent. of the cases which do not go to at.torne}s 
and barristev. In .cases on the Madras original side where junior 
vakilR are employed who have no assiAtants to get up their cases 
tor them, thJy are preR"ented to the court in 'a state of copfusion, 
and thl' ,iudge Ims to muildle alona as heRt he can. at the CORtof 
-tondless waste of time. Indeed, it constantly occurs that he ha'! 
t" point out what materialil are necesflary for a. pl'Oper trial of the 
.c~se"and adj)urn it for them to be procured and produced. . , 
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2~ Purity.-A good deal of misunderstanding prevailed about' 
thi<J, and it v:as very difficult to get the witnesse~ who advocated 
the rival systems to understand the opposite point of view .. The 
protagonists 'If the single agency appeared to think that· the· dual 
agency 'involved that no barrister should ever see his client before 
the trial in, conference in any circumstances. They dilated on 
Lhe adva'ltage to the' barrister of knowing what his client's C3'Je 

was from' hi.; own lips, and on the satisfaction derived by the client 
by· coming into personH,1 touch with the llIaIl who was actually 
60ing to conduct· his case. - The advocates of the .dual .agency ~t 
time~ ilsed language which suggested ·that no honest practitioner 
could ~eea client or a witness without contamination and without 
yielding to the temptation to coach him as to what exactly he :was: 
to say to suit his case. 

: .. ",' 

. I do IlOt share either of these extreme views. Barristers in En~-· 
land eOllstantly have l:onferences with their lay clients. brought to 
their cha!nbers for the purpose by the instructing solicitor. Aga.iu 
every barrister can and must see expert and professional witnesses 
in conf~l,ence in order to .understand the trend of . their evidence. 
which ,would ot.berwjse. be· unintelligible to him. B.ut he does not 
see and does not .take the proofs of witnesses who are. to.8peakto 
facts, which under the single agency he must do. I have nQ doUbt 
that it is It great advantage in the interests of a high· profeBsionar 
standard that he should not The most scrupulous practitioner who 
examines witnesse!l ont of court cannot help unconsciously com'ey~ 
ing to the witne!lses'mind what evidence would be most useful to.
the case. It is said that the attorney under the dua.l agency is 
subject to tl~e same temptation. In my opinion it makes all the 
difference that the man who. interviews the witnesses is not the man 
who. is going to exa.mine them in court. The rule against leading' 
questions in examination in chief loses.much .of its force if the
examiner ha~. been in conta.ct with the witness, . I fully accept 
our joint conc:ll!lion embodied in DUI' repDrt that it would be im
practicable to impose the dual agency on courts where it does nDt 
exist-as. it would be impracticable to. fo.rhid s01icitors from appear-~ 
in1r as advocates in country courts in England. But that the dUll 
system is a valuable !lafegllard against malpractice!l, a.nd tends. to· 
·the independence and .dignity ot the Bar, I do not question, and' 
I think it would be a retrograde .step to abolish it in those c.oQI'ts 
where -it has taken firm root, i.e ..• Calcutta, Bombay and.to a ~ertain 
extent Madr,\'l. 

1 ... ' . ..'. t' • .' 

. Moreover, the single agency undoubtedly opens the door to. 
touting, and the evidence before us leaves .l.ittle room for ,doubt th3.t. 
that ~vil 'is rampant in Indian .'eourts de!lpite all the' efforts that 
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~I'tavt> bflel\ m:ule t,o cur/.) it. Touting iR' of course' possible under 
,1he dual systfm, but i' is much more difficult and consequently 
""wit more rare. 

, :l. COIo,tliuess.-l!:very one fixes on thiR as the vulnerable point 
All the <lual s.\lstem, and on the surface it is easy enough to say that 
in the natur~ of things two men must cost more than one, and 
very few of ('ur witnesses said anything more than that. :rhe 
careful figure'! given to us by the Taxing Officer at Calcutta. allpear 
~o show conclusively that under the existing scale, litigation under 
the dual agency on the original side is extremely moderate in its 
cost in that rjtv, and no one has suggested that it costs any more 
in gomMy or" Madras than it does in Calcutta. No doubt you 

.could get the work more cheaply done-:-possibly by a single agency, 
but Ido not gather that there is anv rea.l dissatisfaction with the 
dllal system in the Pre"idencv'towns. where the contested Ruits 
are IIllbstantial in the amouni at stake or the' principle involved 

',aT hoth, and ""here' the litigants are morecone.etnedto have their 
, work "well done than to quarrel over items in a bill of costs. The 
'alternatiYe I'1YRtem il'1 the ad valorem fee: and ROfar a,s it obtains 
ln Hi!!h COlirtR on their original side!;, it appears only iu Burma 
,and M'a,dI'as: 'l7hich require separate examination. 

As to Burma. there is no taxation of profit costs, as distinc~ 
from, out of pocket, by an officer of the court by items. ~ But the 
trial judge has a. discretion to indicate the proper ad, valorem scale 

-which . should Le applied to a. given case and acts as a.. rough and 
ready taxing master. Such 11, method must proceed largely, by 

...Jmpression and guess work. and it is obvious that the costs so fixed 
.as between party and llarty, must ih many cases fall below' what 
:is .,legit.imat.e1v charged I¥ between ,solicitor and client; and a. 
proper Taxing Officer would doubtless allow many charges as 
tletween party and party which at present are irrecoverable from 
the losing side. ,At the same time, so far as could be gathered, 
-the system works without great dissatisfaction ~ and I gravels 
doubt whether barristers, working as in rea.lity they do ,under the 
llingle agency in Burma would have the time or the equipmem to 
prepare proper bills of costs with items. 

In Madras the 'results of the co-exisknce of the ,two systems ' 
,,-ide by Ride in original suits, are obviously anomalous and. unfair 
'in their incidence. ' Where a vakil :tppears. there are of conrse 
inevitably, present the inherent vices of the' ad ,~alorem system. 
~~ case involV1J1ga large sum may be defended merely tQ gain time, 
:ann when it come&,to trial go through practicallY'lI.s an undefended 
.case, casting no burden of work' on 'the 'plaintiff's va101 , and yet 
he gets a. heavy ad fJalorem fee allowed against the other side. 
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. On the .othe'· hand, a difficult d.nd ,complicated suit may entail
. elaborate pn~paratioll, may raise a. question of vital importance; 
alld yet, becauee the actual sum of money at stab:e is small, may 
carry with it a trivial fee recoverable from the losing side. \Von;t 
of all, there IS a maximum vakils fee of Rs. 1,000 for profit costs, 
whi.ch cannot be exceeded: arid may apply. to do case which has 
involved months of careful preparatioll, a.nu has' perlHtpH oecllpied 
several days at the trial.'· ," 

,,\11 this matters l,i.ttle to th~' vakil in assured practice. His 
fee ail bt;tween hiruself. and ',his client' he fixes without ,reference 
to the ad. valoren~. scale, but according to the a~ount of. work he 
expects to have to do in the case though of course the ad valorem. 
fee allowable is naturally hisminimutn... But it" works out in 
'praptic~ ~hat no vakil of any standing' in the court w.ill take up a C3'!e 

at any figure that iR not far in excess of the ad '!;ulorem fee recover
able from the' losing side, . That is obviously unjust. to the client 

. who ha!!' to lay fees which, are a reasonable renmneration for the 
"Jork dOJ\", but a large portion.of which he cannot hope to recover 
from the other side And of course the vakil in lar~e practice has 
to keep up an office aIld a c;tafi' of juniors tf) get up. l-is cal'es for him. 
~e charges h~s client . with , a fee which covers a, proportion of 
these, matters; not one rupee of that part of his fee is recoverable 
fr0l11 th~ othel' Aid". It if;f;Hid tntit Rome jnllior va,kill:;· are content 
t I J I'P('ltr for ad t1o.lol"(>/J1 feel', becaURe it levelR itself 'up-:- while 
they. are mdrrpaid for whl1t thev do in.;;cme suit!!,' they are over
paid in other Tha.t may be 'well' enouglt for them, 'but· it is no 
eGlIRola.tion to the IORil1g' side in the latter class of case. Moreover. 
in the big ccmmercial centres, the CO'ltinued existence of the 
Ilolicitor :s ah olutely vital to thecoTIimuil.itYThe big busine.~~ 
concerns hav millionA of English can;h1· inve~ted in them, . and 
employ thous:1,nds of EUfopeanA in their direction and supervi
sion of the vaAt llumbei' of Indian workmPlt'in'theit'employment. 
They require' to have the type 'of advice that' i.bey can only 'get 
from 11 solicit er trained in the English system-it is immateria! 
whether he is Indian or Elrropean by hirt.1. and no racial question 
wh:f.teVl'f iH involved. A RolicitOl' iR a man with a' hllRi-ni>SR 
traming.- a]tcot'ther apart from his knowledge of law: . and neithe .. · 
a barrister n,.ra vakil has that traininl1' . The ilolicitor. isentirelv 
1\ creature of ibe dual agency, and if it~oes, he goes wIth it.' Bdt 
he is indiRpensu.hle to the bnsineRR WQflO.; and I Reeno way to 
preserve him l.ther than by continuing ,the. dual Rystem where it 
flOW obtains. To my mil,d. any attempt to, wellken·the preseni 
fytltem in. the big commercial towns would be. a rash and unwarrant
ed eKperiment and might gravely jeopardise the commercial and" 
induAtrial future of India. 
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111 Hangoon, there are very few solicitors though it if a big
':(,mmerc:,,1 and industrial town. As against that, firms who do 
not have a Rolicitor partner, IIRually have one who has had the 
training of a chancery parrister, and is therefore accustomed to 
drafting and /l '~vi80ry work whether in connection with the transfel" 
of property or' the formatior, of companies or the settling of businesR 
agreellJelltfol. In the firms which only contain barristers, the posi
tion may not unfairly be summed up by saying tllat one of the 
partners (usl~ally one trained in chancery chambers) has practically 
turned himself into 'a solicitor, and concentrates on the dal<s of 
work un~ertaken by his firm which would be done in England by 
a solicitor. 

I am quite aware that advocates of the single agency elailll 
. tt a.t vakils flxi"t who are I.~ competent as solicitors and attorney~· 

to serve :he needs of the commercial community of India. J. am 
convinced t:tat anyone who will impartially compare the training 
lequired from an attorney and its nature. with that required from 
Ii vakil, will Ree that it plainly cannot be so. It. also fails, to be 
observpd that the vakils who protest themselves able to do whaL 
I may call sol;, itors' work have large practic.es as advocates, whicn 
they do not for a moment propose to relinquish; on the other hand, . 
no 8I?hitor who gave' eviJence before us indicsted the slighte~t 
deRire to be riven any ouportunity to oractise as an advocate j!l;' 
tbe bi~her courts. The inevitable conclusion is one that I do not 
be&itlltc: to fIn. w. and put forward with any weil1'ht that may be· 
ascribed to m;. personal experience in Madras. I do not believe 
tbat anyone ",ho claims the right to apnear in conrt as an advocat·) 
;'nd wLo has Jot gone thrOl.gh the training invohTed in the servi.llg" 
of articleR is fitted in the least to do the class of work which proper
ly l1J>pertains to the solicitor. In a place like Madras, leading 
vakils with an office of ,junior assistants may undertake drafting 
work -;;bicb jq done in the !'Ough by tileir juniors and finally super. 
\ised by themselves. Neither junior nor leader has been through 
Ibe mil' that the solicitor ha,s, and the Ipa~f'r who professes to look 
through the draft spends the greater part of his day as an advo~te 
in cow t and can have litt1~ time left over to SUPf'rvise drafts, nen 
if hp were a Rkilled draftsman, which in fact he is not. If 
vakils ·'n 'tny ;,.ppreciable number willh to become solicitors, I would 
grant them facilities for doing so, and tide over the difficulty of 
fl.eir nlt Laving served their articles in the ·ordinary way. B,it 
it would be 3L essential 'ondition tbat they should abrogate the 
right to appear as advocates and [ question whether they wouM 
welcome !!uc~ an option. The lay client is tha person· wbo has 
to be protect~,'. and it is a useless pr~terce to offp.r him the services 
of a man who purports to be considering bis case in office, but in 



reality is fighting eases in eOUl't as all a.dvocllte all hi~ time, a.nd 
leaves his office work to hi~ juniors. 

V. M. COUTTS TROTTER. 

:Delhi, the .1st February, 1924. 

We agree 'with the above. 

S. R. DAS. 
ltf. M. CHATTERJI. 



NOTE BYDEWAN BAHADUR T. RANGACHARIAlt ' 
• . , . . .,:".Il '. 

THE DUAL SYSTEM. 

During the anxious and prolonged discussion v.'e b~d in Con: 
mittee during the last week on the problems before it. there, al 
:I or 4 guiding principles which we kept promi..Oently inview:,,:,:£ 
~ny rate wi?ich I kept in view-in making sugge~tionsa,ndacceEI 
lllg suggestlOns. " , .f ..' 

It was recognised almost at the outset" that the. ,conditio!: 
varied from provin<;e tQ, provinCe, that no question was to .. b 
decided merely on a priori reasoning as to the merits or .demerjl 
of any particular system in the abstract, that we. must mainta~ 
the state of things where it, has existed for long, that vested intere! 
should not be lightly disturbed, that local opinion should be' rE 
spected and favoured whenever possible, that vioJen~. or sud~e 
ohanges should .not be introduced in any.province, and that an 
changes which were recommended should be so framed as to cam 
the minimum amount of disturbance. 

It . was in the. view mentioned above 'we have refrained. frOI 
considering the merits or demerits of the dual systen;t as we fin 
i'; in each province and our conclusions stated abQve.,wertl re ache 
quite apart from this consideration. , . 

We have, however heard evidence on this point ,aiid Jr()ln m 
1000g experience in a province where both the systems ha~ 
been in vogue in the same court, I have come to. some definit 
conclusions and I place them on record for what they are wort 
as the question is bound to come up again sooner or later .. 

I consider that the dual system is, quite unsuited and unnecel 
sary e''en (or the original side ofthe various High Cou~s in tb 
3 Presidency Towns and the advantages claimed for that syst.et 
are more or less problematical and are not substantial enough t 
make it necessary to, keep up a variety different from ,the pre 
'\'ailing one which has taken roo~ throughout the'whole countr~ 
I will shortly. substantiate this position by a few mainconsi 
oerations.· ". ' 

The best evidence, in support of this conclusion is that actm 
experience gained by t~e concurrent trial of both the .systems, i 
the capital city of the' Madras' Presidency where alone the condi 
tions under which the trialtook place over a long period have bee 
fairly equal on both sides~ 'Neither in Bombay nor in Calcutt 
have the' conditions been favourable fde instituting 8;, fa4' CO,m 
parison. The class' of suits tried in the different courts' in th 
mofussal and the calibre and equipment of the Ba! or of the Bene 
there are very different from, what obtains in the High Courl 
The unitary system to use a short expre8sion has aIInost displace 

D 



the dual system j.n Madras and during all ;the ye!l-rtl this orocess 
has-beel} 'going on, there has been no sign of any dissatisfactiMl 
either from the Bench or from the public. On the other hand 
warm ,advocates of the dual system on the Bench of the Madras 
High Court hitherto candidly recognised that "thevakils on the 
original side do their work very well" .. ," that w()};k "isade ]uately 
handled", '" the result is reasonably satisfactc)l'Y" 'froni the point 
of view of despatch of business" and that , .. the situatIon so 'far 
as litigation is concerned works well enough". ., " 

There has been no complaint of 'any importance that the tone 
'of' the Vakil Bar in Madras is not all that is 'desirable. Only 
, l'ecently Sir Waiter Schwabe, the Chief Justice who retired last 
: month, paid a high compliment to'the Vakil Bar for 'theu'ability 

and for the way in which the traditions of the, English' Bar are 
-being kept up by them and he favoured 'unification. The greatest 
compliment that can be 'paid to the way the 'unitary ot fURion, of 

. fU)J.ctioi1ssystem has' worked .' ill . Madras lies in the' fact that the 
Madras Government advocates that the qnitary 'system should 
be made universal there. ',,, 

The' barristers in Madras' though brought up in the' English 
'traditiol1s', in a body, demand uriification. There are only one or 

, two· who cling to the dual system. ' _ .: . 

. There ,has been no complaint on' the part of t11e Iitigantpubiic 
tha~ their work was not properly attended to or that justice suffered 

'byreasol1 bf the fusion of functions. On the other hand if the 
'voice of 'the litigant 'public is to be any factor at all, I am almost 
,certain 'that the litigant public would protest against the dual 
agency,-especially having regard to the enormous 'cost which that 
,system would entail in a poor" country like thist, Thel'e has been 
no agitation from within the ranks of the profession in the prelli
dency, that tbe profession must be reorganised on: . the, baRis of H 

dua.! agency in the interests'of efficiency or, otherwise. ,: " 

,It will be l;ecognisedthat much may b;: sald:'oll'hot'h' sides 
a,rguing' on a priori grounds. There al'etwo sides to (~very queH
't,ionand advocates, emine:l1t oIles too,' a.l'e liot wantillg on either 
sicte. 
, , ',Oil 'the o;leh~ll1~ it 1UlS been -lirged that -th~ dual system co.n
t,l'ibutes to efficien~,y as the, reslli~ 'oia, division .'of labour" that it 
hl'ings into existence a band ,of speciali~ts" that the udv9cate wIllI 
is not ill tonch 'with the, Client. and has 110t been' col1ectillg material", 
for a case iE' likely to bring to bero; a freshness of butrook in thf' 
conduct of '1\ ease, that it at least makeR one section of the pro
fession clefUl, that it iinparts It dignity Hud prestige to the Advoeate 
l>ecau~e of his non-identification with the client,. ~)\Villg .t.9 the 
:illterl'oEiition or., it pro~er;sionid '~ent.leman betwe~I~: hi~,nselfand the 



elient. On the other. hand, it has been urged with' equal force 
that the virtues claimed for the dual agency·are .imaginary;: that 
it is purely- a historical accident ·in England;: that in the, early 
stages of man's profession it is impogsiQie to demarcate the :prO', 
fessional functions, that there is no; necessary inoongruity. and 
antagonism between ,the ·pleading and acting functions, th.at ad
vocacy is the best school of law, that the 'ltveragepractitioner 
under the single agency system has good working, alf ·round know,
ledge and IS better than either the Barrister or Solicitor of the 
dual agency system, that' there is no higJi. principle. involved, in 
compelling It young man to make choice when he enters the pro
fession and closing the door· against .aU honourable ambition, and 
putting an embargo upon .the full play of talent in tbecas~ of one 
set of practitioners, that the dual agency strikes a~ the fWHTa
mental principle of ~he administration of justice in' making litiga 
tion 80 expensive as to act as a deterrent to the poor man 'in assert-
ing bis just rights. . . . . 

At any rate it cannot be said thltt there .is. anything sacred or 
inviolable in. the dual agency system, when w~jind. thl),tis,not the 
.system obtaining' in tbe. great continent of Americ!L or in most of 
the Colonies, and in: most of the courts in this; country.. Viscount 
Bryce bears testimony to the fact .that in spite of th~ non-.existence 
of the dual agency in America the professton ~.s ,a w~ole. !:;ta,s .stood 
on a level with the profession taken as a whole in England anci 
that the Bar in America has reached a powel" and social considera.
tion relatively greater than the Bar ever held on the eastern side 
of the Atlantic. In recounting the advantages of tbe single agency 
flystem in the light of Ainerican experience he points ou.t that the 
average city practitioner in America js a much. better lawyer tha~ 
the, average Barrister or SoJicitor. ~he sing~e agency . sYl?tem 
affords It' far better prospect Of speedy employment than the begin. 
ner who is not strongly backed can look' to in England. . He 
flays that according'to the universalwitriess of'laymen and la;wyers 
no man who combines fair talent with reasonable industry fails 
to earn a competence Within six or seven years of his' career and 
to have' an opportunity of showing whether he hae in him ,the 
rriakinp:s of.·somethirig great. The gain ,to the .client is still clearer 
arid even' tht\se. very few American Counsel who say that for their 
'own sake' tbey would prefer' the English: plan admit .that the 
litigant 'is more .. eXlleditiollsly and effectively served where he: has 
but one pe,r:son ·to look to and deal, with throughout .. It does not 
snit him-, say, the Americans, to be laihered .. 4tone shop and shaved 
in another. . 

'Even in Englan~ in recent times there has been asnarp differ
price of opiniori> though it mlltltbe admitted that the -volume of 
cq,inion;n fayonr of. the .total abolition .of the existing system is' hoc 



quitE! strong as yet. It is somewhat noteworthy that such an eminent 
authority as Sir Edward Clarke was in favour of the fusion of 
functions. 'Lord Haldane ,has ,advised it for India. A section of 
Solicitdrs and a section of the junior Bar have also been in favour 
of. the" single ,agency system ns practice tends under the dual 
agency to drift into the hands of a few practitioners who were in
tiuentia.lly connected 01' who are related to Solicitors. The late 
Mr. Benjamin who was acquainted both with the English and 
American systems was of opinion that for countries not having a 
historic Bar, it would be difficult to maintain the separation which 
exists in England. _ ' 

My own experience in Madras amply bears out most of the 
claims made on behalf pf the single agency system in America. ' 

liithe ,original side the Vakil both acts and pleads. It is true 
iD. important causes a senior practitioner is associated with a junior 
practitioner in 'the work of preparation. But the, question is not 
whether in the 'case of a very busy practitioner' a junior is also 
associated with him but whether the junior if he does merely the 
juniorcounseI'1I and Solicitor~s work in certain cases does not also 
doinbertain' causes what may be called an advocate's work of 
argUmg' caSes and of examining witnesses. I.know of a number' 
of yonngmen who are doing the preparation and the instructing 
,work as well as what I'might call the pucca advocate's work of 
conducting and arguing cases and to their, credit it must be said 
tpey dO' the one kind of work quite 'as efficiently as the, other kind 
of, work~ This is' quite different from the' dual system: as it, is 
understood in 'England,' , 
, '. :Under this system more than 80 peF~cent. ot the' cases on 'the 

or~ginal side is done byV,aki. for ,both the,parties. "~' , " " 
There are about 150 Valcils who have work of.some Bort or other 

on that, side; of whom more than 50 have a fair amount of work, 
earning,. Rs.,5Oda inonth or upwards-vid(l', Mr. Grant ,and 

7. ••.. . '. '.J ' . .l' 

Mr. V~,. Srullvasan. , , .. " ,: ;:'" :-
'In the Madras High Court with ,its liroitedquantity of original 

Bide, work" with only two 'courts (sometimes only one) sitting to 
hear' cases I; should Bay that that "is a very fair distribution. ' In 
.Calcutta, with its heavy origina,l side, With' fourtiIMs the work, 
the e~idenCe'waiJ thatonlyfwo dozen barristers got on 'and the 
uptimistic correction made later: WIIS that 40 men make a living . 
. ' IriBom.bay~ where the ~orkpf tbeorigm~l Bide is even'very 
much larger; with 7 courts sitting, there wus the same story. In 
fact, the evidence given by the Bar Association, Madras, and by 
Mr. Justice Devadoss was that they, u~vocated the unitaJ.'y 
system because the juniors would haves. better c1!ailce of getting 
"~l'k from t.he llirgm"num~ of po..tJro08, tbe- clients; tbtrn tbe 



~aller number the attorneys. In the appellate. side in Madras the 
\\'ork has spread out ~considerably. A casual perusal of the 
oJ."iginal aide cause lists, has convinCed me' that a fairly large 
amount of wOl:k on the original side is ~ 'the hands ofneady 70 
to 80 Vakils and a very small quantity of work iJi the' hand£! of 
f01,lr or ~ve attorneys or attorney firms. Duringthefirstten'years 
of rqy practice, between 1891 and 1901,. there was a much, larger' 
volume of work in ~he hands o! attorneys, apd CouD:sel on the 
original, aide. • 

Luckily' some of the more'serious objections to the attorney 
system have been remoyed from tne unitary system as it prevaillil 
in Madras. 

It is considered unprofessional for a Vakil to stipUlate fOj;'fees 
varying with the result of a cause. He is not to engage himself 
in any busi~ess without the express permission of the Court; 

It is not cotlsidered honourable conduct fora Vakil. to get lin 
interest in the subject matter' of the litigatio~ in which he is 
engaged. There is a professional robe also to remind him con
stantly of the honourable profession to which he belongs. In such 
matters the vakil's position is more approximate t? that of ,~ 
Barrister and with the safeguards the fusion of functions in Madras 
has' tended to efficiency and popul:trity and ,to the existence of 'a. 
fairly high tone in the profeilsion. . , " 

"The _conditions even in the Presidency Towns are quite differ
ent "from what they are in England. The language 'of the court 
is 1I0t the languagt1' of the client' or of, the witnesses. There, are 
only very few cases in which Europeans are parties.' Probably one 
in 2 or 3 hundred. The Indian client,will never be content" unless 
he goes to the man who handles his case in court: . The'Indian 
witnesses are, nervous and, timid set of people and have 'not the 
intelligence or education of English: witnesses. ,There are great 
advantages'to be ,gained by dfrectinterview with, the witnesses' ,on 
the part of the advocate, The, Indian. Attorneys have not ,the 
same knowledge, .ability ,or training to handle.lndian, witnesse$ , 
and to elicit all they know as the .experienced Advocates. Cj,n; 
J.Jraiung qneRtiOll6 are as much prohibited und~~the dual as under 
the other systems .• The European Atto;rney is a{ ~he mercy of his 
interpreter often his .own clerk., Re. dOes not know:the language, 
is not familiar with the customs and' manners nor with. the 
language or method,~-which docUments and accounts are written 
and kept. , Th~ dUIlI systemwith,t?e Eur~pean A,ttorney witha 
European BarrIster means to. the chent he IS at .the. mercy. of the 
Attorney's clerk The great advantage to' 'the 'profession'In my 
view from the fusion system as it prevails in Madras is'both the 
$i}nio'rnnd llhejunior pr?fill~~ jt,.''+.~ejunioT ~ to·day becomes'.~he 



senior of to~mOlTOW' and very soon, becomes a' 1eader. The 
opportunity for' work, for contract with clients and for getting 
known t6 the Judges and to leaders in the profession is great' and 
within a. very short time the juniors of merit are able to set up 
business on their own account. Almost every leading man within 
my experience emerged ou~ . of this system. Justice Sundara 
Ayyar worked with Sir' Subrahmania Ayyar, Sir K. Srinivasa 
Ayyangar first with WilIie Grant and later with Sundara Ayyar; 
S. Sl'illivasa Ayyangar with Sir V. Bashyam Ayyang.ar also Sir 
V. C. Desikachariar and C. R. Tiruvenkatachari. Similarly 
T. R. Venkatarama Sastri, with' Sir P., S. Sivaswamy Ayyar, 
Alladi Krishnaswami Ayyar with Sundara Ayyar and later with 
Sir ~. Srinivasa Ayyangar, C. P. Ramaswami Ayyar with 
Kumaraswami 8astri and many others like that. I was mysel{ 
working with Mr. Wedderburn for the first, 5 years of my practice 
on the appellate side. The senior when he becoples a senior is 
fully equipped for his work having gone through the _ various 
stages himself. All these things will cease to exist if the 'dual 
~ystem IS to be made compulsory. The risk of contamination with 
the witnesses is there always. Is it not there to the .attorney? Is 
his branch considered any the less honouraole? Eminent Counsel 
in Calcutta, Mr. Pugh, ";vas a barrister first, an attorney next and 
is now a balTister. \Vhat about the hundreds of barristers prac
tising in the other High Courts and in the districts and in the 
Colonies? They have not suffered by contamination. The 
chances of abuse are less if you leave that risky work to be done 
by a superior man. So long as the safeguard tlf preventing undue 
interest in the subject of litigation is there, the risk is not a serious 
one. Both in America and in' our own country the tone has not 
deteriorated on this account. . 

An iron-bonnd caste svstem ofattornev and advocate is aetri
mental to the attorney and is not as good to .the advocate as the 
fusion system. Average ability is less under the.-dual· system. 
The attorn~vs look to the counsel for even simple' questions. If 
despatrh of business in' court i~ secured nnder the dual system 
it is because the work gets into the hands of a few leading counsel. 
They know the judges and judges knOw. them,. But is that desir
able? If there is laxity in preparation under the unitnry system, 
a little attention on the part of the trying judge if! bOllna tOflet it 
right. ., . , , . 

.. We c!1~not. ba.ve perfection in this worlcf! If so we mnst be im~ 
porting the best judges from England. Ca.n we get them? In 
t.he case of the dual system there is divided respo~sibility to the 
dient. The la'lt word as re!!ards efficiency is certainlv 11Ot. in 
fay,our of t,he .dual agency ... True the mechanical portion' is better 
(lone. 'Tht" mflterials art" met.hoilirR.lIv llrrnn:rr"if """,+.ly goot llr 



As regards intellectual preparation the other system in which two 
people jointly work is decidedly more suited. Th~ junior and the 
senior in the unitary system are both in touch with the . main 
essentials of the case. The Advocate is responsible to the client. 
There are opportunities for frequent consultation without the 
incubus of piling up fees. - '1.'he client gets the advantage of his 
legal advisers picking the brain each· of the other-there is more 
harmony among them as they are each other's choice and the legal 
advisers getting into direct tOil ch with the client and therefore more 
thorough with the facts. 'fhe Indian client cannot unburden 
himself as easily as the Englishman. The hands of the' clock 
will Le moving and the bill of costs also. 

There is undoubtedly the risk of the Advocate identifying 
hilOself unduly with the clients' interests. Some identification is 
necessary in the Advocate. He is not to assume .. to himself the 
functions of a Judge. . 

But as Lord Haldane has remarked: 
.. There is only one real safeguard ·and that is' to have an 

('sprit de corps among the Bar and a. high standard of honour 
that :would search out and repress inequities far better than any 
amount .of technical rules ". 

Litigation under the dual system is more expensive and I 
cannot accept any protestations to the contrary. ·There.is always 
a tendency to mount up costs against the defeated 'party by 'un
necessary proceedings. . When I was 'working with Mr. 
Wedderbw-n, I have seen pages anti pages· of quotations. from 
Lindley on Partnership or such other books in the briefs delivered 
t',l him. Mr. Inverarity has referred to this tendency in bi~ evi
dence. The. tendency for. securing agreements with the client 
is there. If i~ is saiq that the uuitary system is more conducive 
to touting, the dual system encourages nepotism and undue 
interest in the re,sul~ of the case. The Solicitor.'s ugly. daughter 
and multiple pounding are well knO\Yll sayillg's . .It is also ·stated 
that struggling junior barristers ure faced with. heavy handicaps 
in the shape of. sons and n~phews of Solicitors. There willahv~s 
be black sbeep under any 8)":>t(,I1L Man-made laws during the 
ages have not. destroyed crimes. ·.It. is impossible to affirm that 

. a larger percentage of c1ishonoura\:lle per$ona are produced under 
one system rather than the other. When it is admitted that in 
over one thousand and odd civil courts in the country where by 
far a larger number ·und more important ana intricate 9ases are 
cijsposed of the ,dual system is unsuited, 'it requires a very strong 
case to force it and t.hat partially ,on three courts .. The survival 
'in that area of the systemios due'to historical accident.'The,reasob 
for itB ~xi8tence was that English ,lA,,,, as auen applied to that 



court. That n() longer is the case. English law may be the guide 
but not the l!l>w. \Vhen impossible rules· are' setup for obser
v~nce, dummy attorneys and dummy pleaders and other make
,believes continue to exist. 

Einiilent Barristers will continue to settle, fees with the 
mofussal' clients and take briefs direct. A thing c~nnot be good 
for the Barrister in AUahabad and Patna and yet be bad in 
Calcutta. What is good in Karachi and in Ahmedabad cannot be 
evil in Bombay. Lay opinion does ask for the abolition of the dual 
system where it exists. Indian opinion, commercial and other
wise, both in Calcutta and Bombay is decidel against it. There 
has been constant, agitation both in Calcutta and Bombay over 
this question during the last 10 years. We have not got the dual 
system here as it' prevails in England. We cannot have it., In 
England litigation is conducted under the directions of a junior 
Counsel who is a specialist. Counsel's advice is often resorted to. 
Can that be done here? Will the Indian litigant be in a position 
to bear the cost? 

It is again said that the system of ad 'Valorem fees works as a 
hardship in some cases. True,; but it is not peculiar to the 
original side vakils of Madras. It comes into prominence' there 

,because both systems of taxation are extant on that side. Madras 
'has always beld that the costly system cannot be allowed to con· 
tinue. That was why the City Civil Court was established, not
withstanding the fact that it had all along the cheaper agency of 
the vakil on the original side also. The rule as to Vakil's fees 
can be revised. 

There is one more argument urged, which has also' to be 
noticed, namely, the necessity of preserving the solicitor for the 
English capitalist's benefi!. At whose cost, is the first question. 
Is it at the cost of the Indian litigant who has to pay? If to the 
English investor it is a necessity to have the' attorney, let him 
find his way to secure his pJe§;ence. No one has, suggested that 
attorn~s should not be ·~entoUed hereaJter. Such Attorneys' 

,wol'k as there is will always find its way to him or to other hands 
who can do that sort of work. If the Barrister in Rangoon can 
learn the art of drafting and ~onveyancing by practice, surely 'the 
vakil in Madras can do it, and he does it. Paying work will 
always find a man to do it. Only he will call himself differently. 
What does the investor do in the United States of America and in 
the Colonies where the 11.nitary systepl prevails? With all respect, 
I fail to recognise any force in the arguinent. The English fir~s 
in Presidency towns do mostly exporting and importing business 
for the benefit of traders, which does not need the investment of 
millions of English capital. Such capital as has been invested is 
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mostly outside the Presidency towns. Tlie planting and the mill 
areas are in the districts, where he has to be content with the 
unitary system. The line of reasoning" that for the benefit of 
the English investor the English Attorney is necessary, the English 
Attorney can be kept alive only by enforcing the dual system 
which is ideally better, it must be enforced at all cost " ignores the 
true- interests of the vast Indian litigant public. What about the 
Indian commercial and business interests? The Englishman will 
and does prefer the European Attorney. who is not suited to the 
Indian. 

Conclusion. 

It is essential to have a homogeneous bar throughout the -
country. Then only .. esprit de corps" will come into existem'B. 
It is impossible to introduce- the dual system where it does not 
exist. Uniformity is desirable and necessary. No great harm 
will be done by abolishing the dual system where it exists. 

T. RANGACHARIAR. 

The 27th Janua11/1924. 
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No . .I!' .-691-'.!a. 

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA. 

HO MED E PAR T MEN T. 

JUDICIAl.. 

RESOLUTION. 

Delhi, the 26th March, 1924. 

'l'be Indian Bar Comiuittee, with Sir E. M. desC. Chamier, 
Barrister-at-Law, as PresMent, was appointed by the Governor 
General in Council under the orders contained in the Resolutions 
of the Government of India in the Home Department, 
Nos. F.-591-23-Judicial, dated the 7th and 17th November, H.l23, 
respectively'. The Committee assembled at Bombay. on the 23rd 
November, 1923, and after visiting and recording evidence at 
t1everal places, submitted their report to the Government of India 
on the 7th Febtuary, 1924 .... l3efore comipg to final conclusions 
upon the proposals. of the Committee, the Governor General in 
Council considers that the Report should be placed before the 
publIc, and he has accorilingly been pleased to order that it shall 
be published for general information. 

2. The Governor General in Council desires to take this oppor
tunity of expressing his high appreciation of the ser:vices rendered 
by the President, Sir Edward Chamier, and by the Members of 
the Committee. 

3. From the estimates received from the Secretarv of the Com
mittee, it appears that the total expenditure which' has been in

. curred by the Committee and will be incurred in the printing of the 
Report will be about Rs. 1,17,000. 

'" Order.-0rdered that a copy; of- the above Resolution be com
municated to all Local Governments and Administrations, the 
Calcutta High Court, and the Legislative Department-' for 
information. 

• H. TONKINSON, 
Joint Secretar1/ to the Gooernment of India. 
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